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Maps, Myths and the media: cartography and the 
"new Europes" 
P. Vujakovic (Cambridge, GB) 

Abstract 

The transformation of the political geography of Europe has resulted in a plethora of new 
cartographic depictions. These maps of 'new Europes' are a continuation of an historic sequence 
of cartographic definitions of Europe as a continental and as a cultural-political emity. 

This paper focuses on the role of cartographic representations in the creation of new ideas, 
metaphors and myths of Europe in the 1990s. All texts, including maps, are seen as 'balllegrounds 
of meaning' that must be fought over; a contest between the imention of the author and the 
interpretation or comprehension of the reader. 

Examples are drawn primarily from the British news media, and from a televised party political 
broadcast by the Social Democrats (UK). Maps are seen as an essential element in the creation, 
reinforcement and subversion of ideas concerning the nature of the political geography of Europe. 

Introduction - maps and myths of Europe 

"The old Europe has gone. The map is being rolled up and a new map is unrolling before 
us. We shall have to do a great deal of fundam ental thinking and scrapping of old points 
of view before we find our way through the new continent which now opens before us." 
General Smuts, the Empire Parlimentary Association, November 25, 1943'" 

The changes in the political geography of Europe of the past few years have reinvigorated debate 
concerning the nature of Europe as a geographica l and politica l-cultural entity. A profusion of 
cartographic portraya ls of 'new Europes' have accompan ied these discuss ions. Cartography has 
always played a crucial role in the definition of Europe, both as a continent, and as a culture area. 
M aps provide a concrete representation of ideas and myths of Europe, however, like any other form 
of text, a map is a ballleground of meaning; a contest between the intention of the author and the 
interpretation of the reader. The term myth, in this contex t, represents 'an intellectual construct ion 
which embodies beliefs, values and in forma tion, and which can intluence events, behaviour and 
percept ion.2

' 

For centuries maps have reinforced the notion of Europe as a separate continent. However, in purely 
topographica l terms it is difficult to sustain such an idea. It can be argued that 'Europe is simpl y 
one rather sma ll appendage of the continent Euras ia, merely a westward-reaching peninsula". T he 
concept of a distinct continen t has roots in class ica l cartography, and was rein forced by both 
Christian and M oslem cartographers of the med ieva l period . The Greeks assumed that the saline 
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Caspian was the southern extension of an ocea n separa ting Europe fro m As ia, however, when it was 
recog nised as an inland sea, the d ivide beeame identi fied with the Ri ver Don or Tanais. 

Sueh v iews o f Europe were increas ing ly eha llenged by advances in ex ploration and the need for 
accurate cartography. Renaissance maps acknow ledge the fac t that Europe is not joined to As ia by 
a narrow isthmus, but by an ex tremely wide wedge of land. A new d iv ide had to be fo und to 
perpe tua te the continenta l myth . It became genera ll y accepted tha t the Caucasus and Ura l mounta ins, 
together with the Black Sea formed this dividc '. This cnti rely arbit ra ry topographica l di v is ion has 
implica ti ons for other concepts concerning the nature o f Europe. 

The idea of Europe as a cultural-po lit ica l entity and the poss ibility o f Europea n unity has more 
recent orig ins, although antecedents may be traced to the di cho tomy betwecn c ivilization and 
barbari sm in c lassica l Greek thought and culminating in the re lig ious d iv is ion between Chris ti anity 
and Is lam (,Chris tendom' of the earl y med ieva l pe riod was ro ughl y coextens ivc w ith gencra ll y 
accepted definitions geographical Europe). Tarta r and Ottoman invas ions of the eas te rn Orthodox 
lands during the th irteenth century saw the contraction o f Chris ti an dominance to the Catho lic lands 
in the west and the concept of Chris tendom became assoc iated wi th north west Euro pc as a 
s trongho ld aga ins t Is lam 4.,. The vul nera bility of the eas te rn europe to As iatic infl uence has long 
prejudiced western perceptions of the limits o f Europe and 'Europealless'. It was no t until the 
s ixteent h and seventeenth centuries that ideas concerning 'Europe' as a cultura l-politica l entity began 
to take s hape. This co incided with the rise o f secular s tates and the failure of re lig ion as a unifying 
force during the wars o f the reformation '. Cartography played a part in the battleground of ideas, 
for example, Harley" shows how maps werc involved in the myth crca ti on o f ea rl y modern Europe, 
stressing in partic ul ar the imporlance of po litica l s ilences in maps. Maps produced during thc pcriod 
o f the Reformation by catho lic ca rtographers o f southc rn Euro pe tended to remain s ilent on ma tters 
concerning the re lig ious schisms and the ideologica l hattles o f the period, while maps wi th orig ins 
in the protes tant north o ften conta ined in formation on the va rie ty o f sects which were spawncd by 
the Reform ation. These maps represent two very d ifferent views o f Euro pe, one in which 
maintaining the centra lity of Rome is a ll important, and the othe r in which the Re formation is seen 
as a re lease from centralised con tro l. 

More ohvio us ly propagandis t attempts to use cartography to manipulate po litica l im ages of Europe 
are those which use de liberate v isual metaphors. Hi ll ' descrihes examples in which Europe is 
depic ted as a queen. The mos t famo us vers ions were those printed between 1544 and 1628 in 
Sebas tian Munster's Coslllographia. "The des ign has west at the top o f the map, with Spain as a 
crowned head ... ". Hill po ints o ut that in the Mu nster prints the figure may no t he of a woman, but 
the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V. The map can be seen as a po litica l metaphor, symbo lic o f the 
need for Europe united under ca tho lis ism. 'Europe as Chr is tendom' is a recurrent myth. 

During the fo llowing centuries the European idea underwent a variety of tra nsformations. T he idea 
o f European unit y, the 'European Dream' was 'shared by many thinkers and men of le tters, 
inc luding Dante, Rousseau, Vic tor Hugo, Sa int -Simon, Bentham and Garibaldi ' S. Cartography 
continued to playa role in re inforc ing or subvert ing these ideas , for example, cartographic dev ices 
were widely used in po litica l graphies to sa ti rise or support Napo leon's attempt to enfo rce a uni fied 
Europe. 

In this century the fa ll of eas t-centra l Europe to Sovie t do minion reinforced ear lier myths o f a 
western European core (a 'stro ngho ld' aga ins t authori tarian, collectivis t and mono lithic in fl uences 
issuing from As ia). Hence, for much of the Cold War period 'Europe' came to mean wes tern 
Europe, while to 'become part of Europe' meant membershi p o f the Euro pea n Community' . O nl y 
in the 1980s were the countries o f eastern Europe beginni ng to be re incorpora ted into new, vaguely 
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defined ideas of 'Europe' 9. 

The events of the late 1980s and early 1990s have thrown the Cold War myths of Europe into 
disarray, and questions concerning the nature of Europe and Europeaness are aga in being debated . 
The simple division into East and West has disappeared and a range of metaphors, cartographic as 
well as verbal, are being employed by politic ians, academics and the media to describe a variety of 
'new Europes'. Many of the ideas make d irect refe rence to older myths and metaphors. 

Maps in political and socia l discourse 

"As a discourse created and received by human agents, maps represent the world through 
a veil of ideology, are fraught with internal tensions, provide classic examples of power
knowledge, and are always caught up in wider political concerns." J. B. Harleylo. 

Harley points to the need to understand the wider cultura l milieu in which cartography is grounded, 
rather than simply regarding maps as products of a value-free, scientific and technical discipline. 
Weigert" had made a similar po int as far back as 1941: 

'it is surprising that we are /lot all conscious of the important part which the map and the 
art of map-making plays in the process of creating a new conception of the world. We 
simply rely on maps as if they were facts in this transformation of thinking and seeing ... this 
naive confidence in the truthfulness of the map indicates that many of us are not aware that 
maps are weapons. Like the wrillen and spoken word, like photographs and cartoons, the 
map has become a psycllOlogical weapon in a warring world where the souls of men are as 
strongly allacked as their lives.' 

However, the genera ll y accepted view of maps as object ive representa tions of the phenomenal world 
is only now being wide ly questionned. Maps are becoming accepted as complex, cultura l artifacts; 
'texts ' wh ich are infused with the values and ideas of the be lief system in which they were 
constructed. Cartography is seen as taking its place within a wider realm of social and political 
discourse. In this context, the term 'text' means more than the traditional notion of the printed word 
in book form , instead, it has come to signify any artifact which communicates meaning about the 
individual, their socia l selling and/or the world around them " . 

Harley'S 6.10.13·16 advocacy of deconstructionist approaches to the study of maps has played an 
important part in encouraging a shift in thinking. He argues that 'rhetoric is part of the way all texts 
work and that all maps are rhetorical texts .. . A ll state an argument about the world and ... are 
propositional in nature.' 14 The task of those concerned wi th the study of maps is the unearthing 
of the hidden agendas present within the cartography and of the socia l practices that maps both 
reflect and employ. 

The process of decons truction involves 'readi ng between the lines' of the text to reveal the 
contradictions, tensions and si lences tha t challenge it 's apparent honesty 16. The power of maps to 
reinforce values and meanings lies in the way in which rules of cartography are influcnced by 
cultura l rul es, for example, 'e thnocentrism ' 17 and 'rules of social order'. The appl icat ion of such 
rules , even in the case of overt ly po litica l imagery , is not neccessarily a conscious act , but a 
refl ecti on of the culture in which the image was crea ted. 

In arguing for a rhetorical reading of cartography, Harl ey makes reference to Foucault's ideas on 
the 'omnipresence of power in all knowledge' 14 . Harley distinguishes two lypes of power in 
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cartography, external and internal forms. External power is 'exerted on cartography ... [and) exercised 
with cartography' by the state and other patrons. Internal power refe rs to the cartographic process 
itself, through which the world is ordered, producing a s tandardised image. Both forms of 
knowledge have relevance to the creation of new myths of Europe. 

Maps, metaphors and myths 

If we accept tha t the power of maps to c rea te and re inforce values and meanings is influenced by 
cultural rules, we can begin to explore how such tex ts operate as part of political discourse. 

Philippe1s
, in discussing politica l graphics, points out the important role of 'v isual metaphors' as a 

rhetorical device in political discourse. Visual metaphors have been shown to recur widely in 
traditional cartographic products and in political graphics which incorporate cartographic devices 19-

". Recurrent use of a metaphor indicates that it, or an e lement contained within it, contains some 
generally accepted cultural meaning which can be exploited as a rhetorical device. Repetition and 
reworking of a metaphor can crea te a situation in which maps and other images can be simplified 
to a few key elements , yet retain the ir meaning" . 

The use of maps in political graphics (eg. posters and cartoons) demonstrates their importance as 
visual me taphors and should not be regarded as non-cartographic or non-geographic. Cartographic 
devices in mass consumption images have a very important role in projecting geographical conccpts 
to large numbers of individuals. Because the majority o f research has concentrated on traditiona l 
forms of map-making (often the product of the state), the role of politica l graphics in subverting and 
challenging official versions of 'rea lity' has oftcn been ignored. Political graphics provide an 
alternative viewpoint on a range of geographic-politica l issues. As Boyer-Brun stated in 1792, 'Les 
caricatures sont Ie thermometre qui indique Ie degre de I'opinion publique' 22 . 

It should also be recognised that all texts are potenti a lly uns table. The meanings embedded in 
images may not be read as the author intended, or if read by someone who is unfamiliar with the 
culture in which the image was created, may be mis inte rpreted. The problem of the instability can 
be demonstrated using examples of political graphics from European Community publications. For 
instance, a cartoon in European DocumentationD , des igned to accompany an article on Spanish and 
Portuguese entry to the Community, appears to show the Iberian countries as inferior in status to 
the other member states. The illus tration represents the Iberi an states and the Community as 
anthropomorphised maps; Spain and Portuga l a re together represented as a diminutive, rounded 
figure, gazing up, child-like, at a refined individual created from the map outline of the other 
member states. The effect is one of condescension. It is very unlike ly that such a 'message' was 
intentional, however, the maintenance of a stereotype image of southern European countries as 
backward or less developed is re inforced. The meta phor of phys ica l status as representive of 
super iority is reinforced by the con trast of 'ad ulthood' with 'ch ildhood'. A similar (unintentional?) 
reading may be made of another illus trat ion in Ellropean Documentation2

' . In this instancc the 
Community of the ten is represented by a simple line drawing of the map outline, viewed obliquely, 
and drawn as a raised plateau with steps leading up to it. On these steps, the anthropomorphic figure 
of Iberi a (with the same immature features as described above) is seen ascending towards the 
superior s tatus of Community Europe. 

Media myths of Europe: promises for problems 

The remainder of this paper is concerned with the role of maps in the discourse by which the news 
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and current affairs media are coming to terms with changes in the political geography of Europe. 

The majority of the examples discussed be low are drawn from the printed news media. These 
provide a relatively permanent form of imagery which allows the reader to study the significance 
of maps in relation to accompanying written text, however, the importance of televised material in 
mass communication cannot be ignored. Televised maps are generally instantaneous and ephemeral, 
little time is ava ilable for conscious examination of the mode of cartographic presentation and of 
the visual metaphors employed, hence, such maps may have a s igni ficant role in influencing our 
personal geographies at a subconsc ious level. 

One of the major problems fac ing the s tudy of the ideologica l content of media maps has been the 
lack of adequate analytica l frameworks. Much of the work on (so-called) propaganda cartography, 
for example, has simply focused on technical aspects of cartographic presentation (use of symbols, 
colour, projection, and so on, to emphas ise a particular viewpoint) and has failed to address the 
cultural mechanisms by which maps are able to influence beliefs. The present study attempts to 
resolve this by adapting a framework developed by Chapman and Egger25 to ana lyse myth creat ion 
in advertising. They regard advertisements as hav ing a mythical dimension which parallels the 
function and nature of traditional forms of myth ; themes (real or ficti tious) that embody cultural 
meanings and give express ion to profound, common ly held sentiments. They view adverts as 
offering 'promises for problems', the advertisement acting as an anxiety reducing mechan ism; 'this 
is done firs t by re-stating, on the deep level, the bas ic d ilemmas of the human condit ion; and second 
by offering a solution to them. It re-iterates the essential problems of life - good and evil , life and 
death, happiness and misery e tc, and simultaneous ly so lves them.' 25 . The news media may be 
regarded as involved in a similar process, offering promises or solutions for contemporary political 
problems. In this approach, myths are frameworks of thought that seek to overcome the 
contradic tions generated by society and which ac tivate a promise 25. 

In the case of the political geography of Europe a range of new problems have ar isen as a result of 
the break-up of the Soviet Empire, the crises in the Balkans, and the evolution of the European 
Community. The news med ia has not onl y reported these changes, but has promulgated myths which 
provide promises to the problems that have resulted. Some of the problems are perceived to have 
deep historica l roots (for example, ethnic/nationalis t confl icts in the Balkans) and old myths of 
Europe are being resurrected to dea l with them. Other problems are preceived as new, and new 
myths are being generated. Maps play a very major part in crea ting and reinforcing many of these 
myths. 

The myth of 'stronghold Europe' 

One of the myths being propaga ted is the recurrent theme of wes tern Europe as a eore area or 
s tronghold ; a bastion aga inst alien influences from the east (barbarian hordes, Islam and Soviet 
communism). The myth in its contemporary man ifestation takes a number of forms, often involving 
the incorporation of subsidiary myths and metaphors; for example, the myth of a European cris is 
zone in eas t-central Europe26 and the ressurected concept of Central Europe or 'Mitteleuropa' 9. The 
countries of east-central Europe are often presented as a geopolitica l 'shatter-belt ' (characterised by 
a turbulen t history in the midst o f the Great Powers). 

The Sundily Times, in its map entitled 'Europe redrawn: the new continent' (27.10.91; p.30), 
emphasises the importance of this crisis zone, c haracterised by 'fl ashpoints', 'disputed borders' , 
'internecine feuds', 'tribal conflicts', and population movements. This problem zone is contrasted 
with the relative stabi lity of the EC and the Europea n Free trade Area (EFTA), which are presented 
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as offering a solution or promise (a 'grand continenta l vis ion') fo r the form er eastern bloc. Colo urs 
and symbols are used effecti vely to reinfo rce the contrasts presented by the map. Fists and guns on 
red discs represent the d isputed borders and f1ashpo ints that characterise the 'tida l lands27

' , while 
a rash of new nationalis t fl ags emphas ise the rise in aggress ive nationalis t movements. The s tability 
o f western Europe is accentuated by the use o f two shades of green, with connotations o f coolness 
and ca lm. The promise is guaranteed by the continued ex is tence of the mythical 'strongho ld '. 

The supposed ex istence o f a 'stronghold' is re inforced by representing wes te rn Europe as under 
seige or threat of invasion. T his is achieved cartographica ll y by uti lising 'dynamic symbols' to 
indicate the flow of economic mig rants from north Africa and eastern Europe into the EC. Bo ld red 
arrows are used to show the immigrants 'flooding' towards the green core. The use of these vivid 
'complementary colours' in juxtaposition, together with a shadow e ffect on the arrows, enhances 
the impress ion of dynamism and threa t. This is a recurrent theme and makes use of princ iples 
deve loped for propaganda purposes in the 1930sl l.28. A map (' the new invasion') published in Time 
magazine in the same yea r (26.8.91; p.lS) propaga tes a s imilar message us ing s imilar techniques. 
Its message is reinforced by the way in which the arrows are drawn; immigrants from As ia and 
Africa are illus trated by arrows sweeping around Europe and entering from the wes t, while those 
fro m southern and eastern Europe complete the enc irc lement of the wes tern Euro pean core area20. 

In apparent contrast, the double-page map of 'The New Europe' published by The Independent on 
Sunday (9.2.92;p.32-3) (also published in pos ter fo rm) stresses the positive s ide of heterogene ity in 
a ' ... dazzling, diverse Europe ... ' Nea l Ascherson29, in a commentary to the map, uses the metaphors 
of a 'patchwork quilt' and of a 'mosa ic' to describe the new Europe. He contrasts the 'aus te re 
so lidity o f our continent o f nati on-states' w ith the 'co lourful mosaic' c rea ted by. the rise of 
'regionalism' in western Europe. This v is ion is re in forced by the multicoloured map showing the 
regional structures of a number o f European countri es . A 'Europe des regions' is envisaged as be ing 
composed of an increas ing ly loose structure of highl y adaptable, economica ll y and po litica ll y 
autonomous units. The success of the 'Four Motors' project, a cooperative venture in commerce and 
cultural exchange between Baden-Wurttemberg, Rhone-Alpes, Lombardy and Ca ta lonia, is he ld up 
as a model of regiona list develo pment. 

Regionalism is o ffered as a blue-print for the eas t; a way to ' ... cope with the ir minor ity problems.' 29 
The concurrent rev iva l of nationalism, particul arl y in the eas t, is recognised , but is seen as a 
temporary phase on route to 'accepting essenti all y regional s tatus within Euro pe.29' However, 
contradic tions are ev ident in this v is ion; while the map celebrates regional dive rsity, the concept o f 
the nati on s tate is accentuated by a d isplay of national fl ags on the fo llowing page (the fl ags are an 
important part of the marginal infor mation on the poster vers ion). Flags are signi ficant symbols o f 
nationhood and the ir importance is demonstrated by thc multi tude o f ways in w hich they have been 
revi ved and incorporated into the iconography of resurgent nationali sm in eas t-central Europe. While 
the visual metaphor o f the map acclaims di vers ity in regionalism, the fl ags are a reminder that 
nationalism is like ly to remain a potent force shaping the po litica l geography of Europe. 

What unites these two seemingly disparate images of Europe is the ir ins is tance that the o ld easte rn 
bloc s tates, having throw n off the shackles of communism, will f ind so lutions (or promises) to the ir 
problems in western models of development. Bo th the 'Grand v is ion' of a united Europe and the 
divers ity o f a 'Europe of the Regions' have the ir o rig in in a myth characterised by a plurality of 
value systems, democracy, and modernism4

.
9

.
30

, uphe ld and defended by the weste rn core area. 
However, such views have been critic ised as the projection of a 'new capitali st frontier', at odds 
w ith the loca l rea lities of the east-central Europe. Such v iews are rega rded as an interpretati on of 
history along the pre-ex isting 'ba ttle-lines' of the Cold War; the be lief that Sovie t power has been 
defea ted by the verifiably superior idea ls o f democracy and the free-markeel.32

• 
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Who are the Europeans? 

The fragmentation of the Soviet empire and the emergence of new nat ion states has resurrected the 
question of the geograph ical limits of Europe. This is obviously of importance to those s tates hoping 
to benefit from membership of the EC. Article 237 of the Treaty of Rome sta tes that any European 
sta te may apply for membership', but it does not define the limits. Under traditional cartographic 
definitions of Europe, the wes tern Republics of the former Soviet Union (Belarussia, Moldavia, the 
Ukraine), the Baltic states and the Russian Federation, could qualify. However, opinion remains 
divided over how truly European they are in political-cultu ra l terms30

• The s tatus of the Trans
Caucasian republics of Georgia , Armenia and Azerba ijan (a ll of which have indica ted a desire to 
join the EC) is less c1car still. Even though some of them havc predominantly Christian popUlations 
they fall into a geographica l grey-area which a lso contains Turkey; Islam has tradi tionally been 
regarded as an extra-European influence, even though it has le ft a profound mark on many parts of 
Europe and remains an important factor in the culture and politics of a number of European s tates 
(eg. Albania, Yugoslavia). However, recognition o f Is lam as a face t of life in Europe, both in terms 
of nation s tates and of mass immigrat ion, is growing, and Europe may no longer be s imply equatcd 
with Christianity. 

The news med ia provide a confusing variety of images of Europe beyond the EC. The pos ition of 
the Trans-Caucasian republics illustrates this confusion. The Daily Telegraph (23.12.91;p.28) in its 
maps of the 'new nations ... ', associates the Trans-Caucasian republics with those of Central Asia, 
rather than with 'the new nations of Europe', stat ing that they 'have more in common with the 
Middle East than with Russia' ". The Tim es (4.6.1992;p.13, 26.6. 1992;p13), in discuss ing the limi ts 
to Europe and the question of EC membership, does not include these republics (fig. 1), yet The 
Observer (l0.5.1992;p.16) had already included them in its map, 'Mapping out a Europe of 42 
countries', published a month earlier. 

Both the Indepedem on Sunday (9.2. 1992; p.32-3) and The Financial Times (4.1.1993;p.2-3) inc lude 
the Trans-Caucasian republics in maps accompanying wider discussions of the meaning and future 
of 'Europe' (although the FT excluded the republics in a map of EC enlargement in 1992 
(5.5. 1992;p.2». 

Turkey appears to be included in a lmost all recent ca rtographic definitions of Europe published in 
the news media. An except ion is The Sunday Times (27.1O.1 991;p.30) 'Europe redrawn: the new 
continent', which pointed ly excludes Turkey, despite its Associate membership of the EC. The 
reference to the idea of Europe as a 'continent' re fl ects a traditionali st view, which regards Europe 
as ending at the Bosporus. Howevcr, a yea r later The Sunday Times (30.8.1992;p.1 2) includes 
Turkey, along with the Trans-Caucasian republics in a map of 'Europe's flashpoints '. Alte rnatively, 
The Economist (14.12.9 1;p.21) makes positive use of persuasive cartography to undermine a Europe 
of xenophobia and to argue for Turkey's ' ... c1aim to be cons idered as a candidate-member of the 
Europe of ideas, if not the Europe of formal geography.3" It maps the his toric position of Turkey 
(Anatolia) within the Roman and Byzantine Empires; showing that for abo ut 1,600 years, it partook 
in the marriage of Greek and Roman cultu re that gave rise to European civilization (fig. 2). 

The dangel from within: 'Tribal wars' and other myths 

Media debate concerning the future of Europe has also focused on the internal pressures which are 
shaping the region. The resurrection of the concept of the 'shatterbel t' or 'tidal lands', in the context 
of the larger view of Europe, has already been discussed . A large number of articles containing 
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EC member states 0 
States wishing to join ~ 

Figure 1: The EC and countries wanting to join. Adapted from The Times, 26.6.1992: 13. 

Figure 2: Turkey - a member of the Europe of ideas. Adapted from The Economist, 14.12.1991: 21. 
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cartographic images, replete with visual metaphors, focus on specific 'local' issues. Time 
(International), for example, makes very effective use of maps in the debate concerning the future 
of central Europe. The existence of a shatter-belt in central Europe is reinforced by cartographic and 
verbal metaphors of an unstable ethnic 'patchwork' 35. A broken jigsaw motif is used in Time and 
a number of other news publications as a metaphor for the fragmentation of the eastern Europe and 
the Soviet Union. A cartoon on the cover of the German newspaper Handelsbla/t (30.8.91;p.l) 
shows Boris Yeltsin kneeling on a fragmented jigsaw of the former Soviet Union; he is vainly trying 
to stop the Ukraine from breaking away from Russ ia. 

The scope of this paper does not allow for detailed examination of cartographic contributions to the 
discourse concerning localised aspects of the European debate, however, two examples of myth 
creation are worthy of brief mention. 

The first example involves the creation of a myth of 'tribal war' in the former Yugoslav ia. The 
reasons for its creation are complex and various36

• An article by Robert Fox3
? (Daily Telegraph) 

entitled 'Tribal war poses new threa t to Europe', provides a striking example of the way in which 
this myth of Europe is being propagated, and its role within a larger discourse of Europe. Fox sees 
Europe emerging from the Cold War into an era when 'The Europe of the nation state could be 
giving way to the Europe of regions and peoples. 3

?' To argue the case for the death of the nation 
state, new designations must be applied to what might otherwise be viewed as nationalist conflicts. 
Hence, the terms 'tribe' and 'tribal war' have been introduced . Tribalism is used to imply a more 
primitive and unsophisticated (and perhaps, savage) form of organisation and identity than that of 
nationalism. This use of 'categor ization' is a recognised device in the ideological construction of 
meanings in news media38

• Maps are used in this and other ins tances of the 'tribal war' myth (for 
example, The Sunday Times, 9.8.1992, p.ll) to emphasise the complex e thnic mosaic underlying 
the Yugoslav conflict; the implication is that 'ethnic' equates with 'tribal ' forms of organisation, 
manipula ting popular misconcept ions of these terms. However, it is possible to explain events in the 
former Yugoslavia in terms of traditional definitions of the nation and of nationalism; for example, 
the motivation of Serbian and Croatian factions within Bosnia is clearly linked to the loss of formal 
political association with their national 'home' republics of Serbia and of Croatia (Croatia's 
secession from the Yugoslav Federation to become a unitary state is a prime example of the 
'ultimate geographical realization' of nationa lism3

,,). 

The second example relates to the cartographic trea tment of German reunification. Anxieties 
concerning the consequences of reunification for the stability of Europe inevitably review the 
historical role of Germany, particularly its intentions towards eastern Europe, rehearsing 'fears that 
have existed ever since the Teutonic Knights roamed Eastern Europe' 40. A number of articles use 
the classic 'propaganda' device" of paired (or multiple) maps to contrast the single, large Germany 
created by reunified, with former incarnations that have threatened the balance of power in Europe. 
This device was used very effectively by Time (International) in two articles debating the possibility 
of reunification (l1.9.l989;p.14, 20.1 1. 1989;p.22). The 'time-lapse' image of expansion and 
contraction of German territory presented in these maps provides a graphic reinforcement of the 
notion or myth of history repeat ing itself (fig. 3). The imagery also creates visual references to the 
ideology of Geopolitik and to organic metaphors of the s tate espoused in the 1930s; although it is 
unlikely that this was a conscious factor in design. However, organic analogies are used as deliberate 
rhetorical devices in other publications ; for example, a Peter Brookes cartoon on the cover of The 
Spectator (24.2.1990) transforms the map outline of Wes t Germany into the head of Helmut Kohl, 
shown sucking East Germany into his mouth (above the headline 'One Fatherland'). 
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After Work:l Waf I. the ~ntry becomes a republic. and 
under the Treaty ~ Vllftailies loses roughly 10% 01 Its 
tllrr~ory and populallcm 

Following the Franoo·PrU$Sian Waf, Bismarck mok:ls 
Germany areas outside Aust"a Into an fln'l>lre under 
Prussaandomnalion. 

W.h the end 01 Work:l Waf II. Ge!-many 5p.t Into l ones and 
in 1949 becomes the FederaJ RepublIC (West) and the 
DemocratIC RepublIC (East) 

Figure 3: Germany 1815 to 1945. Adapted from Time Inlemational, 1 1.9. 1989; p.1 4. 

One vision of Europe: A case study of a political broadcast 

A broadcast on behalf of the Social Democratic Party (UK) provides an significant example of the 
use of cartographic devices to promulgate a complex political message concern ing the future of 
Europe via the mass access medium of te levision. The broadcast (12.9.1991), presented in its 
entirety by David Owen, the party leader, was a parting ges ture from the rump of the Social 
Democrats and was broadly supportive of Conservative Party attitudes to Europe. The broadcast is 
interesting for it s sophisticated use of cartographic devices. Maps are used on sixteen separate 
occassions in a broadcast of approximately ten minutes duration. Visual metaphors , which would 
not have been poss ib le using sta tic, printed maps , were created using techniques of animation. 

The principal message of the broadcas t is supportive o f the present form of the European 
Community and a of s ingle market, but is a warning aga inst any moves towa rds a common foriegn 
policy and a European defence community : 

'A strong unifl.ed European Communily of nalion Slates, nol a Uniled Siaies of Europe.' 
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The message is essentiall y anti -Federalist. 

The broadcast commences w ith a statement concerni ng the need to mainta in an independe nt defence 
and foreign policy. Owen emphas ises this message by sugges ting tha t a 'European', rather than a 
British, reaction to various recent inte rnational cr ises (the invas ion of the Falklands, and o f Kuwai t, 
and the Sovie t coup), would have have been determined by the 'lowest common denominator', 
rcsulling in hestitant and ine ffective responses. Maps are used 10 enhance thi s message; for example, 
the Iraqi fl ag is superimposed on the country outline (a wedge shape with its po int towards Kuwait), 
the image is animated to crea te a vis ual metaphor for the penetration of Ku wait by Iraqi forces and 
the obliteration of Kuwait as a d is tinct po litica l entity by the colours of the Iraqi fl ag. 

More subtle uses of cartographic dev ices are reserved for the d iscuss ion of the s ingle market and 
currency, and for the ro le of Europe within a new world order. T he uni fied EC (regarded as 
pos itive) and a federalis t Europe (nega tive) are identi fied th roughout by their own cartographic 
moti fs; the unified EC is identi fied by a map s howing the EC in golden-yellow (crea ting an image 
of prosperity") with the national borders of the member states c lea rl y displayed (ind icati ve of 
national sovere ignty), while the concept of a federal Europe is identi fied wi th a monolithic, 
undi ffe rentiated map of the EC, with the blue, 's tar spangled' fl ag of the EC superimposed 
(representing the loss of sovereignty to a supernational body). These mo ti fs are used to re inforce 
Owen's rhe toric when appropriate; for example when Owen is di scuss ing the ad vantages of the 
s ingle market, the yellow-go ld map is displayed, but when he turns to discuss ing the problems 
inherent in a s ingle European currency, the map is transform ed into the 'monolith' image, 
re inforcing an impress ion of loss o f national sovereignty. 

These motifs are also used to reinforce Owen's argument concerning federalism: 

(, Monolith map') 'It would be all error of tragic proportiolls if the European Community 
was to try to bOllle it 's own lIations together in a federal state. (T ransformation to ye llow
go ld map) The community by contrast should be placing more emphasis on urgently 
extending its membership to include Poland, Hun gary alld Czechoslovakia, nations that have 
ollly recently rediscovered their nationhood.' (No te emphas is on nationhood) . 

And at ano ther point the contras t is made (ve rbally and ca rtographica lly) with decentralising 
tendencies in eastern Europe: 

(Neutral world map outline) 'The challenge of the next century is to develop international 
groupings which would contribute to the cohesion of world order. That is what the nations 
that were yoked IOgether under communism, the Soviet Union (monolithic map o f USSR, red 
with hammer and sickle, which then trans foms into map of independent nations) and the 
Yugoslav Federation (s imilar transformation) are I IOW attempting to do.' 

This imagery is then cont ras ted with the federal 'monolith' image of Europe (an 'error of tragic 
proportions' according to Owen). 

The use of these contras ting ca rtographic moti fs to re inforce pos itive and negative images of Europe 
brea ks down at only one point during the broadcas t, when David Owen is making a positive remark 
with regard to the potentia l cxpansion o f the EC to twenty-four nations, and the negative 'monolith' 
motif is adopted. 

Other recognised techniques o f persuas ive ca rtography are used in the broadcast; for example, 
'pai red maps' 28, are used to subvert the concept o f a federal Europe: 
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' ... France, Britaill and Germany's relatiollship to Brussels would have to attempt to mirror 
that of Louisianlla, New York State alld California to Washington." 

This comment is supported by the requisite maps. The image of phys ical remoteness in the 
American map augments a visual metaphor of cultural-po litical distance in the European example. 

The broadcast can be analysed in terms of the 'promises for problems' framework. Poli tica l and 
econom ic instability in the post-Cold War era a re identified as the key problem a reas, these are 
emphas ised by verba l, photographic and cartographic reference to the Gulf War, the Falklands War 
and to the Soviet coup. T he promise is presented as the maintenance of a 's trong unified European 
Community of nation s tates .. .', rather than ' ... a United Sta tes of Europe.' A federalis t solution (or 
prom ise) as an alternative to the nation s tate model is continuall y undermined . The argument is built 
on a myth of British self reliance, re inforced by imagery from the present (British initiatives in the 
Gulf and South Atlantic) and reference to the pas t (the broadcast opens w ith film of Spitfires 
guarding Britain's skies during the Second World War) . 

Conclusion 

The importance of cartographic images to the c rea tion of new myths of Europe is corroborated by 
the variety of s ituations in which maps are used to reinforce messages about the changing political 
geography of the region. The s tructure of the tex ts examined (both verbal based and graphic) 
indicates that the process of myth creation can be understood as the provision of 'promises to 
problems'. The new myths of Europe w hich are being c rca ted or resurrected as an attempt to 
provide frameworks of be lief that overcome the contradictions generated by the rapid geopolitica l 
changes in the post-Cold War world. 

Acknowledgement: Thanks are due to Jackie Tay lor (Cartographer, Division of Geography, Anglia 
Polytechnic University), for her skills in adap ting various 'media maps' of Europe for publication. 
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Weather maps on television in the USA 
J.R. Carter (Normal, USA) 

On all television stations in the U.S . that present a general news program, there will be 
a weather forecast segment. In almost all of these weather presentations the 
weathercaster points to features on a variety of maps and comments on the patterns of 
the weather. The number of TV weather maps produced and the number of viewers 
of these maps may exceed all other forms of map production and viewing. On any 
given day many millions of viewers will see one or more weather forecast programs 
with varieties of maps. The purpose of this paper is to look at how maps are used and 
presented in this environment. No attempt has been made to evaluate the design of 
the individual graphics, nor is consideration given to how the maps are made. 

There are some common elements in aU of these presentations. In aU cases observed 
there is a person controlling the sequencing of the maps and talking about the weather 
elements portrayed on the maps. All of the presentations are in color. There is 
usually a synoptic weather map with fronts and areas of precipitation. Likewise there 
will be a forecast map showing weather for the next day. Maps of forecast high and 
low temperatures are common to all presentations. 

There are two dynamic image maps that are common to most presentations. Each 
consists of a loop of image data over a period of a few hours . One is a loop showing 
cloud cover over the past 12-24 hours moving over a base map with political 
boundaries and hydrography for reference. In most cases the cloud cover is from the 
GOES satellite centered at about 110' West and covers all of the Westem Hemisphere. 
Presenters may show the entire hemisphere or only a local portion of the image. 
Colors may be employed to enhance features in the cloud images. The presenter may 
cycle through this loop a number of times and many times will freeze the loop to look 
at a particular situation. The U.S. government has a radar network and the images 
from this network are integrated into a dynamic loop. This imagery covers only the 
lower 48 states of the U.S.A. 

The persons making these weather presentations vary greatly in the skills they bring to 
the task . In some cases the person making the weather presentation is selected based 
on appearances in front of the camera and knowledge of weather, maps, and 
geography is of little concern. In other cases these presenters are formally trained 
meteorologists . Many of the more formally trained persons make their own forecasts 
and add interpretations. The American Meteorological Society certifies 
'weathercasters'--the name they use for persons making these presentations. The 
more than 500 Weathercasters so certified can display the AMS seal, which is a matter 
of pride for many stations. 

In many ways the presentations of weather maps on television do what we in 
cartography aspire to do. Remote sensing imagery and vector data are combined. 
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These presentations visualize abstract concepts in map form. Many of the 
presentations are dynamic, showing change of one or more variables over time. 
Some of these dynamic presentations represent the past, but others are simulations of 
projected data. 

These television presentations represent a unique map viewing environment. In most 
news stories on television where maps are used the viewer has little anticipation of 
what map will be presented, when it is coming or how long it will be shown. By 
contrast. these weather maps are presented in a consistent fashion on the same base by 
the same personalities at the same time of day, day after day . Viewers become 
comfortable with a preferred format of presentation and tune in to see new 
information imposed on a familiar series of map bases.! 

The author identifies four types of weather presentations on television. 1 - Local 
stations will have a weather segment lasting less than five minutes two or more times a 
day. The focus is the regional weather but most include an overview of the national 
pattern. Many of the maps used in these presentations are unique to the local station 
and vary greatly in quality. 2 - National networks have short weather segments with 
national maps showing the synoptic pattem and temperatures. These presentations are 
normally quite brief. In many cases the national network provides an opportunity for 
the local station to inject a local weather update . 3 - AM Weather is a IS-minute 
weather program carried on many Public Broadcasting Stations on weekday mornings. 
A portion of this presentation includes information for pilots . 4 - The Weather 
Channel represents the ultimate presentation environment. This channel is available 
24 hours/day, 7 days/week, and features an almost continuous display of maps 
interspersed with commercial advertisements. 

A discussion of each of these environments follows. The Weather Channel and AM 
Weather are one of a kind, so that the only question of what to observe and sample 
was choosing programs. For the national networks and the local stations the choice of 
what to report on was a matter of what was available for viewing and personal tastes. 

Local Stations 

Each commercial local station is likely to do three or four news presentations per day: 
early in the morning, in the early evening, and one at the end of regular programming 
before most people go to bed. Most of these news programs will be 30 minutes long. 
Many stations also do a news segment at noon and may have short segments 
interspersed between other scheduled programs. The news will be presented by a 
news team. consisting of one or two general news reporters, a sports reporter, and a 
weather person. For weekends and periods of vacations, there will be replacement 
persons for each of these individuals. The weekend replacements are likely to be the 
least trained of all of the weather presenters . 

Because most stations purchase the forecast information from one of the firms who 
provide the data and the graphics, at a minimum the person needs to select some 
graphics and text and put it together into a segment. Many of the better and more 
experienced weather persons add their own flourishes to the graphics, create some of 
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their own maps and charts, and revise the national forecasts according to their own 
studies. At the other extreme the local team may produce almost all of their own 
weather information.2 It is very difficult to generalize about local weather 
presentations. In a 30 minute news program 2-4 minutes may be given to the weather 
segment. Most involve data on local conditions and a look at conditions nationally. 
All will involve the use of maps. Almost all use a loop showing cloud movements 
over the area in the last 12 to 24 hours . Likewise, many will use a loop of radar 
echoes. Some will show the image of the local radar with the beam extending out of 
the center. In some areas the weather person will name the 'weather spotters' who 
contributed local observations used in the presentation. 

A Unique Local Presentation 

Tom Skilling is an AMS Certified Weathercaster who does the weather segment in the 
9:00PM news on WON out of Chicago. As such, this presentation may be thought of 
as a local presentation but it is not a typical local presentation. Although WON calls 
itself a 'SuperStation' and may be seen in many parts of the country, the program has 
a Chicago bias. I have chosen to detail his presentations because I have watched him 
for many years and have been fascinated with the details he incorporates into his 
presentations. It would be impossible to sample all weathercasts from across the 
country. so I offer this as but one sample of what can be done in a local presentation. 
There may be more dramatic and more animated weather presentations, but I have not 
seen them. 

The details of one presentation are given to illustrate the use of maps. The length of 
time the image is displayed is given. This was the presentation of November 18, 
1992. In 3 minutes 7 seconds Skilling presented 19 maps, in the following sequence. 
Many of these maps were dynamic presentations so that there were far more than 19 
images shown in this program. 

- Loop of the satellite view of clouds over the Midwest in and around Chicago; the 
clouds are gray to white depending on temperature; 12 seconds 

- Color enhanced version of -the same loop of clouds; 8 seconds 
- Loop of radar echoes as they move over the Midwest; II seconds 
- 3D satellite representation of clouds in the Midwest; 7 seconds 
- Map of the forecast weather for the next 48 hours in the Midwest; bright patches 

of colors identify various bodies of air and the fronts; many air bodies are 
labeled; 15 seconds 

- Map above put into motion showing how the pattern is expected to move over the 
next 48 hours; 11 seconds 

- Shaded relief map of the U.S. extending from Mexico to Hudson Bay with loop of 
cloud coverage over the past few hours; 13 seconds 

- Loop of radar echoes imposed over the same base map; 11 seconds 
- Loop of enhanced satellite image showing Florida and a large storm to the east; 

15 seconds 
- Map of the synoptic weather pattern extending on the same base from Mexico to 

Canada; air bodies and fronts symbolized in the bright patches of colors as 
above; map is put into motion in 3 steps; 15 seconds 
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- Map of upper air pattern with the jets on the same base; again using comparable 
color schemes and put into motion in steps; 10 seconds 

- Satellite image loop of entire hemisphere from North to South Pole showing the 
Americas and the Pacific Ocean; 6 seconds 

- Same loop focused on the western U.S.A.; 9 seconds 
- Dynamic map of a storm system that was predicted to affect the Chicago area; 

presented in steps: 10 seconds 
Skilling then presents statistics on the recent weather in the area before returning to 
more maps; 15 seconds 

- Map of forecast of precipitation in next 24 hours in the USA and Canada; 
isohyets are employed in a simulated 3D effect; 7 seconds 

- Dynamic map of projected storm tracks; product of numerical models; on the 
same base as former map; 7 seconds 

- Same map with areas of cloud cover added and the projected positions of the 
major center of Low Pressure for the next four days ; 7 seconds 

- Supercomputer forecast map for 5 days out with fronts and isobars; 9 seconds 
- Same forecast map with projected areas of cloud cover and precipitation; 4 

seconds 
The weathercaster then provides his forecast in terms of statistics as he completes his 
part of the news show. 

Skilling often employs some other devices to help explain the behavior of the weather. 
One common technique is to use a 3D grid suspended over the map surface to give 
visual form to a large dome of high pressure. This grid is viewed from a perspective 
position. With a dynamic presentation he then shows how the pressure surface will 
change with time. Another interesting map presentation is his attempt to show a 
spatial interpretation of the probability of precipitation . He has done this with a grid 
of square cells imposed over an urban map. 

National Networks 

In the United States each of the three networks ABC, CBS, and NBC, have weekday 
morning news programs. These programs are built around a host and hostess and a 
weather person. The regular weather person on each of the networks is quite well 
known and will have a personal following. At regular intervals the weather person 
will do his weather presentation. It is appropriate to say 'his' in this case for as far as 
I know only men have served as the weather persons on the three networks. In all of 
the other weather presentation environments, women are well represented as weather 
presenters. 

All of the three networks have associations with local stations. In many cases the 
national broadcast of weather will consist of two or three national maps presented by 
the weather personality and then a cut-away to the local weather person for a brief 
segment on the local situation. When the local station chooses to not take the 
opportunity to cover the local weather, a filler such as a listing of the weather in the 
major cities around the nation is shown. 
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Of the three national maps likely to be shown, the first map will feature the weather 
for the day with areas of precipitation and cloudiness highlighted . Fronts may be 
represented, as well as areas with extreme weather. In most cases these maps are 
quite generalized. The second map will be similar to the first but will be the forecast 
for the next day. A third map is likely to portray the predicted high temperatures for 
this day. The total time for such national presentations is likely to be 30 seconds to 2 
minutes. The local weather segment will be about 30 seconds long. This may be as 
simple as a map of high temperatures for the day with a voice-over of the local 
forecast. In other cases the presenter may show a map of the counties in and around 
the viewing area. Icons will be used over selected cities to indicate the type of 
weather and high temperatures will be written beside the icons . A radar image may 
be shown if precipitation is present. If weather is a problem with driving on this day 
then a map may be used to indicate problem areas. The local segment will probably 
include some statistics. 

The Cable News Network, or CNN, is still another type of national channel. This 
television network is available only to cable subscribers and in many cases cable 
subscribers have to pay an extra charge to get access to CNN. With regularity, 
weather and other news items are provided. As on the other networks the 
weathercasters on CNN have become well known personalities and interact with the 
other news broadcasters on the show. 

Unlike the other national networks, CNN does not have local affiliates. Therefore, 
there is no local weather, only the national picture of the weather. There appear to 
be two types of weather presentations made on CNN. One is a quick overview of 
perhaps 40 seconds duration. This may consist of a map with fronts, clouds , and 
types of precipitation for the U.S.A. and Canada following by a simi lar map showing 
the prediction for a day later. The other type of weather presentation will be much 
longer and will have the weathercaster standing in front of the maps and making 
interpretations. The base map used by CNN shows most of the Gulf of Mexico on the 
south to much of Hudson Bay in Canada on the north, the same as employed in most 
weather presentations focusing on the U.S.A. The weathercasters on this channel 
often show an integration of the radar loop over the cloud loop to give a dynamic 
image of the recent history of precipitat ion and cloud cover over the country. 

AM Weather on Public TV 

This IS-minute program is produced early in the morning Monday through Friday 
and is made available to Public Television stations. Public Television is non
commercial. The individual stations can show it when they want to and more than 
300 stations carry the program. In central Illinois one public station shows it at 
6:15AM and another shows the same program at 7:15AM. Not all public television 
stations chose to show the program while some show the program more than once.3 

From day to day all programs look alike, although there might be a special segment 
where interesting data are available or where an unusual weather event dominates the 
news. There are three meteorologists associated with the program and two of them 
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are seen in each broadcast. The meteorologists use a wooden pointer to point out 
specific items or areas of interest as they talk through the maps. The persons are not 
visible when the maps are viewed, unlike most other television weather presentations. 
The basic map used to show the U.S.A. extends north to include southern Canada and 
extends south to include much of the Gulf of Mexico. This map does not extend east 
to include all of the Maritimes of Canada, nor is there any attempt to include Alaska 
or Hawaii . The producers of the show are aware of the extent of their ability to 
forecast in areas where data are limited and therefore they do not try to forecast 
where they cannot give reliable forecasts. 

The synoptic charts used on television employ a subset of the traditional weather 
symbols used on standard National Weather Service synoptic charts. To help the 
reader use these charts the producers distribute a gu ide to the symbols to anyone who 
sends a self-addressed stamped envelope. The symbols used on the TV synoptic charts 
are bolder than the standard symbols and are in color to aid in recognition. For 
example, haze and fog are in yellow and black and are the only two symbols 
employing yellow. 

The following sequence of maps illustrates the nature of the program flow and the use 
of maps in one of these presentations. This particular presentation was December 
30,1992. The program begins with the title lead-in, followed by credits and 
sponsoring organizations. The meteorologists then introduce themselves and make 
brief comments about the nation's weather. Then the following set of maps were 
shown. In most cases the shift from one map to the next is instantaneous. 

- Satellite view of North America extending from northern South America to the 
Arctic Ocean, showing cloud patterns over the eastern Pacific Ocean; starts with 
a static pattern of clouds; low clouds are dark gray and higher clouds are white; 
the focus is the jet streams which are shown as ribbons using a symbol that 
implies movement; 15 seconds 

- The jets are removed and the clouds are set in motion; the cloud loop covers 23 
hours up to about 2 hours before the program is produced; 14 seconds 

- Same satellite image map but the coverage is limited to the conterminous 48 state 
and southern Canada; the clouds are put in motion and then turned off and on as 
the meteorologist reviews specific events; 50 seconds 

- Same cloud map focused on the west coast where there have been heavy rains: 30 
seconds 

- Radar imagery showing precipitation for the 48 states; shown as a loop which is 
then frozen; where high tops of clouds prevail the elevations of those tops are 
shown; 32 seconds 

- Current synoptic map of the U.S.A. and southern Canada; 77 seconds 
Then one meteorologist comes on and introduces the forecast segment; 8 seconds 

- Projected fronts and areas of projected precipitation by type for the coming 
evening, about 12-24 hours away; 32 seconds 

- Same map for the next evening; 27 seconds 
- Same map for two evenings hence; 29 seconds 
- Projected high temperatures for this day; 22 seconds 
- Projected high temperatures for tomorrow; 18 seconds 
- Projected low temperatures for this coming evening; 17 seconds 
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- Projected low temperatures for tomorrow evening; 14 seconds 
- Projected quantities of precipitation over the next 24 hours; 22 seconds 
- Projected five day forecast of temperatures showing areas predicted to be above 

and below normal; 12 seconds 
- Projected five day forecast of precipitation showing areas predicted to be above 

and below normal; 15 seconds 
Then one meteorologist introduces the section on flying conditions; 10 seconds 

- Map of current flying conditions showing areas where instrument flight rules and 
marginal visual flight rules exist; 18 seconds 

- Same map with contours of freez ing level heights imposed; 17 seconds 
- Same map with areas of turbulence indicated; 15 seconds 
- Comparable map of flying conditions that afternoon; 11 seconds 
- Same map with projected areas of turbulence indicated; 12 seconds 
- Map of winds aloft, at 2,000 feet above the ground surface; broad arrows are 

employed to show general trends; colors are used to show areas where speeds 
range between 25-50 knots; 6 seconds 

- Winds aloft map at 10,000 feet mean sea level: II seconds 
- Winds aloft map at 18,000 feet msl; colors show areas where winds are 25-50 kts 

and 50-100 kts; 13 seconds 
Then one meteorologist introduces weather advisories and warnings in a section called 
'weather watch'; 3 seconds 

- Northeastern U.S. and Canadian Maritimes; 12 seconds 
- Northeastern U.S. to Great Lakes area in U.S. and Canada; 10 seconds 
- Southeastern U.S. ; 6 seconds 
- Eastern 1/2 of the U.S . showing areas with gale warnings; 10 seconds 
- Upper Midwest/Plains States of U.S.; 16 seconds 
- Northwestern U.S .; 17 seconds 
- Southwestern U.S. ; 23 seconds 
- The Pacific Coast of the U.S.A.; 19 seconds 

The producers extended the coverage of the forecasts to southern Canada in response 
to requests from Canadians who could pick up the program. Because of a lack of data 
they will not extend the forecasts to include Mexico. Based on the correspondence 
received the producers estimate a viewing audience of about one million persons for 
these broadcasts.4 When unique items become available they may be included in a 
program. One day last summer they included a loop of three months of the A VHRR 
vegetation index for North America, showing when the vegetation greened up from 
winter into summer. 

The Weather Channel 

This channel is included in the basic cable TV package in most areas . Its sole 
programming consists of reports on current weather, forecasts of weather, and 
weather related activities 24 hours/day, 7 days/week. The programming is fairly 
predictable but is flexible enough that in the event of interesting features or natural 
disasters the weathercasters will give greater emphasis to such events. 
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At the top of the hour there will be a segment showing the current and forecasted 
weather for the nation. This segment is likely to last for at least six minutes without 
mterruption. The presentation will include satellite image maps of the country in 
which the clouds are put into motion and stopped as the presenter points out particular 
events. In most cases this presentation will include close-ups of areas with particular 
problems. Viewers will also see a national map showing the loop of radar echoes as 
they have evolved over the past 90 minutes. There will be forecast maps for the 
coming three to five days. There is likely to be a map of departures from normal for 
temperatures or for precipitation. depending on which is more dramatic at the time. 
Included in this section may be discussions of why the weather is as it is. For 
instance. when freezing rain was covering a large portion of the Midwest. the 
meteorologists created a map showing how a large trough of cold air was penetrating 
into the center of the country while a layer of warm air was moving north and 
overriding the cold air mass. This presentation was dynamic as the warmer. moist air 
was seen to slide northward overriding the colder air. 

Many of the maps in this current weather presentation will be shown again and again 
during the day. However. the weathercasters are sensitive to the data they are 
showing and maps are revised as needed. For example. the author observed a 
presentation on wintery travel conditions in which the weathercaster made a point of 
indicating that he and his colleagues had extended the zone of freezing rain to the east 
of the area shown on the map and that colleague were updating the map as he spoke. 
He even commented that this is one of the advantages of working in live television. 

Interspersed throughout the presentations by the weathercasters will be segments on 
local weather and commercial advertisements. There may be 10 of these local 
weather segments in an hour. each lasting for a little more than a minute. A major 
function of TWC is broadcasting the National Weather Service local forecasts for each 
of the over 800 NWS zones.S In total. the local weather segment may account for 
one-fifth of the total programming. This segment is automated and contains either a 
recorded voice-over or music. The items included in each local weather segment 
vary and may include any of the following: 

- text description of the National Weather Service forecast for the next 36 hours 
for the local area 

- statistical weather data for the local city 
- regional sunrise. sunset. and moon phase data 
- regional forecast map with weather icons and temperatures for major cities 
- current local radar loop showing movement of precipitation. if any. in the area 

during the past 90 minutes 
- the extended forecast being weather icons. highs and lows for the local city for 

the next 3 days 
- forecast for cities nationwide. being a scroll of data about 23 cities 

Advertisements may account for one-fifth of the total programming. Many of the 
advertisements are related to weather. Having built an interest in weather. viewers 
want more which has created other business. TWC advertises its own books. videos 
and services. Being able to telephone for detailed weather information for any of 
about 300 cities around the world is one of these services. They now have a segment 
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called the 'Weather Classroom' which is repeated many times late at night. They 
suggest that viewers record the segment and play it later at their convenience. They 
sell a workbook in support of the Weather Classroom.6 This book includes 
instructions on reading weather maps. 

The Weather Channel features 'international weather' at regular intervals. In most 
cases the only thing presented is Europe. The likely presentation will last 50 seconds 
and will include a satellite loop of cloud cover, a forecast map of the weather for the 
next day with isobars, and a map of predicted precipitation or a map of predicted 
highs. Sometimes the international segment will include a synoptic map of the 
northern Pacific Ocean showing lows, fronts, isobars and significant areas of 
precipitation. This map shows the countries that border the Pacific on the west. 
This map will be followed by a map of Hawaii showing temperatures and weather 
descriptions for selected cities. Then a similar map of Alaska is shown, followed by a 
map of Wind Chills for the same Alaska cities. This Pacific sequence may consume 
40 seconds. Sometimes the Pacific sequence is preceded by a presentation of the 
GOES satellite loop showing the west coast of the U.S., Canada, and Alaska. 

The Weather Channel employs a great diversity of maps of many types. Some maps 
are used as tools to help the weathercasters explain a particular weather situation. 
Other maps are interpretations of weather information, such as the map of 'clothes to 
wear to school', or the 'discomfort index for persons subject to allergies.' Even 
choropleth maps are employed to show incidences of outbreaks of disease related to 
weather conditions. Other maps will address beach and boating conditions, the status 
of fall colors , the potential for fires, and ski conditions. During the ski season they 
report of the weather conditions in the areas of the ski resorts and will show maps of 
regional snowfall with the locations of the ski resorts on the map. Because the 
Weather Channel is commercial some maps carry the name of the sponsor above the 
map. It is not uncommon to see the name of the maker of a cold relief medicine 
attached to a map of 'air stagnation' . 

The Weather Channel is unique in that the graphics and maps created by the staff are 
able to be shown over and over again. The maps that are shown in the sequence at the 
beginning of the hour may be shown many times over during the hour. In any given 
hour, three or four weathercasters will alternately make presentations. Each 
weathercaster prepares his/her own presentation so that each presentation will reflect 
the individuality of the preparer even though they use the same maps. 

Last year the Weather Channel celebrated its Tenth Anniversary. While in the early 
years many questioned that a 24 hour television weather program would survive, 
today this channel is available to more than 50 million subscribers'? The substance of 
this television channel is a continuous display of weather information portrayed on 
maps. The cartographic community should take satisfaction that the population of 
television viewers will support a program that is essentially map presentations. 
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Concluding Comments 

In total, the use of maps for the presentation of weather on television in the USA 
represents a major industry that is viewed by a very large population. Tens of 
millions of viewers in North America rely on the availability of systematic weather 
presentations at predictable times. These presentations serve to disseminate warnings 
and guidelines, give helpful advice. aid in planning activities and travel. as well as 
giving peace of mind. In the process millions of persons are exposed to maps that 
contribute to knowledge of geography and the atmospheric sciences. And, these maps 
are seen in a way few other maps are viewed in that day after day a similar collection 
of maps are presented in a systematic way by the same people. 

These weathercasters and weather programs are but one step near the end of a large 
and complex process . The industry is that of weather observation and forecasting. 
Collecting the data to common standards, bringing the data together at central 
facilities, incorporating the data into complex models, analyzing the data and 
generating forecasts, distributing the processed data back out on the networks, and 
putting the data into graphical form are all done by people not seen on television.8 
And. all of this is done in near real time. The weathercaster takes this packaged 
information, adds some refinements and enhancements, designs a program around the 
maps, and integrates herself/himself into the presentation. The results vary, but 
obviously there is a market for these presentations. 

Weather is something that everyone can identify with. Monmonier cited a study 
noting "70 percent of the TV news audience is highly interested in the weather. "9 
Wright reported on a study that found 95 percent of the audience watched a local 
station in Florida for the weather. 10 Obviously, people tune in to look at weather 
maps . Lindgren II detailed the use of maps on television during the Gulf War 
showing that that media event was another situation where viewers wanted to see 
maps. It is appropriate to ask if there are other 'mappable' subjects that would draw 
a supportive audience? This question should be examined in terms of the map use 
environment, which integrates the subject matter with the personalities making the 
presentations and the medium. 
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Newspaper maps in Germany 
w. Scharfe (Serlin, D) 

Traditionally, map-making for more or less very special civil and military purposes and mostly 
for a relatively small elite needs careful preparation concerning topographic and thematic 
sources, semiotic analogy and graphic design. This cartographic tradition took some 
sixthousand years. In our century maps are produced and sold not only in millions of copies 
for school, road traffic and vacation , but they are also spread out daily by newspapers and by 
television. Maps seem to have developed into a very popular information tool. 

Contrary to this public relevance neither journalists nor cartographers did show any interest 
in newspaper maps for a very long time. We can only mention a lonely article of Walter Ristow 
published in 1957 (1). During the seventies and the early eighties internationally as well as in 
Germany the period of "discovering the journalistic maps" started. During this first weak start 
of "discovery" the traditional cartographic meaning of what a map has to be remained 
dominating. Professional cartographers considered the journalist ic maps in newspapers, 
magazines and television to be rather simple and rough drawings in comparison with maps of 
topographic and of scientific origin and they refused to put some interest upon those vulgar 
maps. In the United States, in Canada, in France, in Poland and in the Netherlands some 
contributions were published in this cartographic field (2) but they were strictly limited to very 
special aspects or contained descriptions of what seemed to be insufficient in respect to 
journalistic maps. Approaches to a methodologic research were still missing. 

At the 1986 annual meeting of the Canadian Cartographic Association one of the sesssions 
was devoted to "Cartography in the media". Cartographers as well as journalists from 
Canada, USA, France and Great Britain presented papers and contributions to a round-table 
discussion which offered different approaches (3). 
Gronoff (4) tried to apply the Bertin system (5) to the analysis of newspaper map functions, 
while Balchin (6) gave a report on a four week "media watch" in the United Kingdom. But this 
watch was realized without any methodologic base and without any attempt to distinguish 
between different medias, between graphic and ca rtographic images and between reference 
maps, weather maps and maps in advertising. In a more solid way Bonin (7) examined for 
about six years some French newspapers, but he mixed reference maps and maps in 
advertising and did not explain the method and the criterions of his research . Gilmartin (8) 
presented the results of an opinion poll concerning the effect of newspaper maps in respect to 
the reader's mind, the reader's learning and the reader's attraction; this poll was based on the 
answers of 20 students only and cannot be considered to be representative. Contrary to the 
ca rtographers ' opinions the contribut ions of journalists (9) underlined the practical needs 
which determined their daily work characterized by the pressure of time, the overwhelming 
amount of information and the limited space on a newspaper's page. The discussion between 
cartographers and journalists (10) remained deeply unsatisfactory because each group gave 
its own statements without trying even gently to enter into the viewpoint of the other group. 
Even more unsatisfactory than the result of this final discussion was the fact that all 
contributions were presented as if no newspaper's reader existed who could have been 
asked for his opinion about the maps published in his newspaper. 
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This meeting in 1986 stimulated the interest in journalistic maps especia lly in the English 
speaking world where this topic was introduced by Mark Monmonier in the "Map 
appreciation", published in 1988 together with George A. Schnell (11). and one year later in 
his "Maps with the news" (12). In "Map appreciation" the "maps in journalism" and the 
"weather maps" are for the first time objects of special chapters in a publication pretending to 
be a cartographic textbook. The main subject of "Maps with the news" is the development of 
maps in American newspapers, magazines and television in dependence on the technical 
progress, in particular on the computer technique. Monmonier himself characterizes his 
working as rather unsystematically and his approaches of methodologic relevance are 
presented without any proof of empiric base. 

Internationally on the one hand we can see a certain and growing attention paid to maps in 
the media and several research and publication activities based on different approaches. But 
on the other hand there is no strict methodologic approach which considers cartographic 
aspects as well as journalistic needs, the graphic influences upon both fields of activities and 
the opinions of the newspaper map readers about those maps respectively the real effects of 
newspaper maps upon the newspapers' readers. In the same way one could wonder about 
the unrealistic mixture of advertising tools with information instruments, graphics with maps 
and newspaper with televison. 

Day by day about 5-6 million of reference maps are published by German newspapers in their 
general news parts (13) plus the same quantity of weather maps. Besides the maps in 
television news the newspaper maps could be considered quantitatively as the most 
important German line of cartography. But except a short article published in 1953 (14) there 
is no published proof of interest in this cartographic field up to the seventies. 
In Germany only Gunter Hake tried to draw the cartographers' attention to journalistic maps 
(15). but at first without reaction because the general cartographic opinion refused to care 
about these "non-maps", Furthermore in this period the cartographers' attention was occupied 
with the computer technique and its impacts on map making. 
Hake himself revealed the problems to treat this new field by the uncertainties to find an 
appropriate concept for "maps in the media". In 1976 he called them "topica l maps" (16). 
Hake supposed that many people would gain their knowledge of topical facts with spatial 
relevance without exception or almost exclusively through these "topical maps". 
One year later Hake discussed the conceptional problem again, drawing back from the 
"topical map" and testing other concepts, finally coming to i:1 certain conclusion in creating the 
"short-time map" (17). Moreover in this paper he stressed the psychological barrier of many 
traditional cartographers concerning their idea that a real map is one that has a certain 
graphic elegance and can be considered as an artistic object with a long expectation of life. 
Consequently the newspaper maps - short-time maps - would be of minor importance, having 
been produced without high elegance and artistic effort and being characterized generally by 
a very short expectation of life, being an article of consumption. Nevertheless, Hake predicted 
an increase in significance for these maps within the next future especially in connection with 
the growing use of computer technique in cartography. Consequently cartography should pay 
more attention theoretically as well as practically to the "short-time maps". 
In the same sense Hake expressed his opinion in his 1985 cartographic textbook (18), now 
using the combination "media map (short-time map)" for the maps in newspapers and 
television. 

Contrary to Hake's notions I may mention the traditional cartographic view expressed by 
Werner Witt in 1979 in his "Dictionary of cartography", catchword "politics, media": "The maps 
in the newspapers and in television serve as daily offered political and economic information , 
mostly using strongly simplified images focussing on political activities, military actions, 
regions of disasters, terrorism and calamities. Often the primitiveness of those maps cannot be 
exceeded and the newspaper illustrators at least one time should take the chance to look over 
the shoulder of a cartographer. On the other hand cartographers could learn several things by 
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advertising specialists , above all to use the graphics in a psychologically and 
propagandistically effective sense" (19). 
This dictionary as well as most of the cartographic manuals in Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland published between 1970 and 1990 did not conta in entries like "newspaper map", 
"media map" or "short-time map" (20). The first cartographic compendium dGdicating an 
article to the "journalistic map" ("Pressekarte") came out in Leipzig in 1983 (21) . 

In comparison to cartography and cartographers, journalism, communication sciences and 
journalists did generally not rack their brains over maps in newspapers or in television . 

Since more than twentyfive years my favourite cartographic line was the history of cartography 
drawing me to special maps and atlases, to the regional history of cartography, but more and 
more to general research on the basic relevance of maps and cartography within the frame of 
social, cultural and political processes and interactions of the past . This research led to the 
~(22) 
• that making and effective use of maps as analogous graphic spatial information systems 
were and still are 
• characteristics 

- of a quantitatively sma ll group of leaders within a society or 
- of special societies exceeding other societies in power. 

Cartography is an expression of power, and power conditions cartography. 

In connection with the increase of maps published in the media, especially in newspapers, in 
1985 my working group at Freie Un iversitat Berlin , Cartographic Institute, started general 
research on this phenomenon and focusing on whether this theory could be verified even in 
the case of the current journalistic maps or whether the increase of these maps would turn the 
society democratically in terms of communication falsifying this theory for the present time. 
In a first step it seemed necessary to define exactly the subject of research and to find a 
methodological base for a cartographic analysis of the respective maps. It was decided 
• firstly to distinguish between the different media - newspapers, magazines, and television -

because the conditions of map making are different in each of the media, 
• secondly between the different types of graphically based images - diagrams/charts and 

maps - because their making presupposes different conditions, and 
• thirdly between different operational fields of the maps - geographical reference of the news, 

weather situation/forecast and advertising because the maps are produced at different 
places with different tasks. 

Research on the reference maps in newspapers and magazines was defined as the main task 
(23) while the weather maps in newspapers should be investigated in a second step (24) . 
Obviously television and other media containing "short-time maps" could not be neglected 
(25). These decisions were made considering the map as a tool of consciously offered and 
consciously perceived information in a cartographical sense contrary to advertising. Within 
this field of activities the very first step must be to elaborate a methodological framework and 
to test it by researching a limited set of printed media. This was done in 1986 by Dieter Jung 
during his graduation (26). He investigated four national newspapers - three "elite" journals 
and one gutter press journal - and three magazines, considering the period of the first six 
months in 1986. He created the first strict methodological approach and drew the following 
conclusions: 
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- Maps are often and regularly used in German "elite" newspapers and magazines contrary to 
the gutter press journal. 

- A very considerable part of the maps are published in the "travelling" parts of the media and 
mostly in the newspapers' weekend editions. Most likely the time dedicated to these maps 
by the reader put them into the group of "long-time maps". 

- A lot of maps do not show a sufficient conformity with the text they belong to in respect of 
topographic names in general as well as in orthography. This problem is caused by 
different sources of map and text. 

• A scale is often missing or not correct so that the reader cannot identify the spatial 
dimensions shown in the map. 

- If an article contains text, photo and map (..visual competit ion") the map portion of the total 
surface is generally the least with about 10 % only. 

- The map size is generally dominated by the respective column-width of text without 
respecting the graphic differentiation of the map content. • 

- Most of the maps are placed in the upper parts of tlie pages which might be caused by layout 
reasons. 

- According to the type of news offered in newspapers and magazines respectively the 
newspapers prefer maps of small sized European regions while magazines publish spatial 
images of much larger non-European areas with priority. 

These conclusions led to the following thesis: 
• Maps in printed media are published with almost absolute priority under journalistic 

conditions. There is no evidence that within the journalistic field cartographic principles 
are known or used to keep or to enhance the commun ication effect of maps. 

• Maps in printed media are created almost totally by people skilled in graphics but not 
educated in cartography. 

• The main factor of map making seems to be time. Magazines contain maps made more 
effectively and with more diligence than daily newspapers. 

• A certain, but quantitatively not exact fixable part of the maps published in newspapers and 
magazines is spo iled and not readable because of useless map originals or careless 
reproduction processes. 

At this time the approach to and the general view of this field above all were cartographically. 
But the research results of Jung very clearly showed that this narrow-minded view could not 
lead to a satisfactory inventory and analysis of the facts, the problems and the significance of 
the "short-time maps". Moreover it seemed operationally necessary to separate the research 
on newspapers from the research on magazines. In preparing a comprehensive research 
program this second approach was combined with an investigation plan concerning the 
editorial staffs and the graphic pools of a representative set of newspapers and the general 
graphic services which supply above all regularly the German newspapers with graphics 
(diagrams/charts) and maps. As a third factor absolutely necessary for the program the 
newspapers' readers should be included, but at this time we were unable to find a reliable 
way to a representative group of readers and their opinions about the effect of newspaper 
maps. 

Based upon this program the "Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft" (German Research 
Foundation) provided the funding we requested for four years beginning September 1988. To 
improve the first narrow-minded and only cartographic approach, cooperation and 
consultation were started firstly with the branches of communication sciences at the Berlin 
Free University and at the Berlin Technical University, with the Department of Journalism at 
the Hannover High School of Arts and with the Press Office of the Federal Government at 
Bonn. A very important success had been that the colleagues from Hannover placed a set of 
34 German newspapers at our disposal , containing the copies of the first six months in 1986 
and being representative in respect to scientific principles of journalism (27). This set of 34 
newspapers comprised on the one hand national journals as well as regionally bound 
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journals and on the other hand the whole range of newspapers from "elite" journals to 
examples of the gutter press (28). 
Based upon these preparations the first part of our program started: the autopsy of newspaper 
maps comprising a comprehensive analysis of the content and the functions of maps in the 
newspapers of our representative set, following cartographica l principles. 
In the second part of the program the editorial staffs and the graphic pools of our newspapers 
as well as general graphic services were investigated by visits and correspondence. By this 
investigation we tried to analyze which particular decisions within the newspapers' 
departments and within the graphic services' pools are leading to the publication of maps 
concerning in the same degree the respective communication reasons and backgrounds, the 
cartographic man power and the technical possibilities. 
Within this program we also wanted to find an answer to the question whether or not the 
newspapers of our set could be distinguished in the same manner according to journalistic 
characteristics and to their respective map equipment. 
As mentioned above the readers of the newspapers still had been excluded from the program 
at that time. But when realizing the last part of our 1988 program we succeeded in finding a 
way to the readers' opinions by participation in an "omnibus poll" of a famous German opinion 
polling institute (infas). The results of this poll will reach us in spring 1993. 

The 5000 copies of 34 newspapers having been published during the first six months of 1986 
contained in total 1967 maps - only reference maps in the general news parts, excluding 
weather maps (29) and maps in advertising. These about 2000 maps are distributed to the 
newspapers and combined with the topics of the news in very different ways. The quantitiy of 
maps within the newspapers ranged from 5 to 133 and the quantity of maps attached to one 
topic from 2 to 330 (regarding firstly 15 different topics). 
The methodologic approach was improved several times during the program and finally we 
distinguished between 

• seven topical parts in the newspapers 
- travelling . 
- politics 
- regional news 
- economics 
- sport 
- public announcements 
- others and 

• twelve analysis parts concerning forllial aspects, content and functions of the maps 
- map position 
- topic 
- "content conformity index" 
- article size / visual competition 
- location / size of the mapped area 
- form / accuracy of scale 
- identification of the mapped area 
- map size 
- relations between map scales and sizes 
- legend 
- map content 
- map author / maker 

The following summary can pick out only some results of our program, the complete report 
(30) containing about 230 pages with many maps, charts, diagrams and tables. 
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Concepts 
In general the maps published in newspapers and investigated in our research program 
belong to the main group of "short-time maps" contrary to the traditional group of "long-time 
maps". "Short-time maps" are graphically and in respect to their content rather simple maps, 
can be produced within a relatively short time (in newspapers within two hours, in television 
within ten minutes), are shown to the spectator or observed by the reader for a moment only 
and in general they are objects of consumption with a short expectation of life being parts of 
greater publications. 
"Short-time maps" can be subdevided into "mass media maps" ("journalistic maps") and 
"customer's media maps" (for example maps in air-traffic brochures), the first of them 
subdevided into "printed journalistic maps" and "television maps", moreover, the first of them 
again subdevided into "newspaper maps" and "magazine maps". The "mass media maps" 
("journalistic maps") generally comprise cartographical images as elements of information 
showing either the geographical reference of the news - "reference maps" - or the weather 
situation or forecast - "weather maps". 
The newspapers' journalists and illustrators do not seem to have any knowledge or 
consciousness of the autonomy of maps and cartography, in general expressed by calling the 
map a "graphic" and by making no distinction between a map, a diagram, or a chart. The 
reason for this confusion must obviously lie in the practice of the newspapers' map makers 
skilled in graphics, but not educated in cartography. 

Operational conditions 
The decision whether a map is to be published or not is generally made under pressure of 
time and principally depends 
• whether a map suitable to the respective news is available and 
• whether there is enough space on the respective page for the map to be placed on. 
This decision might be subject of very personal preferences of an editor. 
A suitable map can be available because 
• the newspaper's archives comprise such a map made or used sometime in the past 

independently from the topical news; 
• the text of the news and a map made just suitable to this text by a general graphic service (or 

an unnamed person) are dropping into the editor's office just at the same time; 
• the editor orders a suitable map to his own graphic pool after having received a news text to 

which he thinks a map would be a good addition. 
The first situation can be considered as unusual. According to the frequency the maps are 
made or originated by unnamed persons in the first place, by general graphic services 
secondly and by newspaper's graphic pools thirdly, but with a relatively small percentage 
only. 
Maps from unnamed persons form a very inhomogeneous mixture, characterized by the fact 
that most of them obviously has not been produced taking into consideration the special 
conditions for publication in a newspaper. These maps predominantly appear within the 
topics "official announcements" and "travelling" and are more or less graphically spoiled 
because they are based on originals like photos or large scale topographical maps. 
Contrary to this group of map-makers and maps the general graphic services like "Globus", 
"Index", "Carpress", "Imu" or "Hansapress" are regularly sending their well-done and effective 
maps and graphics to the newspapers. These maps are made by specialized graphic editors 
and artistically working illustrators without cartographic education and realized graphically 
considering the special newspaper's conditions. In this case - i. e. text and map coming from 
different sources - it may be that the topographical contents of the map and the text show only 
a reduced conformity, a fact which the editor cannot improve by the pressure of time; another 
bad habit can be to reduce the size of a graphic service's map according to the column-width 
of the newspaper so that the letters in the map cannot be read anymore. 
Among the 34 newspapers investigated 16 pretended to have their own map-making and 
graphic pools, but only seven journals proved to have published maps of their own. On the top 
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of these journals we can find the "elite" newspapers, only one of them using the skills of a real 
cartographer. 
Besides two general graphic services with a good stock of different maps at their disposal 
almost all graphic editors and illustrators use very common general and school atlases as 
well as city plans to produce journalistic maps. 

Attributes and functions 
Obviously there are two main functions correlated with maps in newspapers: 
• on the one hand a map is a pure or primarily "graphic image" working as an "eye-catcher", 
• on the other hand a map is an "analogous spatial information" showing the "s:Jatial 

reference" of the news. 
The "eye-catcher" function is the result of a newspaper graphically being the domain of the 
text mainly. Each graphic element interrupting the graphic text uniformity more or less 
automatically slips into the function of an "eye-catcher". Considering this function firstly the 
photo, secondly the graphic (diagram, chart), and at the last position the map is estimated to 
be very effective. In German newspapers maps are not consciously used for eye-catching 
although this function is accepted in a secondary line. But in American journalism the "eye
catching" function - also by maps - is used just to draw the attention of the reader to a certain 
map and by this to a certain article; because the editors know quite sure that the reader will 
not be willing or able to pay attention to all articles of a newspaper or a magazine. 

As an intermediate map feature between "eye-catcher" and "spatial information" the "flash " is 
guiding the eye not only to a certain area on the newspaper's page and by that to a certain 
article but moreover within the map to the special region of interest explained in the text. 

We don 't know anything about the real information effect of a newspaper's map. Hypotheses 
may not have been verified and assumptions are dominating. On the one hand - for instance -
Hake assumes that people would learn a lot by looking at these maps while on the other hand 
editors of Berlin newspapers are opposed to this opinion stressing that the reader pays 
attention to a newspaper map for a moment only and forgets about it in the next moment. 
Several specialists in the field of communication sciences, cartography, and journalism do 
agree about the tendency that it would be much easier and more effective to bring information 
to the reader by using pithy graphic and cartographic images than by presenting complex 
texts or statistics. There are strong indicators and several proofs in German newspapers -
weather maps included (31) - that this information function of newspaper maps is increasing. 
As a special aspect of the newspaper, map and its respective article are connected with each 
other formally by the common place on the page and in respect of contents by the conformity 
concerning topographic names. If this conformity is reduced or even missing the information 
effect of the map can partially be destroyed because in this case the map can tell another 
story than the text will do. About 60 % of the newspaper maps we investigated showed a more 
or less reduced conformity containing different topographic names in text and map. 
There are further sources of information problems concerning this conformity. The conformity 
is totally missing if the printed map has been spoiled by useless map originals or careless 
reproduction techniques; maps like this had a general percentage of about 7 %, some 
newspapers showing more than 20 %. One can get a similar bad result in reducing the 
original map size in such a high degree that the map is no longer readable; again more than 
20 % of the maps showed this phenomenon. Especially those deficits are concentrated within 
the topics "official announcements" and "regional news". 
The unnamed authors are the main reason of those less effective maps, expressing a strong 
carelessness about maps mainly among the editors of certain newspapers. 
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Significance 
Under the aspect of information the significance of German newspaper maps is an 
antagonistic one. On the one hand about 5-6 million of reference maps are publi shed day by 
day and their production is still increasing by the newspapers' graphic pools as well as by 
genera l graphic services. On the other hand we can generally prove a very poor 
consciousness and an extensive carelessness about maps. Journalists having ordered in the 
past as in the present a huge mass of polls did not dedicate a sing le one of them to maps in 
newspapers; only few operational interest has been paid until now to the possible functions of 
maps. So the daily use of maps in newspapers seem to be principally based on the special 
graphical form and not on the spatial information connected with the map. Maps are situated 
at the periphery of the world of news. 
The image of the world presented to the readers by the newspapers maps is well known since 
the beginning of history. Attention is predominantly paid to local , regional, and national 
regions represented by large sized and large scale maps; the farer the regions from Germany 
or Europe the less their presentation frequency, their sizes, and sca les and the larger the 
regions' dimensions. 
This general statement does not hold true for the German "elite" newspapers Frankf urter 
Allgemeine Zeitung , Fran/ifu rfer Rundschau , and Siiddeufsche Zeitung their readers representing 
distinctly leading persons in German politics, economy, adm inistration and sc ience. These 
newspapers demonstrate an unprecedented use of maps and map features start ing with the 
quantity of published maps and the percentage of internal map production and ending with a 
very positive conformity between text and map and a high percentage of maps showing non
European reg ions. 

In genera l the German newspapers maps very strong ly seem to verify the theory mentioned 
above that making and effective use of maps are sti ll cha racterist ics of an "elite" ; a 
quantitatively sma ll group of leaders within a society. 
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Directing the design of maps for public information on the 
base of a user oriented communication model 
A.-D. Uthe (Serlin , D) 

Abstract: 

The paper demonstrates a cartographic communication model by the modelling of thematic maps in 
which the integration of maps in the courses of action is considered. It enables the formal descrip
tion of diffetent situations of action and of communication in which maps are used to process and to 
represent spatial information . Conditions and demands arise from both situations for map model
ling. Various communication situations result from the different phases of courses of action. They 
are caused by information needs, methods of information processing and also by the modes of per
ception of the map users. The maps have to be adjusted to these conditions. For example, in a plan
ning process maps represent the same information but the function of these maps can be either to 
inform the public or to offer ideas to politicans. 
Therefore, a map has to consist of an information layer representing the structure and meaning of 
transmitted information, as well as a communication layer organizing the perception and processing 
of information and also the orientation of communication. The graphic structure of this communi
cation layer is based on conditions of communication derived from the differences between the 
condition of the user and the demands of the map. The graphic map structure can be realized by 
specific functions of different symbols. 

1. Introduction 

These days geographic information systems, multi-media systems or computer animation are ap
plied to the processing and representation of spatial information in many domains, such as regional 
planning, environmental impact accessments and in the fie ld of public works. These sometimes 
complex graphic representations are often modified to the technical conditions of these systems. 
Little attention is directed to the concept and graphic design with the regard to the methods for 
visual perception and the consequent mental processing of information. The conditions in which 
maps are used as a communication medium for the transmission of information are barely conside
red. People communicate which each other by maps, while map users form ideas or images through 
the employment of maps. 
Maps are meaningful representations of the environment as geometric/graphic images of models of 
the space. The reproduction of space by means of graphic analogies can certainly support the men
tal aquisition of the space in representing the extemal structure of space. But ideas which are 
connected with this structure can exist in the mental system of human beings as well. Ideas and 
knowledge are combined with received information. Then the mental reproduction of the environ
ment is created according to each person's individual mode of perception. These reproductions may 
not correspond to the reality or to the image of the model on maps. 
The individual modes of perception play an important role in communication and also in actions. 
As a result of this the following questions arise. Which are the conditions in order to communicate 
with maps? Which functions can have symbols to alter the representation of information on maps to 
these conditions in order to support the processing of information on maps and to facilitate the 
integration of information in actions? 
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In the paper a communication model wi ll be presented in which the processes of communication are 
embedded in actions. The conditions of communication will be presented which have to be 
considered in map modell ing, in the concept and design of maps. 

2. Situation of action 

Action is defined as mental or physical activities to reach a goal, i.e. goal-oriented as opposed to 
reactive or instinctive activities. They consist of a complex sequence of coordinated effons varying 
in accordance to the environment or to the individual situation in the environment. The prerequisi
tes of any particular action are the cognitive process that means the reception, storage and proces
sing of infomlation through the process of perception, learning and thinking. These procedures are 
followed by emotional factors like needs, feelings, attitudes and motivation. 

Action itself occurs within situat ions of action; this being a short term state of a general course of 
ac tion. Courses of action may be: 
- implementation of environmental impact accessment of a garbage dump or of a ring road, 
- preparation of planning concepts in regional planning, 
- determination of the optimal routes in transportation systems. 
Therefore, the appertaining problems to the courses of actions have to be operation al i zed by defi
ning the goal of action and by determining the methods for reaching the goal. A course of action 
takes place this way in several phases. For example, in planning there are the phases of searching 
and developing of goal ideas, of offering ideas, or of weighing the conflicts and alternatives. All 
these phases are followed by actual situation of action. Situations of action are described by the 
three components: object of action, system of action and information of action. These components 
are briefly mentioned here. The object of action is the part of reality in which attributes and rela-
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tions are potentially concerned by transformations caused by the goal of action. Information of 
action are the attributes of the object which are to be communicated in order to reach the goal. Fur
thermore the methods of information processing which are necessary for this to reach a goal. Action 
systems carry out actions for reaching the goal with the help of information. 

Action is supported and controlled by information processing, and is not possible without commu
nication. Within the communication the reception and processing of information follows. A phase 
of action makes specific demands on the communication and the operations of information proces
sing. Therefore, a corresponding situation of communication is related to the situation of action (see 
fig. I ). 

3. Situation of communication 

First of all , the orientation of communication is determined by the actual situation of action. The 
orientation may be information, coordination, controlling, development of model or documentation. 
The orientation of communication is linked to modes of communication, such as communication 
followed by information systems, by map communication or by verbal communication. The higher 
communication function of digital and graphic maps is determined by the adjustment of information 
processing. Here the information processing on graphic maps is oriented to the creation of new 
information in the form of abstraction by selection and connection, the checking of information by 
affimlation, verification or falsification and the matching of map information with mental infomla
tion by reductions, improvements or corrections. Maps facilitates, among other things, the descrip
tion of the initial and goal state of the object of action, the comparison of states, the representation 
of demands or the organisation of mediate results. 
The orientation of communication requires specific forms of communication as demands, such as 
rapid change of image on the display in order to present series of maps or interactive input to iden
tify symbols on maps. The organisational structure and conditions of the components of the com
munication situation are determined by the demands of the action situation . These demands have to 
be fulfilled by the states of the components - "communication content", "output system" and 
"reception system". 

The communication content, derived from the relation of object and goal of action , are the infomla
tion and their meanings which are to be transmited and which are necessary for the mental repro
duction of the object corresponding to the goal of action . 
The output system are i.e., the map system which provides these information in communicative and 
caTlographic structure. . . . 
The reception system is the user who will receive, process and delIver the IIlforma!lon of the map 
system in order to reach the goal of action respectively to put them into actions. 

3.1. Components of the communication situation 

These components are described by their states and relations. Here the whole frame of the commu
nication model and the complete sequence from an actual situation of action to the map communi
cation are not to be considered. The rest of the paper will deal with the relation between map 
systems and reception system, both of which are important for map modelling. The conditions of 
communication will be derived from the s·tates and relations of these components within a commu
nication situation. They include the conditions by which the orientation of communication, the use 
of maps and the function of maps are realized ( see fig.2) . 
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Functions of the Reception System 
a) Functions of the sensory mechanismn: capacity of stimuli absorption, perception of contrast, 

differentiation of stimuli situation and so on 
b) Functions of the cognitive mechanism: accessibility of cognitive systems and 

of cognitive methods, information storage and recall capacity 
c) Disposition and readiness of user perception: motivation, aspiration level, activation, 

perception defense, attention. 
d) Condition of social and cultural context: membership of groups, esthetic orientation 

Functions of the Mapsystem 
a) Physical structures as mediums or directions of performance 
b) External structures, such as single map, extract maps, sequences of maps 
c) Internal structures concerning the information and communicative structure of a map 

RECEPTION 
SYSTEM 

GOAL or ACflON 

ORffiNTATIONOF 
COMMUNICATION 

CONDmONSOF 
COMMUNICATION 

MAPS 

Fig.2 Communication model 

• Information 

• ConlTOll ing 

• Documentat ion 

Above all , the relationships between these sys tems are relevant to derivate conditions of communi
cation. The relationships are shown as demands placed on the output system of the reception system 
and vice versa. Some demands from the map system to the reception system result from external 
conditions, such as location, facilities of interaction or technical resolution. Further demands arise 
from the internal conditions, such as symbol functions , extent of manipulation or auxiliary systems 
(scale, map grid, legend). The map system has genera lly to fac ilitate the mental reproduction of the 
object and the goal of action. 
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3.2 Demands of the Components 

The demands from the reception system to the map system include the adequate or inadequate 
capacities of information perception and processing; the graphic, mental or verbal storage of provi
sional and fmal results; as well as, the position of the reception system as individuals or members of 
a group. The fuction s of perception are more essential to the modes of the reception systems, as 
opposed to the map system. The selection, accentuation, organization and fixation functions of per
ception are differentiated. The selection function controls the selection of a part of information as 
opposed to total piece of information. The organization function is the foundation for the informa
tion perception which corresponds with the motivation. A shift of selected information in regards to 
an additional accentuation, enlargement, reduction or decrease follows the accentuation function . 
This may occur by individual ideas of values and needs. In the fixation function the information 
that is only perceived are those that coincide with existing knowledge and experiences. And this 
information is not additionally checked and therefore no change or addition of knowledge will 
occur. 

4. Layers of a Map 

But differences will arise between the demands of the communication orientation and the given 
conditions of the systems within a communication situation. These differences may be cancelled Oilt 
by graphic conditions on maps. These graphic conditions may assist or impede the perception and 
mental processing of information with regard to search, connection, comparision, estimation and 
preference. To conven communication conditions into graphic conditions on maps the realization of 
two map layers are necessary, an information layer and a communication layer. 

4.1. Information layer 

With in the information layer of the structure of information and of meaning will be presented by the 
logical data symbol reference. For representation following relations of information have to be 
determined: 
a) the relation of information is fixed directly (In the object of action with regard to the 

reproduction of codes, values and dimensions of objects, their propenies and 
relationships 

b) the relation to real ity is defined by the information character: 
* the description of the condition of information relating to the accuracy of data, 

such as the degree of reliability or uncenainity of information 
* the description of the mode of information relates to statements concerning 

fac ts, goals, effec ts or causes; the information may be actual , normative, 
or they may reproduce forecasts or prognosis 

* the description of use of information relates to their numerical specification, 
to their checking or logical comparision. 

The information charac ter exercises an influence on handling, as well as on the 
perception and on the consequent mental transformation of information. 

c) the relation of information to the action defines the function of information. 
With reference to Morris the description function, the causation function, 
the evaluation function and the categorization function of information are 
to be differentiated by the modes of behaviour and thinking. 
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The transformation of information and data into symbols executed by the formal symbol assign
ment produces at fIrst a neutral and logical structure of maps caused by the above mentioned rela
tions. These maps should have a consistent and duplicating structure. The function of symbols on 
this information layer is to represent the information and the denotative meaning structure by means 
of logical and standard symbols. 

4.2. Communication Layer 

The layer of the higher communicative structure bases on the separation of information and com
munication. Information is in this sense of media of communication. This specifIc structure is 
absolutely oriented to action. Their conditions have an greater effect on the design of maps than the 
conditions of the information sructure. For example, in planning process of section of areas it has 
the same information structure but in different phases, it demands different structures of communi
cation. These structures result from the given relationships between the reception system and map 
system, as well as the demands of the present orientation of communication. 

The function of symbols on this layer relates to the organization of information processing on maps. 
With the goal of varying the optical situation of maps by graphic in such a way that the function of 
perception or at least the perception mode of the reception system is directed. On that score, sym
bols influece the operation of perception (discovery, differentiation, identifIcation, selection, 
evaluation). The representation of information is varied by symbols on maps so that the symbols 
can work against the intended perception of the reception system. 
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In fig.3, functions of information, of symbols and of perception are shown. In the course of action 
information is perceived, stored and exchanged. Within these processes information have specific 
functions represented by corresponding characteristics of symbols. The function of the social per
ception is not totally undisputed in literature. Therefore it is considered that the individual mode of 
perception never enables a neutral, objective reception and processing of stimuli and information 
conected to this stimuli . Then the function of symbols is to cancel out or to contrast these possible 
occuring discrepances between the intended meaning and function of information and to the actual 
perceived information. 

Following symbols can be differentiated by their functions : 
- iconic symbols represent the idea of information 
- redundant symbols provide security for the perception of information. They 

increase the contrast between symbols 
- index symbols carry no information, but they have a demonstrative 

and categorizing character as additional symbols 
- expressive symbols influence and/or affect the percption of information. The 

manipulation and intended variation of information is not only produced by the 
methods of information reduction, such as geometric generalization or 
class calculation, it can also be generated by expressive symbols such as 
specific color modes. 

- auxiallary systems, such as map grid or legend have the function of aiding 
in the referencing and storing of information in human memory. They assist the 
localization and also the provisional storage of information 

5. Conditions of Communication 

In order to realize these function in maps the concrete graphic structure of symbols are created by 
the conditions of communication. These conditions result from the differences between a given 
communication situation and the demands of the communication orientation. These conditions 
concern certain aspects of information which are processing, action and communication. 

Communication conditions relating to the sensory perception: 
These conditions require such a variation of symbols that the symbols satisfy the functions of the 
sensory mechanism of the reception system. This sensory perception is, among other things, 
influenced by the symbol dimension, the contrast of symbol, the degree of contrast to the map 
ground, the syntactic complexity of maps and of symbols. 

Communication condi tions relating to the cognitive processing: 
The design of symbols should assist the different operations of thinking and storing in order to 
match the information structure to the cognitive function of the reception system. It concerns both 
the condition of information and of symbols. Here the symbols can vary by the level of aggregation, 
the geometric acuteness, the degree of approximation and of association to structures of reality, the 
degree of familiarity and of standardization. 

Communication conditions relating to assistance of actions: 
These conditions relate above all to the retrieval of perceived and stored information in order to put 
these information into action. Symbols facilitate the reproduction, evaluation and manipulation of 
information in relation to those existing in the cognitive systems. 

Communication conditions relating to stimulation of communication: 
In the cases that uncertain knowledge, common interests, conflicts or the need to establish contact 
are exist among different people a symbol structure is necessary which facilitates communication. 
In such a symbol structure both the uncenainity and vagueness of symbols and the degree of 
identification and alternative variation of symbols influence the perception and processing of 
information . 
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These conclitions have a greater effect on map communication than the conclitions of the pure 
information transmission. They contain the framework of possible behaviour and interaction as well 
as intentions of associated information processing systems. All the aspects which make the 
intuitive, arbitrary and esthetic elements in the representation of spatial information will be for
mally described by the communication conclitions. The relations between perception, thinking, 

. knowledge, attitudes and action are considered are not only relevant to the direct perception of the 
environment but also to the perception and interpretation on maps. The communication conditions 
are realized by the function and concrete variation of symbols. Therefore, the symbols normally 
representing objects and their properties are subjected to corresponding variation in order to fulfill 
their functions within a communication situation. 

The formulations of the theses and conditions are based on the findings of perception and cognitive 
psychology, communication theory, cartographic sign theory, as well as theory of action and the 
analysis of information processing. As rules they can represent a part of the methods of map 
modelling. It is conceivable that the integration as knowledge base improve the systems which are 
involved in the processing and representation of spatial information by maps or other graphic 
presentations. 
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Editing an international map series - specifics and 
problems 
P. Jordan (Wien, A) 

1 The mapwork as an example 

Since 1989 the Austrian Institute of East and Southeast European Studies in Vienna has 
been publishing a mapwork entitled" Atlas of Eastern and Southeastern Europe" ) The 
area portrayed in this atlas comprises essenti ally the former sociali st countries of Europe 

as well as adjacent areas in Western Europe. Thus, the former soc iali st countries of 
Central and Southeastern Europe are represented on a scale of 1:3 million, while Central 
and Southeastern Europe plus the European part of the CIS are shown on a scale of 1:6 
million. But the mapwo rk has been conceived to present not only surveys on very small 
sca les. It also aims to highlight smaller regions, countries and parts of countries , e.g., a 
secti on of Central Europe on a I : I. S million scale, Romania, Hunga ry "o r Southern 
Poland and Transy lvania . 

The editors ' intention in producing thi s mapwork has little in common with the 

compilation of traditional regional or themati c atlases. The idea is not to present a 
coherent and thematicall y complete description of the reg ion nor to elaborate a 
"prefabricated" programme . The main goal is to highlight major current developments 
and problems in the changing world of easte rn Europe in the manner of a cartographic 

periodical or newspape r. Thus, proposed topics may be dropped in favour of more 
current ones, topics and the order of their publication depending very much on political 
and economic events. Subjects and re gions of current interes t are portrayed more 
frequently than others. Topicality is the touchstone for editing: the possibility of access 
to new data is a strong impetus for drafting a map; hence , the technical processing of the 
map manuscripts must be accelerated as much as possible, e .g., by means of EDP. In 
spite of thi s, the mapwork unfailingly adheres to high scientifi c standards and places a 
strong emphasis on excellent ca rtographic quality. 

The atlas addresses mostly sc ienti sts and resea rchers in the fie lds of geography, spatial 
planning, economics and eco logy, but also enterprises with an interes t in the eastern 
market, schools as well as those segments of the general public taking an interest in 
developments in eastern Europe. 

So far, 13 issues devoted to eco log ical, population, economic, spatial development and 
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political subj ects have appea red, most of them by scientists from the countries and 
regions portrayed. 

Although the map se ries is by no means typ ica l of international thematic mapping , those 
of its maps portraying a variety of countries reflect and experience most of the spec ifics 
and problems connected with the publication of international thematic mapworks. The 
present paper will discuss the most important of these. 

2 Specific problems and aspects of editing 

2.1 Data collection 

A basic principle of map design is to treat all parts of the areal section of a map in a 
homogeneous way thematically. Deviations from homogeneity must be indicated at least 
in the legend. In general, on ly a map or a mapwork featuring a single country, such as a 
national atlas, enjoys the privilege of a uniform database, drawing all data from a single 
co llect ion (e .g., a population census). These data are surveyed and presented in 
accordance with a un iform system and refer to a specific point in time. As soon as more 
than one country is concemed data co llection becomes much more difficult. In a strict 

sense, therefore comparable data ac ross national borders are available only for a very 
small number of topics. 

2.1.1 Absence of national data 

Although our map series uses a variety of areal sections, a specific section, once selected, 
has to be covered in a homogeneous manner thematica lly. The large-scale spread of air 
pollutants, was for instance shown for Central and Southeastern Europe on a 1:3 million 
scale. The only comparable data ava il able for the entire region were those on sulphur 

dioxide levels collected by the Intern ational Ecological Centre in Stockholm. The 
class ification of these data into four tiers of concentration , however, was very crude and 
insufficient for a map of thi s scale. For a more differentiated insight into most countries, 
it was poss ible to use other indicators such as mostly particulate and nitrogen oxide 
emiss ions to define reg ional and loca l air po llution peaks more clearl y. In Romania , 

however, air pollution has not been subject to systematic monitoring so far. For the 
overall mode of representation to be extended to Romania, estimates by local experts had 
to replace monitoring data. Not to represent Romania on an equal foo ting would have 
meant not to elaborate the map at all , since Romania formed a central part in the areal 

section of the map in questi on. Not receiving comparable data from Albania (where 
there is no monitoring, e ither - and no Albanian expert was ready to give an estimate of 
air pollution) was regrettab le, but did not impede the publication of the map , because 
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small Albania formed the margin of the map sheet. Therefore it made li ttle difference if 
it remained untreated thematically. The absence of data from Western Germany (equally 
marg inal on the map sheet), wh ile no insurmountable problem, meant a substantial loss 
thematically, however, since it wou ld have been qui te elucidating to have a comparison 
between air po llution in the fo rmer socialist countries and an intensively industrialized 
country of the West. 

2.1 .2 Deviating key-dates 

The large number of diffe rent key-dates is of no account fo r many topics as long as they 
are within a coup le of years. Thus, the fac t that the fo rmer Fede ral Republic of 
Germany concluded its populati on census in 1987, the former Soviet Union in 1989, 
Hungary in 1990, former Czechoslovakia and Yugoslav ia, Poland , the fonn er GDR and 
Austria in 199 1 and Bul garia as we ll as Romania in 1992 does not present an 
insurmountable obstacle for the drafting of a comparative map on population density or 
populati on development. It is, however, imposs ible to use data of such a temporal 
dive rseness for the compilat ion of a map on unemployment, wh ich may change 
substantially from month to month. The lack of a specific key-date or at least key-year 
prevents us, e.g., from the compi lation of a map on fre ight traffic in Central and Eastern 
Europe - a topic of the utmos t interest in the wake of the opening of Eastem borders. 
Given the rapid shift of freight transport from rail to road in the former socialist 
countries as well as the recent political events, which have, e.g., forced all transports to 

bypass ex-Yugoslav ia, data sources differing by mo re than a few months are vi rtually 
without value. 

2.l. 3 Dev iating class ifications 

All data are co llec ted and documented acco rding to qualitat ive, frequently also 
quantitative, class ifi cations. International standards fo r data class ification ex ist and are 
observed mainly in the fie lds of physica l features, demography and infras tructure. Other 

fields have a variety of nati onal classifications. Thus, it is comparatively easy in ternlS of 
class ification to compile (not to get hold , though, of the data for) intemational maps on 
the power industry. The class ification of both power stations according to producti on 
types and of transmiss ion lines according to capacities is in accordance with intemational 
standards. 
But already in the sphere of ph ys ica l geography we encounter varying classificati ons. I 
would like to mention the famil ia r examples of groups of soil and vegetati on types. 
Surprisingly enough, even wind directi ons are class ified in di ffe rent ways . In Bulgaria, 
e.g., wind frequency counts do not take into acco unt days without wind and do not 
indicate frequencies in per cent of all obse rvati ons, as it is usual in the majority of 
countries) 
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The more we tum to human and economic activities, the more classifications differ. A 
land use concept such as "permanent cropland" unanimously subsumes only vineyards, 
orchards, citrus and olive cultures. Bi- and triennial crops, mixed cultures of annual and 
permanent crops are classified partly as "arable land", chestnut cultures partly as 
"forests", tree nurseries with a predominance of fruit-trees, and commercial as well as 
house gardens with permanent crops partly as "gardens") 
Retail trade sometimes includes and sometimes excludes pharmacies, tobacconists, filling 
stations or banks.4 
Generally, all these cases may still be represented on a single common map, especially a 
map of a smaller scale. In some instances, it will be in the interest of clarity to use a 
modified cartographic symbol to indicate a slightly different thematic classification. 
Variations of classifications must be indicated in the map legend. There are features, 
however, for which classifications in different countries diverge to the extent, that 
comparative cartographic representation no longer makes sense. A characteristic 
example of this is the field of education and schools. Data from this field are inextricably 
linked with the individual school and education systems, which are radically different 
from country to country. Therefore some fields will always be "off limits" when it 
comes to maps comprising several countries. 
Not all variation obse rved in classifications is warranted by necess ity (cultural 
divergencies, etc.), and major efforts on the inte rnational leve l towards greater 
standardization are highly welcome . The diversity of cultures, lifestyles and economic 
systems, however, wi ll never permit a complete harmonization of classifications in all 
fields. 

2. 1.4 Data of different areal accuracy, non-matching statistical reference areas 

The problems posed by networks of different widths with point-referrenced data 
resemble those created by dev iating sizes of reference areas when data refer to statistical 
areas . Similarity in size is essential for comparability within the map 's areal section. 
Figures for larger areal units have a lower level of accuracy than those for sma ller units . 
A verage values of larger units will never range between such extremes as values of 
smaller units. 
Making statisti cal data of similar accuracy available for the whole of Central, Eastern 
and Southeastern Europe is not an easy task . Often stati stical data can be obtained only 
for regions [oblast'J in the CIS, onl y fo r voivodships [wojew6dztwoJ in Poland and only 
for districts [judetJ in Romania. The average oblast' is about five times the size of a 
Polish voivodship and a Romanian district, about 30 times the size of a district [okresJ of 
forn1er Czechoslovakia and about 60 times the size of an ex-Yugoslav commune -
administrative units for which most of the statisti cal data from these countries were 
available. A map series illu strating this reg ion wi thout using those data would be 
restri cted to a very narrow range of topics . But with topics such as commuting, where 
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the s~eer extent of the refe rence unit is part of the definition of the subject, refe rence 
areas of widely diffe ring sizes preclude comparable representati on. The only way out is 
to ex trapolate the ori ginal data to another leve l of the adm ini strative subdivision -
provided such a level exists and is closer to the required size. 

2.1 .5 Dev iating structures of reference areas 

Not only the sizes, but also the inte rnal structures of stat istical refe rence units have to 
resemble one another to produce a comparab le map. This requirement remains clearly 
unfulfilled, when in some cases (as in Poli sh voivodships, Hungarian co unties [megyeJ, 
Romanian di stricts, ex- Yugoslav communes, Bulgarian oblast) capital c ities/towns and 
their surroundings form a s ing le admini strat ive unit , whe reas in othe rs (as in German 
Landkreise/Stadtkreise, Austri an Politische Bezirke/Stadte mit eigenem StatUl, ex-Soviet 
urban/rural rajo n ) capita l c ities/towns are admini s trativel y separate from their 

surroundings. Fo r nearly a ll fea tu res in the an thropogeographical sphe re - from 
population development to ethni c stru cture and e lection res ults -, there is a distinct 
differentiation between urban and rural areas . To ove rcome the respective diffe rences 
between the data ava il able, one may ha ve to reso rt to the lowest common denominator, 
i.e. to add the data of capita l c iti es/towns and the ir surroundin gs where they are 

surveyed separately . 

2. l.6 Instability of reference areas over time 

If a map has to represent the deve lopment of a particular feature over time, changes in 
admini strati ve subdi vis ions used for a rea l reference of statistical data can be quite 
disturbing even within a single country. Source data have to be recomputed to a llow for 
the present state of affairs. Difficulties multiply with the number of co untries involved. 
The fOimer socia li st co untries of Europe in particular have ex perienced a lot of change 
in their admini strati ve subdi visions in the course of thi s century. First , the ir 
administrative subdivisions were adapted to the "requirements of soc ialism". Later, they 

underwent renewed change in some of the countries (espec ially Poland, Romania and 
Bulgaria) . Now, in the wake of the democrati c revoluti ons, major admini strative 
reforms are once again under way. 

2. l. 7 Hierarch ies of importance 

Maps of the complex-analytical type which portray larger geographical regions may give 
rise to the question whi ch of the issues is to be given priority in te rms of ca rtographic 
representation. It may happen that diffe rent co untries attribute different priorities to one 

and the same featu re. It may a lso happen that a specif ic sing le fea ture warrants a 

different kind of priority when seen from the cross -frontier and international points of 
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view other than from a nati ona l or domesti c standpoint. Thus, our map on the use of the 
environment in Centra l and Southeaste ll1 Europe showed the impact of tourism on the 

environment onl y in te rms of its general importance within the whole region, i.e. only 
by a thin areal screen almost in the manner of a supplementary issue, although the tourist 
industry has a strong impact on parts of th is reg ion, e.g ., in Austria and along the 
eastell1 Adriatic coast, where tourism is a mainstay of economic activities . 

2.1.8 Insufficient comparable data for synoptic and synthetic issues 

For the elaboration of maps with synoptic and synthetic themes, it would be of advantage 
to have a choice of a va rie ty of ind icato rs for a specific feature and use them in 
combination or individua lly, fo ll owing a meticulous process of se lection . When mapping 
a larger geographica l region, one is faced with the fac t that the choice is rather li mited 
or prac tically inex istent. Since onl y a few data are documented in a comparable manner 
in all the countries, one is compelled to describe a complex feature with only a few 
indicators, perhaps not even the mos t characteri sti c ones. In many cases, the lack of 
comparable indicators makes it im poss ible to represent synoptic and syntheti c issues 
intemationally. 

One map of our se ri es , which is to highli ght the current process of socio-economic 
transformation in the fo rme r soc ia li st co untries, e.g., will have to be elaborated on the 
bas is of the indicators "p rodu cti on development in agriculture and industry", "tumover 
development in trade" , "rate of unemployment" and "net out-migration". And even the 
computation of produ cti on and tUll10ver deve lopments is a questi onable task, hav ing to 
be done on the bas is of currency units for mos t of which onl y nominal values are 
documented . To compute the increase or decrease in rea l money values is difficult, not 
only because offi cial inflati on rates are sometimes unreliable, but also because inflation 
rates may vary within la rge r co untri es . 

2.1.9 Making data available 

When it comes to sources for obta ining inte ll1ati onally comparable statisti cal data, the 
inte rnati onal stati sti ca l yea rbooks edited by the United Nati ons and those of other 
inte rnational organi zati ons are the first to come to mind. Unfortun ately, the ir materials 
are no bette r comparab le than the data which are fo und in nati onal and regional 
statistical sources. In fact , they me rely reflect the data of nati onal compilations, their 
foo tn otes poRlng to dev iatin g nat ional class ifi cati ons. Info rmati on that is lacking in 
national documentati ons is a lso lack ing in inte ll1 ational ones. To learn more abou t 

national classificati ons, it is advisable to refer to nati onal statistics . They generally offer 
more accuriltp. and more comprehens ive explanati on. Another major advantage is that 

they are published before inte rnat ional compilations. 
In many cases, statistics published in the shape of periodicals a re not sufficient for the 
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production of more deta iled, sc ient ific maps. More basic data coll ections such as 
population censuses are req uired. Most of them are no longer published in the form of 
hard copies, but can only be used by way of accessing computer files. This has not made 
it easier for foreign users. Our map series has shown that it is advantageo us to use a 
scienti st on the spot as a mediator it being easier for someone acquainted with the 
customs and language of the country concerned to select and retrieve the appropriate 
data. 

2.2 International scien tific collaboration 

2.2.l Map authors, data collectors 

In elaborating our map series so far , we have practised a valiety of different modes of 
international collaboration. They may be classified roughly into three types. 
The kind involving the least amount of foreign collaboration is to have members of the 
ed itorial board author a map from inception to cartographic transformation and to 
rece ive the requisite data from institutions or individual sc ienti sts in the co untries to be 
represented. Our network of sc ientific correspondents and branch offices helps us to 
cons iderably accelerate this procedure. Such comparative ly loose cooperation with 
scientists abroad is mostly used for statistica l maps of a larger geograph ical region, 
based on clearly pre-classified data. Our maps on the power industries and the 1990 
elections in Central and Southeastern Europe have resulted from such a procedure, for 
instance. 
A more intensive kind of intell1ational collaboration is the joint conception of a map by a 
member of the ed itoria l board and a sc ientist from the country represented. The 
colleague abroad provides us with the knowledge of what may be interesting, to be the 
spec ifics of the situation , including a ll interrelationships with other features, as well as 
the ava ilability of data. The "scientist on the spot" collects the data and acts as an advisor 
when the information is classified and systematized. This form of cooperation combines 
the advantages of a strong local/regional input of knowledge with complete contro l by 
the editorial board over the progress of wo rk . This method is preferable for topi'cs 

which, once they have been carefully structured and classified, require no or little 
further interference from someone familiar with the loca l situat ion. These are mainly 
topics of a statist ica l nature , too. Examples of this kind of collaboration within our 
mapwork include a map on the avai labi lity of cen tral facilities in rural settlements of 
Transylvania an~ a map on population development in Poland in 1980-1990. 
The mode of international coope rat ion whi ch requires the strongest involvement of 

co lleagues abroad is the e laboration of the complete map manuscript by a foreign author 
or authors. In this case, the editorial board will only exercise some sort of accompanying 
control and undertake the fina l systematization of the conten ts as well as the final 
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definition of the cartog raph ic symbols. This mode is without doubt best fo r topics of a 

non-statistical, non-teclmica l nature and/o r for wo rks where the paucity of data calls for 

fam iliarity with the region represented. It is in fact indispensable when the drafting of 

the manuscript requires continuous decis ions, i.e. when the boundaries imposed by the 

theme do not fo llow a topographic netwo rk of boundaries, e.g ., admini strative units. In 
our series, the maps on air pollution in Southern Poland , the double issue on the use of 
the env ironment and the resultant problems in Cen tral and Southeas tern Europe as well 
as the map representin g topoc limatic types in Cen tral Europe were elabora ted along 

these lines. 
As regards co ll aboration with a mu ltitude of authors abroad, we have fo und that when 

more than two authors are invo lved, it is useful to appoint a main autho r. When the 

number of authors exceeds 9 o r 10, the main author should be supported by the editori al 

board or an editoria l team of 2 or 3 further auth ors who are entru sted with the 
incorporation of individual contributi ons into the general manuscript. A case po int has 
been our map on the use of the environment and the resultant problems in Central and 

Sou theastern Europe , in the production of wh ich 15 authors and another 27 consultants 

from 9 countries took part. We had one main authoress and an ed itori al team of 3 from 

different countr ies . 

2.2.2 Handling of politi ca ll y sensitive topics 

A map series devoted to current deve lopments and problems is always likely to touch on 

po liti ca lly sensiti ve iss ues. Espec ia ll y with co untries such as the former soc ialist 

countries of Europe, which are about to deve lop the ir democratic institutions and suffer 

from a genera l economic and soc ial slump almost any topic will have some politi ca l 
significance. But of course, topi cs such as ethnic structure and language di stribution, 

critical zones, underdeve loped and peripheral reg ions, the state and progress of socio

economic transformati on and the state of the env ironment are more sensitive than others . 

In these cases it is necessa ry to in vo lve a high-ranking scienti st from the co untry 

represented in the e laboration of the manuscript. Otherwise the ed itor will encounter 

d ifficulties with the politi ca l authori ti es of the co untry, perhaps even with its scientific 

community. This is espec ia ll y tru e of maps whi ch are not on ly based on officia l data. 

2.3 Editorial layout 

2.3. 1 Toponym y 

A map series devoted to a large r geographical region and designed for an intell1ational 

readership has to reflect the toponyms in the officia l language(s) of the countries 
represented. Th is refe rs to names of settl ements and ad mini strative units as well as to 
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names of othe r geographica l features such as mountains, ri ve rs and lakes, which are 

generally not in such an official way doc umented. Our practice is to g ive endonyms 

without exonyms. In mul tilingual areas, we indicate names in all offic ial languages, 

provided they are cons ide red offic ia l w ithin an admini strati ve catego ry of a certa in 
minimum size, e.g . within autonomous regio ns [oblast ' ) in the Ru ss ian Federation . To 

reflect official multilinguality even within sma ller adm ini strative units whose boundaries 

are not on the map would be too confusing for the reader. 

Names in non-Latin script a lphabets are transliterated according to the recommendati ons 

of the United Nati ons. This means that fo r the translite rati on of the Ru ss ian Cyrilli c 
alphabet the GOST 83 sys tem is used, that the Bulga ri an Cyrilli c a lphabe t is trans

lite rated according to the Bul garian standard (BGN/PCG N 1952) and tha t transliterati on 

from the Se rbian-Cyrilli c and Macedoni an a lphabets fo llows the system employed in the 

Yugos lav gaze ttee r (lmenik mes ta) . Fo r the Ukraini an and Be loru ss ian Cyrilli c 
alphabets, for whi ch the United Nati ons has no t ye t recommended trans literati on 

systems, we have used translite rati ons analogo us to the GOST 83 system which is used 

for the Ru ssian alphabet. 

2.3 .2 Titles, legends and explanatory tex ts 

To underline the internati onal character of a mapwo rk and secure its wide r internati onal 

distribution, it is adv isable to g ive map titles and legends not onl y in the language of the 

country of publi cati on, i.e. in our case German, but a lso in the most wide ly used 

internati onal language, Engli sh. This, of co urse, requires great care with the translation 

of scientific terms and , as regard s in palt icular the legends, economical space use. To use 

additional languages wo uld be unlikely to create a wider readership, but would certainly 
reduce the p ossibility for exp laining contents sufficiently in the legends. 

Fo r internati ona l mapwo rks ex planato ry tex ts are of special importance . They may fill 

gaps res ulting from sca rce and inhomogeneo us databases and are necessary to explain 

clea rl y and comprehen s ive ly diffe rences in data accuracy as well as be twee n 

class ifications . They are a ll the mo re useful fo r a map series like ours, which does not 

fo llow a systematic and concise programme, but respo nds flex ibly to topics of special 

current inte rest. The accompanying text of such a mapwork also saves to connect the 

topic presented w ith othe r fea tures, i.e. place it within a netwo rk of inte rrelationships. 
Our accompanying texts have the length of scientifi c papers and provide the reader with 

further explanations, so urces and background info rmation. They are translated into 

English in the ir entirety. If requ ired by the topic of the map, they are supplemented by 
tables, maps in black and white as we ll as indices. 
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2.4. Marketing 

It is a general observat ion that sc ienti fic maps and mapworks are difficult to sell to a 
wider public. Even maps which have been rece ived enthus ias ti cally by the scientific 
community and have al so been given attention in the mass med ia do not become 
bes tse ll e rs in the same way as books of comparab le contents. It seems there is a 
substantial reservati on vis-a-v is maps, even among members of scientifi c conm1unities 
other than those used to presenting their research in ca rtographic form. Even people 
with some appreciation for maps frequentl y consider a map as a commodity which one 
does not have to pay for. 
Scientific maps focu sing on a larger geographi cal reg ion ma y e lic it wider interest than 
maps of a single co untry. In the latter case customers might be confined chiefly to the 
co untry itself and its vic inity. A case in point is regions rece iving such worldw ide 
attention as easte rn Europe at the moment. Nevertheless, success is main ly qualitative, 
confined to scienti sts, scientific librar ies and instituti ons and insignifi cant in quantitative 
terms , i.e. a commercia l sense , if we consider the high cost of production. One of the 
rare chances to turn a scientific mapwork also into a commercia l success is to introduce 
it to schools. This, howeve r, is very difficult, since the "schoo l market" is well -supplied 
and , as a rule, a lso covered by school at lases . A second option is to produce generali zed 
versions of the scientific maps and sell them to publi shers of schoo l atlases . 

I Atlas Ost- und Slidosteuropa, ed. by Osterre ichisches Ost- unci Slidosteuro pa- In stitut (Editor-in -chief: 
P. JORDAN , Technical direction: F. KEL NHOFER), Wien, since 1989. 
2 NOWAK, J.: Klima III. In: Atlas der Donauliinder, ed. by Osterre ichi sches Ost- und Slidosteuropa
Inst itut , red. by J.BREU , Wien 1977, sheet 143. 
3 JORDAN, P.: Semanti sche Probleme der internat ionalen Signaturenvereinhe itlichung bei 
Landnutzungskarte n. Wien 1989 
4 JORDAN, P.: Handel. In : Atl as del' Do nauliineler, eel. by OstelTeichi sches O st- und Slielosteuropa
Institut, red. by J.BREU, Wien 1988, sheet 36 1. 

For further reading: 
BREU , J.: Atlas e1er DonauHinder. Ein Rli ckblick e1es Reelakteurs. In: Internatio nal Yearbook of 
Cartography 1990, eel. by K.-I-1. MEI NE, Ulm 1992, pp. 33-49. 
JORDA N, P.: A Series of Themati c Maps on Eastern and Southeastern Europe. A New Breed of Atlases of 
a Larger Geograp hic Regio n. In : Int ernatio nal Yea rbook of Cartography 1990, ed. by K.-H. MEINE, Ulm 
\992, pp. 63-69. 
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The application of satellite image and image map in urban 
planning of Bangkok metropolitan 
S. Silapacharanan (Bangkok, T) 

Introduction 

The rapid urbani zation of agglomerations and megalopolis in 

the region of Bangkok is uncontroled. The effects of this situation 

reflects the lack of suitabl e and use and enforcement, indequate provi

sion of infrastructure and facilities. The area of urban and regional 

planning needs up-to-date and good quality of information. The 

satellite data of Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and SPOT Image open a 

new route of image exploitation. 

Objective of the study 

- To eval uat e potentiality of high resolution satellite 

image Landsat TM and SPOT image in the field of urban 

and regional planning; 

To apply information resulted from satellite image in 

urban and regional planning. 
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Urban Growth situation 

Bangkok, the capital of Thailand, celebrated it's bicentenaire 

in 1982 and becomes the age of 211 in 1993. The metropolis covers the 

area of 1,567.8 km" called "Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA)", 

the adjacent cities area called "Bangkok Metropolitan Region (BMR)" 

included Nonthaburi, Pat hum Thani, Samut Prakan, Samut Sakhon and Nakhon 

Pathom. In 1980, the urban planning concept of Bangkok usually inte-

grated with the BMR territory. At present, a larger region as Greather 

Bangkok Region (GBR: BMA, BMR and Ayutthaya, Saraburi, Chon Buri, 

Chachoengsao) should be also considered in the planning process. This 

is due to rapid economic growth in this region especial l y the interna

tionalization of industry and trading. 

The transformation of urban space in the metropolis depends 

on the availabity of vacant land, land price, construction control and 

distance from the city centre. 
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The historic area. The major land uses are; administration, 

education, commerce and residenc e area. High-rised buildings 

are inhibited. 

than 1 decate. 

This area lost their population for more 

The i nner district area. This is the most important 

bus iness area with high-rised buildings (offices, hotels, 

commercial centers, high-income apartments). There is no 

more vacant space left . The only land use change phenomenon 

is the transformation of low-rised building to be high-rised 

building. 

- The outer city district. Major land uses are composed of 

low density residential area which has been developed for 

more than 20 years. The new trend of this area is high-

rised residential building for medium to low income people. 

- The suburb area. The ribbon developments appeared along 

major roads and large agricultural areas are abandoned, 

waiting for urbani zation process. Built up area has been 

increased rapidly as well as population immigration due to 

the lower land price and new hi ghway development in this 

area . 



The rapid growth of Bangkok have resulted in economic losts 

and declining quality of life. The problems and constraints encountered 

area; 

1) Traffic congestion; the rapid increasing of vehicles in 

the agglomeration reduces speed per hour . 

2) Flood and land subsidence; the low-lying flood plain, 

pumping of under surface water, depression together with 

high tide have resulted damages from floods especially 

in the east and south - east of Bangkok. 

3) Housing; the high increasing of land price and construc

tion cost result ed in slum areas and long travelling 

distant and time between dwelling and working area. 

4) Unefficiency of land utili zation; the lack of proper land 

use enforcement, the integration of master plan of Bangkok 

and its adjacent cities affected land deeficiency and 

environmental problem. 

5) Urban facilities and infrastructure services are unadeguate 

to the high increasing demand of urban growth (water 

supply, telephone, gabages, water treatement, flood 

protection, etc.) 

6) Pollution; the over standard amount of dust in the air, 

non-treated polluted water dive red to water channel 

decrease quality of life in this region. 

Needs of Satellite I.age in Planning 

The application of remote sensing in urban planning commenced 

lately after other fields due to the size of resolution. The second 

generation of satellite image: SPOT and Landsat Til, with 10, 20 and 

30 m. of resolution, bring a great advantage to this field. The selec

tion of the most informative band for the needed information; limit of 

urban - non urban area, road network, landuse and its vicinity. The 

recent and repetitive data can be used for urban dynamic study and urban 

monitoring. 
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Ha.teria.l used 

Haps: 

1) Satellite image: 

Several dates of sa.tellite ima.ge and used; 

- 1st date: SPOT XS, a.cquired 10 Karch 86, SPOT image (323 -

622) level IB; 

- 2nd date: SPOT XS and P, acquired 5 Dec 87, NRCT (323 -

622 ) level IB; 

- 3rd date: La.ndsat TK, 6 bands ( excluded ba.nd 6) 

14 Dec 89, NRCT <129 - 51); 

- 4th date: Landsat TK (b 2, 3, 4) photographic print, 

2 Nov. 91. 

2) Aerial photographes: 

1st date: Bangkok 1985, scale 

2nd date: Bangkok 1987, scale 

10,000; 

20,000. 

1st dat e Bangkok 1969, RTSD, scal e 1: 50,000 RTSD; 

2nd and 3rd date Bangkok 1974 and 198 3, RTSD, 

scale 1: 20,000; 

- 4th date Bangkok 1980, BKA and JICA, scale 1 

and 1 : 4,000 

10,000 

Systea used: 

1) Image Processing System. The system "DIKAPS· (Digital 

Image Kanipulation Analysis and Processing) ins talled at the Asian 

Institute of Technology. 

Comput er Center. 

The stat ion is connected to IBK 3083 at the 

The maximum size of 512 x 512 lines and columns can be 

processed under selective algorithm. The coverage area of each 

s ubscene depend on the r esolution of the image. (SPOT P = 26 .21 km", 

SPOT XS = 104.86 km ", Landsat TK = 325 .9 3 km ") 

2) Autocartographic. The system Arc Info at the Thailand 

Development Resea.rch Institute are used to digitize the interpretated 

land use map from satellite image. 
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Methodology: 

1. Geometric correction; 

2. False color composite; 

3. Principal component analysis; 

4. Unsupervised classification; 

5. Visual interpretation of photographic prints; 

6. Digitization from the result of visual interpretation. 

Result 

1) Geometric correction 

The method of bilinear interpolation is used by using 

control points of UTK grid coordinate for each data set. 

2) False color composite 

The combination of the three spectral bandes represent in 

3 color composite: blue, green, red for band 1, 2, 3 of SPOT and band 

2, 3, 4 of Landsat TK. The vegetation with active chlorophylle appears 

in bright red, old built up area in dark blue; recent built up area and 

metal covered construction appears in bright blue, bare soils and sand 

in white, deep water in dark blue to black, turbid water and shal low 

water in blue. 

3) Principal component analysis: 

The objective of this analysis is to reduce certain bands 

which are highly correlated. The advantage of this analysis is to 

produce a new band more interpretable. (Kaneko, 1978 Byrne et al 1980 ) 

In the case of Landsat TK (14 Dec 89), bands 1, 2, 3 are 

very correlated and also band 5 and 7. The transformation resulted 

from principal analysis affected decorrelated information depending on 

the variance. The first component analysis contains 71.19 %, the 

second contains 23.25 %, then the first two components contain already 

94. 39 %. The first principal component represents very clear urban 

structure while the second stresses on urban - non urban limit. 

4) Unsupervised classification 

The algorithm of classification on the system DIKAPS is 

the maximum likelihood in which its principle base on t he average and 

the covariance matri x of pixel's value of each data set . 
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The unsupervised classification method is processed for 

each data set because of the caracteristic of urban elements which are 

usually small and heterogeneous. Certain Twenty to thirty-five radio

metric classes were produced and regrouped, then label into thematic 

classes. 

One subscene (512 x 512 lines and columns) is used to 

classify land use by using XS1, XS3 and Panchromatic band. The pixel 

size of the maltispectral band are reduced from 20 m. to 10 m. after 

the geometric correction. The window of 26.21 km" covers the southern 

portion of Bangkok at the area of Bang Rak, Sathorn, Yannawa and XIong 

San. 

The bidimensional histogram of XS1 and XS2 represents problem 

of mixed pi xels. The classes of vegetation (orchard, bushes, grasses) 

and urban classes (recent built-up areas, bare soils) mixed together. 

We obtained 18 classes from this classification and they were regrouped 

into 7 classes (recent urban areas, intermediate urban areas, old urban 

areas, orchards, bushes, grasses, water). 

The land use class of Bangkok by method of unsepervised 

classification is as follow: 
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recent urban area; built up area with high reflectance of 

cement, metal or white covered surface; 

intermediate urban area; zone of medium reflectance, house 

with garden; 

old urban area, built up area with low reflected cover, 

dark colour roof; 

bare soils, sand; 

grasses, cemetery, abandoned land; 

bushes, garden, sparse vegetation; 

orchard, mi xed orchard, dense big trees; 

water, swamp, river. 



Visual interpretation and digitization 

The visual interpretation of photographic prints is done on 

several dates of images. The four photographic prints of SPOT (23 Dec. 

89) of NRCT at the scale of 1 : 50,000 are interpretated for land use 

map inside the administrative limit. The portion of Lat Krabang and 

Kin Buri is interpretated from Landsat TK (14 Dec.89). Aerial photo

graphs of 1987 at the scale of 1 :20,000 were used and field check had 

been also done. 

After the visual interpretation, all polygons of land use 

classes were digitized by using the system "ARC INFO". The area and 

percentage of land use classes were obtained as follow. (Map) 

Land use of Bangkok 1989 

Land use 

- Commercial 

Residential 

Res ident ial 

Residential 

Residential 

Residential 

- Warehouse 

- Government 

- Education 

Mixed 

land and hous e 

land subdivision 

Apartment, flat 

slum 

- Temple, Cemetery 

- Manufacturing 

- Infrastructures 

- Vacant area 

- Golf Course 

- Sport Yard 

- Park 

- Chao Phraya River 

- Swamp, Humid Area 

Tolal area 

area (km 2
) 

22.6 

225.4 

88.9 

40.1 

1.7 

2.8 

4.1 

27.7 

8.0 

2.8 

23.2 

8.6 

983.1 

3.4 

5.5 

1.4 

9.1 

110.2 

1,568.7 

1. 44 

14.37 

5.67 

2.56 

0.11 

0.19 

0.26 

1.77 

0.51 

0.19 

1. 48 

0.55 

62.67 

0.22 

0.35 

0.09 

0.58 

7.03 

100.0 
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Table Classification result from visual interpretation 

Level Level II Level III 

urban area 

Level 

Acricultural area 

Bare soil 

Water 

- commercial area 

- residential area 

- administration ~ 

services 

- industry and 

warehouse 

- infrastructure 

- recreation 

Level II 

- orchard 

- crop 

- bare soil 

- river 

- canal 

- swamp 

- flooded area 

- land and house subdivision 

- land subdivision 

- apartments, flats 

- slums 

- administration 

education 

- temples, cemeteries 

- factories 

- warehouses 

- transport 

- communication 

- utilities 

- parcs 

- sport yards 

- golf courses 

Level III 

The digital classification of SPOT and Landst TM reaches 

level II and produces radiometric classes while visual interpretation 

reaches level II and III and produces thematic classes. This r es ult 

is close to the classification of Ellicott City, Baltimou and Howard 

Country, Maryland (Dolan M.B et al 1954). 
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satellite I.age Application 

The information extracted from satellite image is applied 

in planning process of Bangkok Metropolitan area in different purposes: 

- land use map inventory; 

- land use change monitoring; 

- green belt and flood protection; 

land use control and zoning policy; 

- drainage system planning; 

- road network planning; 

- expressway planning; 

- commuter train master plan; 

- mass rapid transit system planning; 

- etc. 

satellite data will take more roles in this field as well as 

others. The selection of data set, format, image processing and 

analysis could reduce budget and time consuming. 

conclusion 

In urban and regional planning field in which activities of 

human being are diversified and dynamic rapidly, consequently, 

efficient information is strongly needed to monitor and to solve 

problems. At present, satellite data becomes a new performant tool 

which it might increase it is role in the future, especially for the 

study and planning of metropolis and megalopolis. The Landsat TH is 

suitable for the study of urban area and its environment at regional 

scale because of the longer wavelength in middle infrared. The SPOT 

in multispectral mode (XS) is favarable for urban study while SPOT in 

panchromatic mode provides most detail s in urban area compared to 

others. The next expected generation of satellite data should improve 

the resolution and proper wavelength for urban study. 
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Abbreviations 

BMA 

JICA 

NRCT 

RTSD 
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Study of remote sensing thematic series maps 
T. Ye (Beijing. RC) 

The Research Institute of Surveying and Mapping participated in remote 

sensing investigation of the Loess Plateau in Ansai Remote Sensing Ex

periment Area, S~anxi Province, China in 1<985 -1989. It was the aim 

of this work to use satellite and aerial remote sensing technique to inves

tigate the type, change and deterioration of land resources, the quanti

ty, quality and disterbution characteristics of forest, grassland and veg

etation resources, and water and soil conservation status, etc. We have 

also produced the following maps: 

Land-use Map of Ansai 

Farming Land Type Map of Ansai 

Forest Type Map of Ansai 

Grassland Type Map of Ansai 

Grassland Evaluation Map of Ansai 

Vegetation Map of Ansai 

Geomorphological Type Map of Ansai 

Soil Map of Ansai 

Soil Erosion Map of Ansai 

Land Type Map of Ansai 

Land Evalution Map of Ansai 

Water and Soil Conservation Measurement Map of Ansai 

A set of thematic series maps consists of these maps. These are complex 

maps based on the principle and methods of composite mapping. The 
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maps provide the scientific basis for the comprehensive management and 

strategic decision of the Loess Plateau. In Ansai Remote Sensing Exper

iment Area, we obtained thematic information with the help of renote 

sensing and field investigation. Then we used the scale of 1 : 100000 and 

the united classification principle to display these thematic contents. 

And finally, we completed a group of maps on the basis of certain logical 

order and strict operational methods. These maps reflect the situation of 

resources and environment in the area completely. 

The thematic series maps were completed in 1989 and were published by 

the Publishing House of Surveying and Mapping in 1990. Some explana

tions on these maps are in Chinese and English. This paper introduces 

the researches of producing the rermote sensing thematic series maps. 

The production procedure of 12 sheets of thematic maps was: after unit

ed adjustment, author manuscripts were compiled and drown for obtain

ing printing plot; then map colour and the technology of map photome

chanical process and printing were designed; finally, these maps were 

printed and published. 

We used the following measurements In the production of the senes 

maps: 

1. In the reproduition of laser dot films of Ao format, we adopted CP-

345 electronic colour-separator produced by German Hell Compary. It 

has the function of "laser dotting". The dots on the films are formed by 

"dot generator". The colour separator can produce the dots of 80 - 200 

lines/inch with digital dot screen and control software. Because laser is 

used as reproduction illumination source and the dots are scanned dot by 

dot, the dots are clear and accurate and has higher densy and less error 

(less than 1%-2%). Therefore, it can be ensured that map colour is 

even filled. 
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2. We designed the thematic maps in according to four or five - colour 

technolohy. Because there were laser dot films with various scales (5% 

~90 %) and angles (0°, 15°, 45°, 75°), it was possible that map solid 

colour elements and some line colour elements were printed with three 

primary colours (y, M, C). 

When the reproduction of laser dots is less than 30 %, there are five 

steps : 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 30%, which are more 3-4 steps than. 

of screen line. It results the reduction of printing colours. If colour 

plates are combined with 5%, 10% and 15%, especially, if black plate 

is used, it is very convenient to design map colour. If laser dot film is 

used in map reproduction, solid colour elements and some line colour el

ements can be "dotted" , i. e. , solid colour, line colour, symbol, letter

ing and image can be designed with one or several kinds of three primary 

colours and black. The films can be combined based on standard four

colour when they are copyed. Finally, colour maps are printed with four 

or five colours. 

To use standard four-colour reproduction technique can make the tech

nology of photomechanical process and printing of the thematic series 

maps to be similar to colour printing operation. It provides possibility 

for the standardization and normalization of map production. Because 

primary cdour ink is used in standard four-colour printing, it is not nec

essary to dilute the ink. Thus, it can increase anti-water ability and 

lightering of printed elements and can make printed image more full and 

fresh. 

3. Technology Process of only Films: because 12 sheets of remote sens

ing thematic series maps were all Ao format, solid colour plates were 

produced by sensitized stripmask sheets of 0.15mm, which were made in 

U. S. K+E company, in order to ensure the register accuracy of these 

maps. When reversal positive sheets were copyed, three-hole s lip was 
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used to position. The films were copyed, developed and fixed under the 

condition of constant temperature, for the purpose of less film deforma

tion and better register accuracy (less than 0.02 mm). For example, 

colours in the legend of soil map, geomorphological map, land-use map, 

etc. were all more than 20 kinds and consisted of three primary colours 

(y, M, C) and every colour plate was copyed 6 -10 times, but they had 

better register accuracy. 

4. We utilized such measurements and control ways as signal slip, expo

sure control slip and the like to ensure the quality of map copy, trans

mission, proofing and printing. To break away from the only experience 

and subjectivity, FOGRA - PMS control slip (produced by Germany) 

was used to control the quality of map copy, transmission, proofing and 

printing. In the process of map printing plate making, signal slip can 

display the right of exposure or not. In the development, it can show 

right development time. In the proofing, it can give account of printing 

ink, dot, etc. In the reproduction design and priting of the series maps, 

signal slip and optical densitometer had an important role in quality con

trol. It provides effective experience for the standardization, normaliza

tion and quality control of map reproduction. 

In a word, the reproduction technology of the remote sensing thematic 

series maps are apprecia-ted by cartographers, because of right tech

nique design and more advanced methods. It is a successful example of 

reduction-colour printing for thematic maps. 

The following table is the performance programme of remote sensing 

thematic series mapping. 
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Remote Sensing Investigation of the 
Loess Plateau 

Image Processing and Information 
Processing 

Determination of 
I------L:hematic Slassifi -

Thematic Series Mapping ( Author 
Manuscript) 

United Adjustment, Map Compilation 
and Drawing 

Design of Map Colour and the 
Technology of Photomechanical 

Process and Printing 

Printing Plate Making, Proofing, 
Printing and Publishing 

cation System 
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Spatial data available regarding agricultural resources in 
Thailand 
w. Thothong (Bangkok, T) 

1. Introduction 

The availability of adequate natural resources is a fundamental and 

indispensable factor relating to a nation's potential development. 

Agricultural development plans which overemphasise economic growth 

may create problems resulting in the premature exhaustion of a 

country's precious but limited resourced s~ch as land, water, forests, 

etc., and later result in environmental problems which could serve 

to hinder national economic development. 

In an attempt to combat the problem of resource exhaustion they must 

always be used to their optimum potential, but in order to do this it 

is necessary to understand and appreciate them fully. Thus from an 

agricultural standpoint it is important to collect as much data as 

possible relating to the types, distribution, amounts, and renew-

ability, etc. of the resources. Currently the most common methods 

for the recording and dissemination of these data are by means of 

analogue/hard-copy maps. However, in the future Thai data will be 

captured in a digital form and processed, in a Resources Information 

System (RIS), in order to create a dedicated Geographic Information 

System (GIS). 

In general terms land resources include the country's land forms, 

soils, water, vegetation and land-use. Data relating to these 

features are required at different scales and at various degrees of 

complexity. For example: in a reconnaisance form for regional 

planning; semi-detailed for identification processes relating to 

local development potential; and fully detailed for project planning. 

II. Present Situation 

Currently available spatial data relating to agricultural resource 
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development in Thailand are:-

A. Predominantly Geometric Data 

1. Topographic data 

Complete coverage of the country has been generated 

by the Royal Thai Survey Department at the sca les of 

1:50 000 and 1:250 000. The former series is at 

present being revi se d by using SPOT imagery. 

The Land Development Department (L DD ) produces 

topographic mapping at the scales of 1:2 000 and 

1:5 000, with contours at intervals of 1, 2.5 or 5 

metres depending on requirements. In anyone year 

the LDD produces coverage equivalent to an area of 

about 280,000 rai (625 rai = 1 km 2
) from aerial 

photography at 1:15 000. From topographic mapping 

it is also possible for us to abstract data 

illustrating : relief and drainage; the infrastructure; 

settlement patterns; and selected land-use patterns. 

However this is seldom sufficient for departmental 

requirements, and it may be necessary for the LDD to 

resurvey areas in order to capture new detail. 

2. Land Holding Data 

Mapping relating to this topic is produced by two 

government departments. The Land Department generates 

coverage of legal land and property ownership on maps 

at 1:1 000, 1:4 000 and 1:5 000 whilst the LDD 

produces mapping illustrating illegal holdings. The 

latter is exemplified by the depiction of land holding 

which are encroaching into forest areas at 1 :5 000. 

B. Predominantly Attributive Data 

1. Soil Data 

Production and publication of these details are the 

responsibility of the LDD. 

1.1 General Soils Map 

This document was published at 1:1 000 000, with 

each soil sub-order being represented on the map 

in a different colour. These are obtained by 

using various colour separation processes, tint

screens and eventual printin g using the four 
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primary printing colours. In total there are 89 

group levels of USDA Soil Taxonomy, and these 

serve to show the broad geographic relationship 

between soils whilst also illustrating contrasts 

between regions. 

1.2 Detailed Reconnaissance Soil Maps 

These are published by the LDD at a scale of 

1:50 000. Soil boundaries are printed down in 

red on a base consisting of a monochrome version 

of topographic coverage produced by the Royal 

Thai Survey Department. To date detailed 

reconnaissance mapping has been prepared for all 

of the country's provinces, and the four in the 

north-east of Thailand have also been issued in 

a revised version. Soil mapping units are based 

on series, variants, and the association of 

series with land types. The resultant documents 

are mainly used in regional and provincial 

development planning, and for the evaluation of 

the potential of large irrigation or drainage 

projects. The content of maps constituting the 

series is derived from aerial photographs and 

ground surveys. Updating and revision is now 

carried out using SPOT imagery at 1:50 000. 

1.3 Special Soil Maps 

- Map of the Distribution of the Organic Matter 

of Soils in Thailand 

The results of a national study of the 

distribution and amounts of organic matter contained in soils have 

been illustrated at the 1:2 000 000 scale. Evaluations were under-

taken based on data held by the LDD, and consist of 631 profiles 

relating to 187 soil series and collected from different parts of 

the country. Data refer to both analytical and environmental aspects 

concerning differences in the organic matter content of soils. 

- Maps of the Distribution of Saline Soils 

Currently in preparation by the cartographic 

sub-division of the LDD, these sheets will comprise a multi-coloured 

series at a scale of 1:250 000. Coverage will be provided for the 

11 provinces in the Northeast region and some other parts of Thailand. 

Contained data were compiled from provincial soil maps, hydrological 
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maps, geological maps and LANDSAT imagery, together with field checks 

by the staff of the Soil Surveyor and other specialists from the LDD. 

- Semidetailed Soil Maps 

Most of these serve to illustrate Amphoe levels 

at 1:35 000. They were compiled from detailed reconnaissance surveys 

of provinces, field checks, and photo-interpretation for more complex 

and detailed areas. Resultant sheets illustrate land suitability 

for: - paddy; upland cropsj fruit trees; permanent pasture, crops or 

livestock ranching; engineering use; water storage; and mulberry tree 

cultivation. 

- Coconut Plantation Suitability Maps 

These depict areas suitable for coconut 

plantations and other commercial crops such as para rubber, cocoa, 

rambutan, cashew nuts (intercrop) and fruit trees. The 1:50 000 

scale multicoloured sheets display the areas of Phuket, Pattani, 

Songkhla, Surat-Thani, Nakhorn Si Thammarat and Chumporn province. 

- Soil Erosion Map 

2. Land Use Data 

Mapping is produced by the LDD at the following 

scales:-

2.1 Regional Land Use and Land Use Planning -

1:500 000. The contained data are derived from the 

of LANDSAT imagery during the period 1986 to 1990. 

visual analysis 

An updated series 

will be produced within the next five years. 

2.2 Provincial Land Use 1:100 000. The contained 

data are derived from aerial photography at 1:15 000, supplemented 

by ground checking. 

2.3 Special Land Use Maps. Specific areas have been 

depicted at various larger scales to satisfy the requirement of 

particular projects. 

2.4 Provincial Land Use Planning Maps the scale of 

1:250 000. 

3. Forestry Data 

The compilation and production of forestry mapping 

is the responsibility of the Royal Forest Department, and a number 

of series have been issued: 

3.1 Map of Official Forest Boundaries - 1:250 000. 
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The content is derived by the visual interpretation of LANDSAT 

imagery. 

This 3.2 Map of General Forest Types - 1:1 000 000. 

official coverage classifies forests into the following types: 

evergreen; pine; mangrove; mixed deciduous and dry dipterocarpous. 

It was originally derived from serial photography, but is to be 

updated and reissued at the 1:250 000 scale using LANDSAT imagery. 

3.3 Detailed Forest Mapping - 1:50 000. Compilation 

is undertaken using a combination of LANDSAT imagery and aerial 

photography. at a scale of 1:15 000. The latter wa~ particularly used 

for the classification of forest types, with the data then being 

reduced to publication scale. Included details relate to 

national parks; forest conservation areas; wild life sanctuaries; 

and mangrove forests. 

4. Climatological Data 

Original data capture has been the responsibility of 

the Meteorological Department which maintains national records, for 

the last thirty years, with reference to: 

4.1 Mean annual and monthly rainfall; 

4.2 Mean annual and monthly tempertures; 

4.3 Mean annual and monthly relative humidity. 

5. Population Data 

These materials can be obtained from the National 

Statistical Office within the Office of the Prime Minister. 

Available data consists of: 

5.1 A map of Thailand, published in 1980, showing 

post-code and administrative boundaries; 

5.2 The following aspects of population have also 

been mapped:-

population density; urban area populations; 

average household sizes; the percentage of 

agricultural households. 

6. Other Data 

Details are available with respect to: - water supply; 

All irrigation; dams; ground water; geology and mineral resources. 

of these may be required for consultation for planning purposes. 
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III. Future Developments 

A. General Concepts 

Although the majority of data are still only available in an 

analogue form it is intended that they will be incorporated into 

a digital database in the near future. This will be the res-

ponsibility of the National Board of Surveying and Mapping which 

intends to establish a Resources Information System (RIS) for -

this purpose. Howev e r, the effective operation of this body will 
~ 

require consideration and decision making with respect to three 

potential areas of difficulty. 

- Data Structure - and the distinction between geometric 

and attribute data. 

The former have been captured and utilised by the Royal 

Thai Survey Department and the LDD, while the latter have 

been derived by a variety of other agencies. A consequent 

problem will be compatability between available geometric 

and attribute data. 

- Scale and Detail Data 

Because of the variety of scales at which information is 

presented it is essential to define specific detail in 

terms of its type and numerical value, together with 

consideration being given to the levels of employed 

generalisation. It is also necessary to establish 

standard scales for use within a GIS. For example:-

National 

Provincial 

Project 

- Data Organisation 

Problems here involve:-

1:250 000 to 1: 1 000 000 

1:50 000 

1:1 000 to 1:5 000 

a) The establishment of layers of information; 

b) The inbuilding of a facility allowing the mathematical 

modelling of organised data; 

c) The employed system must necessarily allow data output 

in the form of an analogue map, whilst still permitting 

the construction and subsequent modification of the 

data-base. 

IV. The LDD Pilot GIS 

This scheme was originall y devised to provide a GI S specifically for 
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use by the Land Development Department. However, if it were to be 

used in the field of more general national economic development 

different types of data should also be able to be integrated. LDD 

undertook initial research using the ILWIS GIS software developed by 

ITC in the Netherlands, but this could not be used in a wider 

applications area. The main concepts experimented with using ILWIS 

were: 

Step 1 Land Unit Classification 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Information relating to the following 

mapped topics: 

1. Soi ls 

2. Land Use 

3. Irrigation 

4. Forests 

Output Land Unit Map 

Suitability Classification 

Input 1. Land Unit Data 

2. Land Use Type 

Output 1. Suitability Table 

2. Suitability Map 

Zoning 

Input 1. Suitability Map 

2. Forest Map 

Ou t pu t 1. Land Use Planning Map 

Currently the cartographic quality of the map materials produced by 

using GIS is poor as compared to that generated by analogue means. 

In consequence it is evident that the development of dedicated soft-

ware for use with the GIS is essential and necessary. Perhaps at 

some time in the future the Commission on National and Regional 

Atlases, together with other relevant bodies within ICA, will commu

nicate their experiences in this area to member nations. 

It is already apparent to the LDD that software intended for use on 

a PC is inadequate for the solution of this problem. Obviously a 

more appropriate system, with the processing capabilities of a work

station or better, is required to enable the input and manipulation 

of the data which are potentially available from a variety of organi

sations. 
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The present cartographic output from most GIS system is not really 

satisfactory or user acceptable, but it is hoped that the inter

national community will take on the challenge of creating better maps 

within and from the GIS environment. 
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The method of drawing the land resources map of the 
People's Republic of China 
C. Chen (Guangzhou, RC) 

Abstract 

It lasted 10 years fro m 1979 to 1989, the work of drawing the Lan d Resources Map of the 
People' s Republic of China had been completcd. The map not only affords a large important data 
of land in the country, but also represents the types~ quality, su it ability, usc conditions, 

developmental potentialities of land resources and its distribut ion law in space of the country. 
Drawing the land resources map takes the land type, wh ich is the classificat ion of the nature 

diO'crence of the land as base. First, to classil'y the land suitability types for agriculture, fo restry, 
an im al husbandry, fishery and so on, and then divides the suitable grades of the land in 

accordance with the restrict ive factors and the restricted degrees. Thcre arc 3 main land suitability 
types and 9 land degrees in the map. The least map spot is 4 mm' and some special map spots arc 
2 mm' which takes the land grades as the basis unit. 

The author is in charge of drawing a part of Guangdong Province Land Resources M ap . The 
theory and method of drawing map arc expounded in the paper. 

The land resources is a general term of the used land (for production of agricul
ture, fo res try , an imal husbandary, fishery, industry and for construction of residence, 
communications, market, tourism, etc) and other not yet used land. The land has 
many use forms, so the land resource appra isal and the drawing method of the land 
resources map are varied, but the agricultural use (including forestry use, an imal hus
bandry use and fishery use) of land is the most important use and it is the main means 
that concerns the existence and development of mankind, thence the land appraisal 
for agricultural use is the most important and the most universal appraisal of land re
sources in the world at present. 

In this paper, drawing Hainan Island Land Resources Map on the scale of 
1:500000 and 1:1000000 is an example for expound ing the theory and method about 
drawing map. 
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1. The land type is a base of appraisal of the land resources and a base of drawing 
the land resources map 

The appraisal of the land resources is the theory for drawing land resources m ap, 
it's main a ims or tasks are as follows: 

(I) to divide the land suitability types for the agr iculture, forestry, rubber and 
other tropic crops, animal husbandry, and the quality degrees of each land suitability 
types so that to find out the data of usable land of all k inds and thei r production 
potent ialities. 

(2) to demonstrate whether the use conditions of land are reasonable in 
accordance with the ecologic benefit, economic benefit, social benefit, and to put for
ward the direction using land reasonably. 

(3) to point out the ways using land reasonably, the concrete measures for land 
protection and land reform in acco rdance with the retricted factors in land use. These 
are the theory basis of development and renovation of territory. 

The land use for agricultu re is a direct or indirect bio-reproduction. The factors 
control in g or influencing bio-growth are the natural characters of land, which decide 
the suitab ility and the productive potentialities of land. The similar nature of land in a 
same district or the different nature of la nd in the different districts caused by the di f
ference law of districts are the basis of land classification. It is to say that the land 
type is the land classification according to their differences of natural characters. The 
classified targe ts are the ecologic targets which decide the directions of land use (agri
culture, forestry, rubber and other tropic crops, an imal husbandry and so on) or the 
ways of land use (paddy fi eld, non irrigated farmland, protective forest land, 
developmental forest land, graze or barnyard raising and so on). These are the classi
fied targets of land resources too, only their ways of expression are different. This is 
why the land type is a base of land resources classification , and the land types are not 
the simple class ification of geomorphology, either. 

In fact, the agriculture production is a man-made eco logy system, therefore the 
land type is essentially the classification of natura l or man-made ecology environ
ment of land. The land type is transformed into the land su itable type and the land 
suitable degree, and expressed them on the map, that is the land resources map. 

2. The classification of land typc 

The way of multistage classification is taken in dividing land type . 
First, the district difference formed a same region of natural condition of agricul

ture, which represents in the level zone of climate, so il and vegetation . This is the nat
ural zone of land which is not a continuous belt by the influence of distributions of 
sea and land. The land in a same land zone has certain sunsh ine and heat, and that 
has certa in productive potentialities, so th is land zone is ca lled as the land nature di s
trict o r the productive potentialities di strict of land resources, it is ca lled "the land 
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di st rict" for short. This is the highest class unit of land type map, and it is the relevant 
w1it on the land resources map. The land in a land di strict represents tha t suits certa in 
crops, has same culti vation system, etc. Hain an Island is in tropic, and belong to the 
tropic land district. It suits paddy, sugarcane, tropic fruit s, rubber, coco and 
othertropic crops to growth, paddy has 3-crop per year, output of crop is higher. 

In a land district, the sunshine, heat and water of a belt are redistributed by the 
topography, form ed the vertical zone of land. The land of a vertica l belt is called the 
land kind. This is the second classification of land and it's classified targets are still 
ecologic target of vegetation or crops growth . These land ca tegories are the basis 
whether the productive distributions are reasonable. 

The most basic land type is the elementary dist rict di ffe rence in less scale and non 
belt, which formed by many natural factors of micro-geomorphology, soil regime, 
so il mate rial, surface water, water qu ality, plant community and so on. This "little re
gion" of land which formed by these nature factors actt ing each other is called "land 
type" , and which is the basis unit (that is map spot) of the land type map and it is the 
sa me on the land resources map. It is different to select these nature factors for the 
di fferent scale of map. We only selected a few factors such as the 
micro-geomorphology, materia l composition of ground surface, and surface water 
when we drew the ma p on the scale of I :500000 to 1:1000000. But it is necessary to se
lect more nature factors for drawing the big sca le map as a little limits region such as a 
county or a city. Las tly, taking the certa in co nditional limit of every na ture factor 
which decides the use way of land or influences land quality as target of classification 
to di vide the land type. 

3. The classified targets of land type in Hainan Island 

Hainan Island-- the second biggest island of China, situated by the South China 
Sea. The limit of it's land is in 18 0 10 I to 20 0 10 ' N and has an area of 34 thousand 
kn/. It has a humid , tropical mon soo nal climate with warm winter and belongs to 
the tropical land district. It's most land can be used for production as a result of the 
superior bio-climate co ndition , to di vided the land types of various uses in agricul
ture, forest ry, rubber and other tropical crops, animal hu sba ndry and so on, is an im
pOl·t ant task of the land resources investiga tion. 

The fa rmland is the land to pl ant the short-term crops, it is easy to bring the soil 
erosion because it is necessary to culti va te frequently, and it must be the lower and 
smooth land that the relative height is less than 20 m and the slope of topugraphy is 
less than 15

0 

• The farmland may be divided into the paddy field and the nonirrigated 
land. The paddy field is the main cult ivated land in Hainan Island. The ecologic 
env iron mental condition of paddy field is mainl y hydrology factor. The land type of 
suitting as paddy fi eld is to take keep in g water as the basis condition, and it needs the 
land type which is the negat ive geomorphology and the nonsand soil. The 
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hydrolog ical cond iti on of nonirrigated farml andis not stri ct, it demands only the 
enough moisture which ca n ensure growth of crops. 

H ainan I sland is the biggest tropic region in China for developing the production 
of rubber and other tropical crops, has an important significance in nationa l 
eco nomy, so to divide the land type that suits rubber and other tropical crops is the 
important task of the land resources investigat ion. The main ecologic factors for rub
ber and other tropical cro ps include sunl ight, heat, water and thickness of soil layer, 
their ta rgets are as follows: the mean annual temperature must be equal or more than 
22 ·C. The lowest tempera ture must be higher than -5 ·C . The mean annual precipita
tion is more than 1200 mm and the number of months that the monthl y precipitation 
is less than 50 mm must be less than 5 months. Th e thickness of an effective so il laye r 
mu st be more than 50 cm and it isn' t sa nd so il. The ground water level must be lower 
than 100 cm below surface. On the other hand, the land planted rubber forest needs to 
cultiva te and tha t is easy to bring the so il eros ion, so the slope of topography must be 
less than 25 0 a nd the sea-level eleva tion must be lower than 400 m so that it will en
sure enough sunlight and hea t. 

The forest has a extensive suitability to the land , it had covered the whole island 
of Hainan. The forest is the main body of ecologica l systems, has va rious ecological 
effects, it not only plays eco nom ic effect but also plays ecologic effect and the later is 
more important fun ction , so the use land of fores try not on ly is the suitable land for 
forest, but the more importa nt thing is that the land to be protected for playing it's 
eco logic actions. So the forestry may be divided into the developable forestry and the 
protecti ve forestry. The formers include the fruit fore st, economy forest, timber forest. 
The la ters include the coastal wind brea k forest, forest of wa ter and so il conservation, 
hea dwater forest and fore st of pro tecting nature resources . These kinds of land for 
suitin g above-mentioned fores try include sea beach , coastal sa nd land, platform, hill s 
and mountains. They are divided into various land types in accorda nce with the ap
pro pria te targets of so il regime, height of topography, slope, geology and biotic re
so urces condition. 

The pasture land is only the herd land , to divide land type of sui ting pasture is to 

take the co nditi on of wa ter and grass on the land as the class ified targets. But strictly 
speak in g, in the humid tropic or sub- tropic regions, only few of la nd is used in 
nom as, and it is so in H ainan Island . The most grassland in there is not natural 
grassland , wh ich formed by the forest to be cut repeatedly. The economic effect is low 
and it is un favo urable to protect the land if the gra ss land were only used to herd. 
Th erefore the most grassland in the tropic and sub-trop ic, hum id reg ions (for exam
pl e H ainan Island) mu st be used to develop fo res try that include eco nomy forestry, 
only a pa rt of grassland may be used to herd and mu st be co mbined with developing 
forestry. The land types of pasture la nel need that the slo pe is less than 30 0 and the 
height is lower than (sea level height) 500 m so that it is favo urable fo r water and so il 
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conservation and the land protection. 

4. The appraisal of land resources 

The appraisal of land resources is to demonstrate the feasibility of land use, it 
takes the land type as a base, incorporates various land types into the suitable types of 
land use and the qualitic degreea of each kind land in accordance with the natural 
characters and the limited factors and it's limi ted degrees, then to mark them in sym
bol on the map. That is the land resources ma p. 

The appraisal principles of the land resources are as follows: (I) it is identi ty of 
the use way with the nature characte r of land, this is that the man-made ecologic type 
of land is suitable with the nature ecologic environment, and the productive 
potentialities of land will be brought into full pl ay, fo r example, the land which has 
enough water resources may be used as the paddy field , and it will play it's superiority 
of water resources. (2) The use way of land must be favourable to protect the land, 
The use way of land may be selected as that it is varied, especially, the kinds of crop 
are varied, a go od use way of land not onl y pl ays it's productive potentialities but also 
ensure tha t it will be used perpetuall y. (3) The use way of land will be favourable to 
play it's eco nomic effect. This is the principle using land in line with local conditions. 

Since the aim of dividing land type serves the land use in agriculture, to classify 
the land types as the suitability types is the land resources types. Every land suitability 
type is divided the land degree in accordance with the limi ted degree of every limited 
factor as hydrology, irrigation , drainage, soil layer, so il material, height and slope of 
to pography. 

But the expressive ways in the different scale maps are not same. Varied factors 
which influence the quality of land are complicated, especially in the tropic and the 
sub-tropic mountains regions, the topography is very com plicated, the natural envi
ronment is deverse, there are many kinds of land types even in a little strectch of land. 
For exa mple, in a valley basin which has an area ofless than I km2

, there may be the 
waters, beach land, paddy fie ld, non irri gated fa rml and, grassland of pl atform and so 
on. All of these land types are impossible to show on the little scale map even on mid
dle scale map. The land resources map of the People's Republ ic of China took the 
scale of !:! 000000, the apprai sal of land resources is only more rough, but it is a large 
scale work, also an arsuous task. This big work had completed and it has a great sig
nificant for practice. 

Julyl99! 
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Digital landscape model and its cartographic presentation 
in land use planning 
T. Ruutiainen, K. Artimo (Espoo, SF) 

INTRODUCTION 

Visualization of landscape has always been difficult. Only the 
artists have been able to present landscape in a natural way. 
In the early days we had only two-dimensional maps and the 
most common way to show height information on those maps was 
to use contour lines, hachures or shadings /1/ . Today we have 
digital three-dimensional models and possibilities to view 
them dynamically in perspectives as well as much more 
information about our landscape; we still have the problem, 
how to get the landforms aesthetically and informatically 
visualized for planners. 

In Helsinki university of Technology we have studied different 
methods of visualization aiming to find an efficient way to 
produce a digital landscape model. The problem is to find a 
way to visualization which does not require too much from 
computers and is cheap to produce. This article gives an 
overview about different techniques and shows some examples 
about visualized models. 
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1. DEFINITIONS 

A TIN model in this presentation is a model which consists of 
irregular triangles the nodes of which are produced from 
measured spot heights, contour lines or other known heights. 

A grid model in this presentation is a regularly 
matrice which is produced from measured spot heights, 
model or from stereoimages. 

spaced 
a TIN 

A digital elevation (or height) model is a model (either TIN 
or grid) which has only the elevation information about the 
landscape. Buildings or vegetation are not included in this 
model. 

A terrain model is a model which has not only the elevation 
information, but also the existing buildings and vegetation or 
planned new buildings and roads. 

A landscape model in this presentation is a terrain model 
linked with a GIS. A landscape model is a scale model over the 
existing or planned landscape. It also works as a graphical 
user interface to a GIS. 

2. DATA COLLECTION 

The height and feature information for elevation or terrain 
models is often collected from existing maps by digitizing or 
by vectorizing scanned rastermaps. This is not the best way, 
because on those maps the only elevation information is 
usually the contour lines, which are always derived and/or 
generalized information. Better way to gather the elevation 
information is to measure spot heights and break lines (either 
natural or constructed) with tacheometers or with analytical 
plotters straight from the stereo images and after that produce 
a height model. This is the way where the model itself is 
produced first and the maps are the two-dimensinal documents 
of the model. 
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Figure 1. Data collection, model constructing and data 
utilization. 

3 . DIFFERENT METHODS OF VISUALIZATION THE ELEVATION MODEL 

3.1 CONTOUR LINES 

Contour lines are the tra ditional and in many cases the best 
way to display the h e ight information on top views. However if 
the model is rotated for example to an isometric view the 
height affect of contour lines is usually lost /1/. 
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Figure 2. An isometric view to a model with contour lines. 

3.2 IRREGULAR TIN MODEL 

TIN model consists of triangles which all have "exactly 
correct" points on each edge. The area inside the triangle is 
planar and so it is only an estimation about the real surface. 
A TIN model can simply be visualized as a wire frame , filled 
triangles or a shaded relief where every triangle has its own 
colour depending on the angle and the azimuth of the sun. The 
height information can also be presented colourcoded, where 
different colours visualize the height zones. 

TIN model is a good and an exact way of presenting the 
surface, but for a computer it is rather heavy to produce and 
takes a lot of space from the disk and memory, because all 
known height points have three coordinates. The topological 
data structure of the implementation is also heavy. 

Figure 3. An isometric view to a model with irregular 
triangles. 

3 . 3 REGULAR GRID MODEL 

Grid model is a regular matrix where each corner of a square 
has an individual height. The heights of edges are not 
"exactly correct" but they are as near as possible to the same 
height as the orginal triangles or spot heights depending on 
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the· method used to produce the squares. The smaller the 
squares are the better the height information is but at the 
same time the size of the matrix increases. The filesize of 
the matrix is usually smaller than the size of the TIN model, 
because the matrix has information only about the starting and 
ending xy-coordinates of the grid and the data can be 
compressed efficiently /3/. The xy-coordinates of the grid are 
calculated from the start to the end by knowing the size and 
the angle of the square. 

A grid model can simply be visualized as a wireframe, filled 
squares or a shaded relief where every square has its own 
colour depending on the angle and the azimuth of the sun. 

Figure 4. An isometric view to a model with regular grid. 

3.4 PROFILES 

As a matter of fact profiles are just "half of a grid". Either 
rows or columns are left away from a grid and the result is 
profiles. Profiles are a very light and easy way of 
visualization for both computers and users. 

Figure 5. An isometric view to a model with profiles. 

This technique can be compared with the Kitiro Tanaka -method 
/1/. 
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3.5 SHADED RELIEFS 

Shaded reliefs are models (TIN or grid) in which the surface 
is shaded depending on the angle and azimuth of the sun. The 
resul t is a continuous surface. In spite of the "beauty" of 
the shaded reliefs they are "exact" models which can be used 
for analyzing the model e.g by measuring an exact x,y -point. 
If the position of the sun is changed a new shaded relief must 
be calculated from the model - this is why shaded reliefs are 
not very suitable for dynamic modelling. Shaded reliefs are 
best for the final visualization, not for viewing and 
analyzing the model. 

3.6 COLOURCODED MAPS 

On colourcoded maps heightzones are visualized by colours. 
Colours can get darker on deep and lighter on high or on the 
contrary. Colourcoded maps are good mainly at top views and 
they are very critical with choosing the right colours and 
tones. 

3.7 DRAPING RASTERIMAGES OVER THE MODEL 

One way of visualization is to project a raster image (a 
satellite image or rasterized aerial photograph) on the height 
model. The problem in this is between the aerial photograph's 
central projection and the parallel projection of the map or 
model. So it seems that draping raster images is useful for 
small scale maps (1:50000 - » (with satellite images), but not 
excellent for large scale maps (1:500 - 1:5000). Also other 
raster images such as rasterized maps with land use areas or 
other themes can be projected on the model. 

4. VISUALIZATION FACTORS 

4.1 COLOURS 

Colours can be chosen continously from lighter to darker or 
each height level can have it's own typical colour varying 
from deep green on the bottom to brown on the top of the 
model. By increasing the contrast between the light and shadow 
areas the height differences can be highlighted. 

The problem with colours is to find those expressing the 
natural colours of landscape. Mountains do not usually have 
red tops and valleys are not always green. The colours should 
be as near as possible to the real colours of the nature. 
Using natural colours causes difficulties especially with very 
smalL. scale maps because of the lost of colours and details 
when going higher and higher from the earth. 
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On shaded reliefs the colour of the shadows should be grey or 
blue-grey depending on the colour of the earth . On snow or 
glaciers the shadow should be near blue /1/. On the other hand 
on continous tone shaded models the shadows can simply be 
darker than lighted objects . 

Visalization of different themes with the height information 
causes troubles with finding equally toned colourscales /5/. 

4.2 SCALES 

Sometimes the z-scale is multiplied to make the differences in 
the height values easier to determine. Anyway on large scale 
maps one should use the real z-scale , because using different 
scale on z causes troubles with the reality of detail plans. 
On the other hand small scale maps demand larger z-scales (in 
Finland and other "flat" countries) because of the small 
differences on height. By emphasizing the z-scale larger areas 
can be presented three-dimensionally. 

4.3 DENSITY 

In this presentation density in grid models means the 
resolution of the grid and in TIN models density means the 
number of spot heights per area in the model. Density of the 
model depends on what is going to be the use of the model. The 
more dence the model is the heavier it is for the computers 
and the better the image is. However if the use of the model 
is for large scale planning on large areas the dence must be 
rather thin to get the filesizes reasonable. 

Because the data collection from the field is rather expensive 
extra height values have to be interpolated in regions where 
no height values are avaible to get the model dense enough. 

4.4 LIGHTNING 

The direction of lightning is often chosen to be from 
northwest to get the impression of positive heights. If the 
light comes from south one can feel the heights get negative 
/1/ . This is true on top view maps. The only difficulty is 
that the sun really never shines from northwest. The azimuth 
of the sun should therefore be chosen to come from southwest 
or south to get the model lighted correctly. As a matter of 
fact the model should always be shown at least in two 
different lightning conditions to get the right impression. 
Time of the day and on the other hand time of the year affects 
the model strongly. In most cases the model is shown in 
lightning conditions which give the most beautiful result 
instead of reality. 

The angle of the sun from the horizon must be the greater the 
bigger the height differences are to get the shadows 
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reasonable. The flatter the area is the smaller the angle 
should be to get at least some shadows. On the other hand the 
angle should be chosen to be as real as possible. The problem 
is the same as it is with the direction of the sun. 

4.5 OBSERVATION POINTS 

The most common view to three-dimensional models is an 
isometric view to the model. We are used to look models like 
that and there is nothing wrong with it, but sometimes it 
would be better to examine the model from other perspectives 
too. We rarely examine the real world from the sky. As a 
matter of fact we usually "walk inside the model" and 
therefore we should visualize and examine the model from the 
inside by separate points or by free routes which are 
visualized on the workstation's screen or by videos. 

4.6 DATA CONTENTS 

The main difference between a height model and a terrain model 
is the visualized data on the model. The main data contents of 
a terrain model are buildings and vegetation. The existing 
constructions such as buildings , roads and bridges and 
vegetation are usually rather simple to visualize as far as 
someone has modelled them . Separate trees or buildings are 
quite easy to produce as cells or blocks from existing maps by 
streching them as three-dimensional elements. Much more 
complicated is to produce a nice forest consisting of huge 
amount of trees or to make a gravel look rough and at the same 
time to try to keep the model as light and small as possible. 

Planned buildings, roads etc. need some tools to be projected 
on the model. The coordinates of a new building are not always 
known, so it must be possible to "drop" buildings on the 
model. On the other hand the plan itself may demand to change 
the existing height information so the elevation model must be 
flex ible. 

4.7 BACKGROUND 

Rasterized photos or stillvideos can be used as a background 
for a view to a model. The problem is that photos are not 
dynamic and so if the model is rotated photos taken from one 
obstruction point are useless. 

4.8 DOCUMENTATION 

Once the model has been done and it is 
position with nice lighting there still 
taking hardcopies from it. 

rotated in a good 
is a problem about 

Colour plotting of large images with big raster plotters is 
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rather expensive. An other problem is that the colours on the 
workstation's screen do not usually appear exactly the same on 
paper because of the different coloursystems and colour spaces 
/4/. 

An easy and cheap way of producing hardcopies from images is 
to take photographs straight from the screen by ordinary 
amateur cameras. 

Animations made on videos from models are heavy to process but 
the result may be one of the best ways of documenting models. 

5. PLANNING BY USING THE TERRAIN MODEL 

Nowadays the model is constructed by surveyors and then 
delivered to land use planners . 

The problem is the coordination between the planning process 
and model construction. The construction of a model shoud be a 
part of the planning process. A 'model's visual appearence 
should be as flexible as possible and it should contain all 
the features and geographical information that are needed for 
planning. The planner himself should be able to modify the 
model due to the effects of the planning. 

Using a digital terrain model for planning causes changes to 
the conventional planning process and planning tools. It is 
obvious that the planning itself must be done with digital 
tools using the best techniques avaible to get all the 
advantages of digital modelling. 
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Figure 6. Modelling as a part of planning. 

The result of the plan is best if planning can be done in the 
same environment as modelling itself because of the easy 
feedback to the existing world. Using the same tools for 
planning as for creating the terrain model guarantees the 
homogeneousity of the geographical information system. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

As a part of digital landscape models terrain models can be 
visualized in many different ways starting from rough contours 
to smooth shaded reliefs. Depending on the power of 
workstations and the needs of the designer more and more 
realistic models can be made. Anyway the base is height 
information dence enough to produce models and a good GIS with 
it. The difficulty is to find a cheap tool for planning and 
modelling which is at the same time easy to use. 

The importance of choosing the right techniques, colours and 
lightning conditions for visuali zation means that experienced 
cartographers and designers are still needed . 
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A knowledge-based thematic mapping system - the other 
way round 
E. Hutzler, E. Spiess (ZUrich, CH) 

Abstract 
The development of knowledge based systems in various fields has nourished hopes that 
they may also be an answer to the wide range of design problems in thematic cartography. 
When the data are fed in and the user requirements formulated, the system guided by the 
rule-base performs all necessary steps without any further intervention. Such a procedure 
would be in full contrast to the interactive design mode, that progresses under full control of an 
experienced operator with cartographic skill. Being aware of the complexity of the problems, 
some guidance and support by rules is certainly welcome. Rules may also be helpful, where 
steps of the same kind are often repeated. Instead of striving for a huge expert system that 
offers global solutions, but seems unrealistic, because thematic maps in their great variety are 
much too complex for this purpose, the strategy presented in this paper is to gradually deve
lop expert modules, in parallel to the interactive modes. The design structure of a few com
ponents of an prototype is explained and illustrated. 

Expert systems for thematic cartography; description and discussion 
Expert systems and artificial intelligence are the keywords in nowadays research. Resear
chers feel that such systems ought to play also an essential role in changing the excessively 
(7) intuitive character of map design towards more objectiveness and generally accepted ex
pertise. 
PUPPE (1991) [1] elaborated that an expert system is supposed 
- to understand the problem , (what means in cartography, to analyse which of the data are 

essential, what kind of regional distribution is most striking or revealing to the map users 
etc.) 

- to solve the problem , (what is in cartography to find the best construction and graphic re
presentation etc.) 

- to explain the given solution , (that is to explain the representation laws or the parameters 
applied, eventually also to interprete the distribution found) 

- to survey neighbouring areas, (concepts in planning , in geography, demography, poiitics 
and economics) 

- to assess its own competence in problem solving , (discover lacunes in the framework of 
graphic rules and laws, estimate the amount of ambiguity in the decisions made etc.) 

- to acquire further knowledge and structure it , (in cartography e.g. by automatically testing 
the constructed maps on image density, overlaping or hidden symbols, but also by incor
porating the results of human evaluation of the maps produced in the system). 
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It is generally accepted that the greatest difficulties must be expected in the very beginning of 
the process, when the system tries to understand the problem, i.e. in the case of mapping to 
select the most relevant data for display and to make decisions on their representation in map 
form. Experiences in areas other than mapping indicate that changing the rules for the mo
ment being works only on feedback from users but not within the system itself. 

So far, however, there is few evidence of operational expert systems in cartography. Inten
tions and ideas for initial work have been reported here and there. We may quote e.g. the 
model described by BOLLMANN (1989) in [2] for an automatized design of thematic maps, 
whereby the source data are analysed and evaluated, attributed by design and construction 
rules and transfered into a digital map model, which has to be tested (by another set of rules) 
for visual defects and corrected for final modelling. Every correction made is registered and 
those that are found by the system to be significant on a longer-term basis are used to change 
design and construction rules. This system is described as an example of a self-regulating 
optimization of the map design process. Other researchers might call the properties of such a 
system artificial intelligence. 

For an experienced map designer it is hardly imaginable, that all what he undertakes in 
checking , in individual and global assessments and in carefully weightened decisions during 
a map design process may be equally seriously performed by such a program system , the 
complex it may be. A recipe that works fine in one case fai ls in the next one. Almost every new 
constellation of space and data claims for an individual, often even unique solution The ability 
of the graphically educated map editors to unravel and clear densly woven image configu
rations, so that they may become legible and understandable for the map user, can be re
produced by an expert system only with absolutely excessive efforts. We have to consider 
also the fact (KEATES, 1982) [3], that the combination of map contents and representation 
methods creates an infinite variety of solutions, whose effects on the user side can not be 
anticipated with certainty, a statement that makes it extremly difficult to provide the system with 
an adequate decision making processor. 

Advantages of expert systems in cartographic design and production are expected much 
more in widespread decision networks, were one tends to loose track of consequences. The 
program in this case can make use of an abundance of rules, can organize them accordingly 
and is structured to influence decisions in the direction of the optimal solution . The solution is 
no longer the result of a sequence of individual decisions, but is based on a space of interre
lated decisions and constraints. 

But again on the other hand the field of thematic mapping is extremely wide. Furthermore we 
are confronted with a large variety in requirements of various user-groups. Often solutions 
may be completely different with scarcely any connections in between. In view of this two
directional complexity a global solution with a comprehensive expert system for the design of 
all kinds of thematic maps is virtually impossible to realize. A realistic approach will have to 
concentrate on some restricted and individual application oriented branches. Questionable as 
well is the proposed automated feedback to the knowledge-base derived from a graphic re
sult. A generalization process e.g. may create a certain graphic constellation, which is subject 
to the final assessment. Such measures are irreversible and there are no means to recon
struct from this observation a higher order concept that will guide future processes. 
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Knowledge-based systems; description and discussion 
An intermediate solution in developing expert systems are knowledge-based systems. They 
bring problems in a closed process to a final solution , starting from user requirements and 
source data, monitoring decisions on the basis of a large amount of expert knowledge that 
has been incorporated in the system. They are less pretentious than expert systems in so far 
as they operate within the existing knowledge and work straight on towards a solution. They 
do not care for external information , for self-critisism and for self-modification of their know
ledge. On the other side they compete with primarily interactive procedures, whereby the ope
rator initiates and monitors every single step. 

If we accept that in cartography conceptual and graphical decisions are based not only on 
intuition , but are made according to solid and scientifically based rules, the conclusion is evi
dent, that for a significant number of these rules that guide the editing process, algorithms can 
be developed. This so-called expert knowledge is one of the essential components of know
ledge-based cartographic systems. 

Initially the enthousiasm about such future systems will certainly be great with all those map 
makers that lack experience in design. This may seem to them a unique opportunity to obtain 
results that obviously compete with those of top experts, as the latter after all have fed the sys
tem with their entire knowledge. All what the operator would have to do, is to load a complete 
and consistent data set and answer a few questions. Provided the system has enough exper
tise and is well conceived , he will get a good result out of it , a solution that is conform to t·he 
initial requirements and to the given random conditions. As he has no notion of the large vari
ety of possible solutions, he may be entirely satified at the beginning with what he has got. But 
how can one avoid that he will develop more and more a lack of interest in these sets of uni
form maps, having no real chance to intervene, once the process is started, and not knowing 
what conditions the specific result? 

Comprehensive automated rule-based systems versus intuition and interaction 
For practical applications one can choose among two concepts: 

With future comprehensive knowledge-based systems, one could produce on the basis of re
quirements, deduced from the mapping purpose, automatically an optimized map, when the 
system has been fed with a huge amount of expert knowledge about construction and graphic 
rules, that is periodically subjected to amendments. 

The alternative is to apply for map design and production an interactive system, provided with 
a user-friedly surface , predefined forms , that make use of some basic rules , and offer besides 
certain default values for parameters and a large amount of variability. In this case a graphi
cally well-trained cartographer is needed with all his skills and defects. No doubt , within cer
tain limits rules may be very useful. They prevent people from producing absolutely useless 
maps. Also, the operator can be released from repetive and similar decisions and gross errors 
are avoided. But whether all these decisions could be left to a sophisticated controlling sys
tem , is an open question. May we quote in this context IMHOF (1968) , who stated in [4] that to 
gain control over the graphic texture of intricate maps, demands human decisions on prac
tically every square centimetre! 
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We have the impression that on a long-term basis this alternative concept will prove to be 
more fruitful. We should make use of the cartographer's specific abilities, of his sound self
critisism , his socio-cultural integration , his sensivity for continuing changes , his adaptability , 
his originality and imperfection, in order to keep cartography attractive and vital. 

Description of an open-ended knowledge-based system with expert modules 
In conclusion of the above considerations we are in favour of open-ended , operator-controlled 
,systems with embeded rule-based and object-oriented modules, whereby step by step com
mented variants are presented for selection. Based on former experiences default values may 
be set for the parameters. The various proposals can be presented in form of legend speci
mens as well as alphanumeric lists of parameters. The system will react with a message or 
warning if initial requirements or graphic rules are violated, but leaving it to the operator, if he 
wishes to continue nevertheless. The whole production line has to be fragmented into a 
number of construction or modelling steps, each of them allowing to intervene and react on 
the interim result. 

The production process for thematic maps with such systems may be described by fig. 1. When 
the map topic has been given or chosen, field surveys or statistical data, which are relevant in 
this context, have to be gathered. On the other hand base map elements must be prepared. In 
this initial phase the map purpose is formulated in view of the anticipated questions of poten
tial map users. Map scale, map format and region mapped depend on each other. As long as 
two of them are not yet fixed , we have to consider them as free parameters. Other external 
considerations may influence these decisions, as e.g. expected cost or production time. 

With this conception in mind the given thematic data have to be analysed , preferably in an in
teractive mode , that allows to visualize results and specify supplementary queries. Plausibility 
tests also have to be included. Thereafter data may be structured accordingly. The base map 
elements as well are analysed and structured. Which other element e.g. can be combined 
with the administrative boundaries? What degree of generalization must be applied in the 
case of a combination of the river network with such boundaries? If the expense can be justi 
fied , we see an advantage to handle these processes by rule-based expert modules. Letter 
"M" in fig .l indicates in which processes such modules seem to make sense and where they 
may be partly structured in frames ("0" = object-oriented). 

The decisions to make are preferably guided by forms (fig.2 and 4) that serve as checkiists , as 
records of parameters and constraints and for error and warning messages. The latter may in
clude an optional help and teach function for inexperienced operators, giving advice on how 
to use the form in certain cases or explaining why certain constraints cannot be avoided. 
These features seem to be especially useful to make the semi-automated decision process 
more transparent and acceptable compared to the black-box of an expert system. The pro
cedure seems to be favorable also from an educational point of view, occasionally even for 
training experts I 

The form "Structuring of Statistical Data" (fig .2) , part of an object-oriented module , gives an 
idea, how a limited amount of data (12 variables) may be extracted from a larger source data 
set (38 variables). Value d3 will be expressed as the percentage of the increase in people 
employed in the period 1985-1991 , based on 6 source values . 
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This way prepared and fed the rule-based module develops a proposal for the design of the 
map, chooses the best suited graphic variables and graphic construction , calculates optimal 
parameters and provides them with pertinent comments. The map compilation process ends 
with a solution in a certain map type , a complete construction of the whole map, to be visua
lized on the display in every detail and as a whole. If the cartographer is not satisfied at all, he 
turns into a loop to start the whole process again with slightly different parameters or with a 
change in the concept that may end in another map type. If the solution is somewhat satisfac
tory a thorough map analysis may be undertaken as a final test of the design concept before 
continuing into map production. This last stage includes work steps like clarifying any overlap, 

• + .L. ,. + 
( analysed data ) specific requirements for map available base map ) structured data internal and external elements 

I 
map context 

/' 
J/ I I , W' W' 

possible variants 
rule interpreter: catalogue of .. within given ~ 

• selecting efficient rules ... general design 
tolerance 

of representation, rules 
• testing potential 

: 
graphic variables ,.. 

~ ~ - alter variants, .,. 
- restructure data, edit, modify or add 

- modify map require- I~ design rules 

ments and base map 
elements ,,. 

visualized design proposals 

• - general map type 

• - subordinate map type 

• - construction parameters 

• - degree of generalization 

• - selection of base map elements 

• - subdivisions, sequences, priorities 

"I! ,. 
Fig .3 : General map design procedure to obtain proposals for subsequent map construct ion 
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lettering, final specifications for colours, textures and line widths. Provisional specifications 
may have served in the design process. 

Rule-based design modules 
Fig.3 describes in more detail the map design part of fig .1, the general procedure to come to a 
map design proposal suitable for the subsequent map construction . The rule interpreter or 
inference machine is fed with the data analysed and structured in the preprocess and with the 
initial requirements. It selects pertinent rules from the catalogue of general design rules and 
tests all possible graphic variables against the input data. The result of the evaluation of the 
proposal may be to subject it to a coarse adjustment loop, a module in which the design rules 
may be modified. This done , in a second run a fine adjustment may be needed on the side of 
the data parameters. Usually it will be sufficient to look for a variant within a given tolerance 
without restructuring the data. In certain cases a need to go back to the input level may arise. 

structured 
statistical data 

interactive improve
ments of visibility 

parameters 
of the design proposal 

assign graphic variables 

select diagram type 

determine automatically 
position and visibility 

maps 

Fig.4: Construction scheme for diagram maps 
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Decision making by the operator is essential. He may decide on the basis of a first proposal 
visualized on the display, that shows the proposed map type, with construction parameters, 
with a legend figure , with indications on the degree of generalization and the chosen base 
map elements. When he finds it necessary to modify certain graphic rules , in general or for 
this specific map only , he will gradually improve and extend his catalogue of design rules or 
his descriptions of possible variants. 

When the proposal is accepted, one can proceed into the map construction module. Fig.4 illu
strates the conception of such a module for the whole group of diagram maps. Graphic varia
bles according to the design proposal are assigned to the data and the diagram type is se
lected. The editor is provided also with a proposal for the map legend , which he may now 
modify and shift around in his layout. His expertise may allow him to extend or adapt the rules 
in the construction library, whenever he has developed an improved or new solution. Inevita
bly one will wish to improve on the relative positioning of those diagrams that overlap, com
pete with or disturb each other. In this case , however, we do not believe in an automatic feed
back. 

The form "Complete Construction Library" (fig .S) indicates that in this diagram map with devi
ded wing diagrams another pair of semi-circles is superimposed and appended to the dia
gram position . The idea is to allow also for a comparison of the total number of the left side 
with the one on the right side. The warning indicates that the actual definition creates only the 
outlines of the semi-circles and that no filling will be possible , what of course makes sense in 
this combination. This proposal is added to the construction library and will allow in future 
tasks to include this item in the generation of the diagram whenever the user requires also 
these sums. 

In contrast to such construction modules fig.6 gives an example of a comprehensive form as it 
is used in the interactive mode. The underlying construction program requires a full set of 
parameters. Most of them have been chosen already in the conceptional phase. Each time 
when a new variant is to be constructed, the whole set of parameters has to be reconsidered 
and eventually adapted. In comparison , when using the above expert module for the construc
tion of the diagrams, only those forms with the parameters that are supposed to be changed 
are opened. If minor adjustments in the rules have to be made, the respective parameters in 
the construction library are opened and modified. In both cases extensive plausibility tests are 
installed in the programs. 

Final remarks 
The approach to design and produce thematic maps using rule-based design modules may 
be seen as a knowledge-based mapping system, the other way round. With a knowledge
based system one goes the straight and fully automated way from the initial requirements and 
data through the black-box of rules to a final result. No doubt that one will look forward to the 
result of this procedure in any case with excitement , will then be surprised, sometimes in the 
positive often in the negative sense , because the product may not meet the expectations of 
the operator. Too much depends on the initial conceptual input , on which the operator has 
scarcely enough information and therefore bad control. On the other hand an all-embracing 
questionnaire to start the whole process with, may be too sophisticated for the normal user. 
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The other way round means that the decisions in each step are based on the full knowledge 
of possible alternatives and options. On demand the rules that guide a certain choice can be 
listed and even explained. A further advantage is that the user can amend the rules, based on 
his own judgment and experience. Map variants are not found at random but based on some 
analysis of possible alternatives. 

The plans are to continue to realize the described modules step by step, starting to automate 
them in those areas where the interactive methods provide us with proven rules. In all cases 
the interactive path will still be offered besides the rule-based decision. The spectrum of solu
tions will be much wider, what has a positive impact on the general interest in these maps. 
Expert system advocates probably refer to similar possibilities along the way a design prob
lem comes to its solution. We feel however that cartographers ought to playa more active role 
in their primary field of activity. 
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Tactile location maps from commercial geographic 
information systems 
M.R.C. Coulson (Calgary, CDN) 

I. Introduction 

There are four key parame te rs that fram e the scope of the research project presented here. 

They are, geographic information systems, public mee tin gs, tac tile maps, and location maps. The 

essenti al ques tion asked is, can blind persons unde rstand locatio n maps produced by geographic 

information sys tem s and presented to them in tac tile form ~ A nd, secondaril y, if not, what is the 

scope uf the modifi cations necessary to uvercume the problems~ 

T hi s initi ati ve is pan of a large r, fu nded research projec t, Eva/ llafion and D esign of 

Carfol!raphic OW[lw from Geographic Inf or lll(l[ ion Sysfellls. lli The genera l o bjec ti ve of the projec t 

as a w hu le is to eva lua te and prov ide improved des ign spec ifications fo r a w ide varie ty of 

ca rtographic output from Geo graphic In fo I1ll <lti o n sys tems: sc reen, hard copy and tactile images . 

A number o f geographic in form ation sys tems (G IS) are ava il able to us, for the projec t; all 

have a North American origin . They vary in the scope of analytical functions included and the 

marke t to which they are addressed. However, they share the coml11 o n charac teristic that they are 
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sold commercially and therefore, are likely to underpin proposals to be evaluated in public meetings . 

It should be noted that the report has two pans. In this written paper the objec tives, procedure~ a nd 

problems are set out. Part two, the presentation of experimental results to date, will be the oral report 

during the 16th International Cartographic Conference. 

2. The Study Parameters 

Our interest in Geographic Illformatioll Systems focuses upon the capabi lit y for map display 

of each sys tem. The power of GIS for the analysis of problems with a spatia l compone nt is rapid ly 

being realized. Even though there is a hi gh initial cost, such systems are fast becoming the nonn for 

management and planning in forestry, uti li ty companies, urba n and rural municipalities , and parks 

and wilderness agencies . For the most pan, GIS may be perceived as a within-agency technology for 

such applications. However, one of the most powerful capabi liti es of GIS is in the 'what if' scenario 

- in other words, spat ial planning for the future, whether it be for site locations, visual impacts, 

access alignments, and many other planning challenges. These typ icall y require some presentation to 

the genera l public, whether it be for information or formal decision making. It is on these public 

meetings that we focus. 

We are e nvi saging a PuiJlic Meeting as an interactive discuss io n, in which the preferred 

proposals of professionals can be tes ted against alternatives raised in a mee tin g. Thi s is a radical 

alte rnati ve to c urrent standard procedure in suc h meetings. Too often an early decision has been 

made to favour one of the many possible a lternati ves, this is the only alternative developed and it is 

then boosted as "the solution ". We arg ue that by it s very nature, GIS allows the pursuit of many 

alternati ve scenarios, even within a limited budget, and that the implications and potential of many 

suggestions from citize ns can be tested and demonstrated during the meeting itself. This, of course, 

requires almost instantaneous output (screen or print) - another inherent capabi lity of GIS. For the 

blind, this means maps that the y can 'read'. 

In western societies we are seeing a grow in g resistance to the marg inaliza tion of the 

handicapped. It is now recognized that a lack of sight, hearing or a limb does not equate with mental 

limi ta tio ns, nor with limitations of spatial awareness. 121 Thus, as technology develops to encourage 
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a freer interchange of ideas between the professional and the citizen, provi sion must be made for the 

participation of those with visual impairment s. 

Over the years, a variety of production techniques have been developed for Tactile Maps, that 

is maps interpre ted through touch. Each technique has it s particular value and they have been well 

summarized by Turner and Sherman. [3] Our immediate need is for a technique that will provide 

near-instantaneous copies, and that can be ac hieved using microcapsule , or swell paper. 

Microcapsule paper is available from manufacturers in Sweden and Japanr41 1t comprises a 

coating film of poly-viny l chloride containing alcohol-filled microcapsules bonded to paper. A copy 

of the map or diagram is photocopied on to thi s spec ial paper and is then subjected to a hea t source. 

Variation s in leve ls of heat absorption cause the alcohol under the b lack image to 'boil' and thi s 

portion of the image to rai ser5] From printer-copy to tactile map is no more than a few minutes. 

Although the hea t source (usually an infra-red lamp) must be carefu lly contro ll ed, there is no 

necess ity for cumbersome spec ial equipm ent. A further advantage of microcapsu le tactil e maps is 

that the map has a visible black image. This is very important because a large proportion of bli nd 

persons have some res idual sight and wish to use it. In addit ion, such maps are also interpre table by 

sighted persons who may be part of a di scuss io n group. 

A complementary tool to microcapS Ul e paper is NOMAD,l6] an interacti ve audio-tacti le 

graphics processor. In esse nce, NOMAD, which looks like a di g itizer, a llows one to assign 

messages, stored in a compute r fil e, to coordinate positions on the map. By pressing o n such a 

location on the map , whi le it is mounted on the NOMA D board, the reade r rece ives the message 

through a voice synthesize r. While there is a time delay, as the messages are entered, in the 

preparation of NOMAD app lications, thi s is no t a problem wit h m ateria ls prepared before the 

meeting and provides an important alternative for those who are not profic ient in Braille . NOMAD is 

an important too l in the researc h project. 

Current researc h focuses upon Localion Maps, that is G IS products that iden tify the location 

of the study area on the ea rth 's surface and prov ide informatio n on physical and hum an fea tures on 

the landscape. The analogy is to a to pographi c map and indeed such maps m ay be used as 

supp lement ary sources. Nevertheless, the GIS database sho uld contain the essence of such 

information. Location map output is the product of combining a va riety of data layers from the GIS 
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database and will be a standard product from mos t sys tem s. It is planned to expand research to other 

themat ic map outpu t topics in the future . 

Thus, in summ ary, we are worki ng with location maps o ut put from GIS and produced in 

tactual form. O ne sphere of application is ant icipated to be public meetings o n planning proposals (of 

a wide varie ty) . In proceeding with our inves ti ga tion, we now turn to two general questio ns; fir st, 

what is the cartographic capability of GIS and second, can the blind person interpret such o utput in 

tac tile fann. 

3. "Map" Output From GIS 

The exis tence of cartographic o utput from GIS may seem se lf·ev ident to many people. In 

fact, some resea rchers in the GIS community ha ve expressed concern at the over-emphasis on 

cartographic o utput. At the same time , the re are man y cartograp hers working with GIS who are 

di stressed by the poor qualit y of such output and wo uld pre fe r to use the term graphic rather than 

cartographic for such output. It is not the intent of thi s paper to deve lop or reso lve such arguments, 

very rea l though they are. Some of the e lements of the iss ue, however are ce ntral to tac tile map 

produc tio n. 

The esse nti al function o f the GIS is to prov ide analytica l process ing for spatiall y referenced 

data. The esse ntial function of the computer-based ca rtogra phic pac kage is to provide a well 

des igned map produc t for spatially referenced data. The importance of the difference be tween these 

functio ns has been too often overlooked. 

For the GIS , graph ic o utput is an anc ill ary fun c ti on and be in g it se lf a large package , 

ca rtographic o ptions te nd to be limited. When in use within the offi ce confines by the project group 

of profess io nal s, e laboration of display opt ions ma y seem unnecessary. Many images are short li ved 

in the evolving ana lys is and paper copies may never be produced. The profess ionals themselves are 

very fam iliar w ith the study area and source documents, inc luding maps, are like ly to be present in 

the work area. For a public presentation however, the absence of basic cartographic des ign e lements 

is a se rio us defic iency. 

Many c iti zens attendi ng a public meet ing will be un fa miliar with maps; at least that is likely 

to be the case in North America. [n any event, they will require cues to the map scale, orientation and 

content. These needs will be accen tuated if copies a re distribu ted rather than displayed and when 
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new products are generated durin g the course of the meeting. Some success can be achieved by the 

inc lusion of well-known fea tures, c lea rl y named and we ll di stributed across the map image 

(analogous to control points). At best, however, these are a weak substitute for the basic e lements of 

title , scale, source, identifica tion of orie ntation , legend , and normally a border. To the se may be 

added ques ti o ns abou t the range of symbo li zati on avai lable . 

In most G IS the range of selection and fl ex ibility of location o n the map remain quite lim ited. 

To compensate, SPATIAL ANALYST, for example, uses AUTOCA D for all its graph ic di splays. A 

paralle l alternative is to seek fi le format compatibi lit y with a spec ificall y graphic or cartographic 

programme, but thi s requires do uble processing of the info rm a tio n, familiarity w ith a second 

programme, and is gene rall y conside red ove rl y cumbersome. We shall examine only the di splay 

capabilities of the GIS themselves, w ith spec ific re fe rence to tactual requireme nt s. 

In this particular paper refe rence will be made to four geographic inform atio n sys tems. 

lORIS I 17 1 was developed by Dr. Ronald Eastman at C larke Universi ty, U.S.A., ori gina ll y as an 

educat ional tool for DOS mic rocompute rs. It is now also wide ly used in deve lopin g coun tries for 

nation al and reg ional plann ing. MAP ,,1 81 is the most w ide ly used Mac Intosh-based educational 

G IS, and was developed by Micha Pazner (now of the University of Western Ontario) from Dana 

Tomlinson's " Map Analys is Package". These two G IS were the basis for o ur origi nal ex ploratory 

studies. 19 1 The other GIS are specifically for commercia l applicatio ns. TRANS CAD is a GIS for 

"planning, manageme nt , operation, and analysis of tra nsport a ti o n sys tem s and fac ilities." IIOI 

MAP/INFO is a " desk top mapping sys tem that le ts you display and analyze data geographically." [ II] 

It seems best suited to large sca le data se ts and is ofte n used for applications in the real esta te 

industry. 

4. The Tactile Map User 

Tac til e map users re ly on their fingers to se nse the informa ti on present. They do not see the 

map as a whole, but must scan it to ge t a sense of that w hol e. The developers of NOMAD 

recommend the inc lu sion of a small i~set map to assis t the tac tual user. The finger is not as sensi ti ve 

as Ihe eye 10 Ihe recognition of changes in symbols anti, in general, Ihicker lines , coar~er pilllcms, ilnd 
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a reduced set of in fo rmation are recommended for tactile map desi gn, th an for a comparable map 

using visua l interpretation. 

' A significant number of researc h st ud ies have been published on the requirement s of tactile 

maps. Many of these are spec ific to a part ic ular produc ti on technique, but in general they address all 

of the bas ic e lements of map des ign. IITI The absence of a compre hensive review does not signify a 

lack of interest in suc h literature, but rather that o ur present focus is upon standard G IS o utput. If this 

is found to be unsa ti sfactory , then recomme ndations for spec ial output modules wi ll be required and 

will be based upon that literature. 

T he tacti le map use r beg in s wit h major di sadvantages. He/she cannot see a map image; nor, 

fo r locat io n maps, relate the map to the previously viewed rea l world. "Thu s, visua ll y im paired 

persons will have more d iffic ulty structurin g and concept ua li zing complex rea l world e nvironments 

than will persons with nonn al vision. ,, 11 21 Nevertheless, researc h support s the content ion that blind 

persons , even the congenitall y blind , can have a we ll deve loped spat ia l aware ness and can make 

effec ti ve use of maps. For the purposes of G IS, however, they have two further di sadvantages: first, 

screen images are not usab le; second, colour cannot be utilized although it may playa supplementary 

role for those with resid ual sight. 

5. Tactile GIS Output : The Potential 

Texlllal conten t plays a very important ro le in the map. It included title a nd source a nd other 

loca tional and explana tory information. In the G IS it is often a n o ption - do you want it ? When 

in voked, it is often limited in scope and location. Characterist ic ally , it res ults in reduction of the 

scale of the map (IDRIS I) and occurs in a fixed location ( IDR ISI). In contrast, it may appear on the 

face of the map (TRANSCAD) obscuring part of the info rm a tio n alt hough wit h flex ibilit y of 

locati o n. Charac teri sti ca ll y, supplementa ry information, suc h as "source" may have to become part 

of the title. 

In maps for tac tual use, some of the des ign subtl eties of the tex t are lost. Brai lle is essentiall y 

a single font of fixed point size and lack ing suc h va ri at ion s as 'bo ld' or 'ita lic'. To the best of our 

knowledge, no GIS inc ludes Braille as a type op ti on. It must therefore, be added to the printed map 

before convers ion to its tactual form.1 I4J 
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This is not without it s advantages, since the option without title can be chosen and then the 

text can then be added in an empty or low priority portion of the map. 

Scale and Orientation are essenti al for all maps, but do not seem to be see n so w ithin GIS. 

TRANSCAD has a bar scale with choice as to its locatio n. In /DRISI, however, no map di splay sca le 

is provided. That must be obtained by searching the documentation file for size of pixel and numbers 

of row and column pixels. INFO/MAP expresses the screen width as a number of miles, but this is 

not inc luded in any print o ut. We have ye t to find symbo ls for map orientation on GIS cartographic 

output. 

In tactual form, problems of sca le and orientation m ay be incorpora ted within a separate 

legend shee t - having obtained the information from general documentation on the project. The 

necessi ty of such cumbersome procedures detracts from the cartographic quality of GIS o utput, 

whether the user be blind or sighted. 

Most GIS provide some capab ility to di sp lay a Legend but boxes wi thin the lege nd seem to 

always have been prede termined and to be too small. Sufficient amounts of eac h symbol shou ld be 

shown in the legend to establi sh the pattern. Some prob lems are even encountered with sol id colours 

and this becomes seriou s with patterns. In MAP/INFO, the lege nd box increased when tex t was 

added, but th e symbol boxes did not change . Ne ither did they change when the zoom function was 

invoked to produce a larger sca le map. /DRISI has a fixed loca tion to the right for it s legend : 

MAP/INFO and TRANSCAD allow fl exib ility of locat io n and shape (but not area). 

For tactile maps it is common to print the legend on a separate sheet. This reflects the limited 

size of microcapsule shee ts and the use of space consuming Bra ille for text. However, so far we have 

not found one GIS where an adequate legend could be printed from the screen image. A combina tion 

of small symbol boxes with coarse pa tterns is unsati sfactory. Our strategy for the present is e ither to 

treat the lege nd di sp lay as a separa te data set, or to use a natura l legend, modifyi ng one print-out for 

use as a legend with Braille overprinting. 

Symbols are the essence of the map re presentin g real worl d features . Here we can address the 

full range available in a GIS as substitution of tac til e reprod uc tion in a particular map is relatively 

straightforward. However, the range of symbols is often very limited. MAP/INFO uses a multiple of 

three for dots , parallel lines lind cross- hatch and types of line pattern and size of circles and 

approxima te ly twe lve point symbols. TRANSCA D has a great varie ty of line widths but limited 
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other symbolization. Many of these seem unlikely to be satisfactory for taclUa l use. As a potential 

solutio n we enlarged the map scale, but the programmes enlarge only the boundary files and then add 

the standard fill. A photocopy enlargement is an alternative, but this also thickens the pallern 

e lemen ts. 

IORISI a llows display and printing of ASCII files and thi s was one of our first experiments , 

reported in our 1991 paperl9] Some sixty were judged as having pote ntial, but the results were 

disappointing. It was difficult for subjects to discriminate between even four area fill pallerns. In the 

same set of experime nt s, coa rse, dot, line and cross- hatc h pUllerns, created with MAP II , performed 

quite we ll , and hold di stinct promise. 

Unfortunately, most producers of GIS have foc used their improvements upon the improving 

colour capab ilities of microcomputer displays. Thu s for example in IORISI (version 4.0), the 

COLOR module not o nl y provides options on the colour sequence used, but a variety of tool s for 

refe rencing pixels, wi ndowing a nd overlaying vec tor out lines. In contras t, black and white images 

remain largely unchanged from early versio ns and are limited to either ASC II symbols, graduated 

gre y dots, or a numeric display of pixel values. 

6. Looking Forward 

At the time of writin g, most of the experimentation lies before us . Equipment and GIS 

programmes are avai lable and a laser printer replaces the dot matrix machine used in our earli er 

work . We also have the added dimension of NOMAD 10 explore. We are moving beyond the 

conceptual framework previously deve loped 115J into app lied studies. 

We are proceeding with a sma ll group of visually handicapped subjec ts, all of whom are 

familiar with maps. They are usi ng standard GIS output , but we also are tak in g advantage of the 

layered data storage to vary the complex ity of the maps examined. In many ways, the project will 

contin ue to be an exploralOry o ne. We are beginnin g with location maps, but there is a great variety 

of maps 10 explore. Further, GIS the mse lves are evo lving with most presenting new ve rsions each 

year. It is no t our inten t to review individual GIS sys tem s, but rather to explore tactil e map 

specifications that will allow the visually impaired to play an active role in planning their local 

environments. 
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Graph Theory and Network Generalization in Map Design 
K. Beard, W. Mackaness (Orono, USA) 

"And the quaint mazes in the wanton green 
for lack of tread are indistinguishable." 
A Midsummer's Night Dream Act II, scene 1. 

Abstract 
In line with advancing mapping technologies, solutions have been sought to the intelligent 
automation of map design. The selection and degree of application of various generalization 
techniques depends on the behaviour of the map objects and their interaction, theme, scale and 
intended use. In order to convey the attributes of features it is first necessary to capture their 
nature. One of those attributes is connectivity and association. Graph theory is a branch of 
mathematics concerned with connectivity and the generalization of relationships. Intuitively it 
seems appropriate to use graph theory to aid in the generalization process. This paper reviews 
some of the areas of generalization to which graph theory can be applied and shows through 
examples how graphs can be used to generate strip maps, generalize networks, identify 
components in the form of subgraphs, and influence symbology. Various parameters of graph 
theory can also be used to summarize the descriptions of graphs; such information can be used 
to retain the characteristics of a feature during generalization. The paper begins with a very 
brief overview of graph theory. 
Keywords: graph theory, network generalization, digraphs, automated map design. 

Introduction 
The literature on graphs is vast and excellent introductory texts numerous, among them Ore 
(1963); Hartsfield and Ringel (1990); Chartrand (1977). Graph theory has branched into areas 
such as directional graphs (Robinson and Foulds 1980), hypergraphs (Berge 1976), and fuzzy 
graphs (Dubois and Prade 1980). There are a number of excellent texts that look at graphing 
algorithms, including Preparata and Shamos (1985) and Sedgewick (1983). Graphs in general 
have many properties and many algorithmic solutions have been devised for measuring and 
predicting the behaviour of graphs (James et al. 1970). The range and diversity of applications 
is equally broad and makes fascinating reading:- efficient traveling paths, efficient circuit 
board design, minimum spanning networks, minimum vertex coloring, modelling markov 
chains, labyrinths (Konig 1990), enumeration of chemical molecules, linguistics (Busaker and 
Saaty 1965), network flows and scheduling or critical path analysis. 

ACE 

d-3~_2 
d=3~4 

B D 
Figure 1. A graph and its degree 
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Let us briefly review some terms. A graph is made of vertices 

(A, B, C. D, E in Figure 1), and edges (AB, AD, CD, BC, DE, 

CE, BD, AC). The degree of a vertex is the number of edges 
that have that vertex as an endpoint (for example vertex D is 

of degree 4, having edges AD, CD, DE, and BD). The 
degrees for each vertex are shown in Figure 1. 



~ e6 v l 

~d=S 

Figure 2 looks at other attributes of graphs 
(in which not all the vertices, degrees and 
edges are marked); the isolated vertex is 
shown with degree 0 and an example of a 
loop (note the degree number for that 

Figure 2.Articulate and isolating vertices and loops vertex is 5 not 4). A 'disconnected set' of a 

connected graph G, is a set of edges w hose removal disconnects G. In Figure 2, the 
disconnected set is e6 and e7. A 'separating set' is similar to a disconnected set, but appl ies to 
vertices; if the vertices of a separating set are removed, the graph G becomes disconnected. If a 
separating set contains only one vertex, it is called the cut-vertex or articulation vertex. In 
figure 2, vI is an example of an articulation vertex. Finally, we can state that if a connected 
graph contains a cycle - that is, it is possible to visit the same vertex from different adjacent 
vertices - then removing an edge from the cycle will not disconnect the graph . 

Directional Graphs (Digraphs) 
Directional graphs or 'digraphs' (Robinson and Foulds 1980) can be used to indicate flow, or 
hierarchical orderings. This enables the modelling of capacitance and flow constraints such as 
in electrical and hydrology systems (Bollobas 1979). Direction through graphs can also be used 
as a basis for generalizing graphs ( called reduction - Hecht and Ullman 1972), and this has 
apparent applications in anthropogenic and natural geographical networks such as one way 
road sys tems and river networks. 

For example Figure 4, a) shows a graph 

~ 
which cannot be condensed further - it is non
reducible. Figure 3b is reducible - A digraph 
is reducible, irrespective of the size, direction 
and complexity of the graph, if the in-degree 
of a vertex is 1 (figure 3b). Reducing graphs is 

. a. b an irreversible process in the sense that many 
FIgure 3. RedUCIble and non-reducIble graphs different initial. graphs have the same end 
product when reduced. From a Geographic Information (GIS) database perspective this would 
not be a problem if the data were stored at a high resolution and lower levels of detail were 
then derived through reduction. 

Parameters of graphs 
As itemized by Cliff et al. (1979) there are a number of parameters that can be use d to 

describe the nature of graphs. In the table below, nand m denote the number of vertices and 
edges respectively in G, and Sij denotes the length of the shortest path from vertex i to vertex j. 

Parameter 

f3 =!!!. 
n 

IL=m-n+1 

a = 2{m-n+ I) 
(n- 1){n-2) 

2m 
Y=-

n{n-1) 

Bounds on parameter 

I I 
-(n-1)5,f3 5,-(n-1) 
n 2 

I o 5, J1 5,-{n-I){n-2) 
2 

05,a5,1 

Interpretation 

ratio of the numbers of vertices and 
edges. 
Cyclomatic number of G, giving the no. 
of fundamental circuits. 
Ratio of fundamental circuits to the 
maximum possible. 

Ratio of the number of edges to the 
maximum possible. 
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H=max eu 
i,j 

o=max Su 
",j 

K:i=max Sij 
j-.j 

D= LSij 
i,j 

A=_I_" .. 
n(n_I).L. S" '., 

I o ~ H ~ - n(n -I) 
2 

I~o~n-I 

I 2 n(n -I) ~ D ~ - n (n -I) 
2 

I ~ A ~~n 
2 

The height of a graph. 

the diameter of G 

the Konig number of vertex i 

the dispersion of G (measure of 
connectivity). 
the average path length in G 

Table 1. some parameters of simple graphs (Cliff et aL 1979, p . 301). 

Even though these parameters do not describe all the differences between graphs, they are able 
to summarize some of their characteristics. For example a graph representing a transport 

network of high connectivity would generate low values for 0, K,D and A. James et aL (1970) 
suggest a more discerning technique, the measurement of which depends on an analysis of the 
frequency distribution of the lengths (weights) of the edges. Other measures include measures 
of complexity (see Temperley 1981). Figure 4 shows a graph and the values for some of the 
parameters of table 1. 

C C 

Parameters of this graph: 

centers C 
order (v) 7 
size (e) 12 
p 

8=3 

~=6 

~=1.71 

IX= OAOO 

Y= 0.571 

In addition to the parameters 
listed above, it is also possible to 
identify the center(s) of a tree 
(min 0 ), shown as 'C's in 
Figure 4. The eccentricity of a 
vertex is the distance from a 
vertex to the furthest vertex and 

Figure 4. Attributes describing a graph we can use this definition to 
define the center of a graph as being the vertex with minimum eccentricity. It is also possible 
to define the radius (not necessarily half the diameter) of a graph (Deo 1989) as well as its 
capacity (Bollobas 1979). Using such descriptions, it is possible to model features and their 
relationships and describe their preferred properties. 

One parameter of note is the value of y, which is a measure of completeness (Figure 4 is 57.1 % 
complete). A graph is said to be complete if, for any simple graph, every pair of distinct 
vertices are adjacent. We can calculate the number of edges of a complete graph if we know the 
number of vertices making up the simple graph. If n is the total number of vertices, then the 
number of edges is exactly 1/2 n (n-I). Such an index can help describe the level of 
connectivity in a graph. Consider Figure 2, where, if it were complete it would have 36 edges. 
Ignoring the loop, it has 12 edges and is therefore 12/36 or 33% complete. 

Graphs, Geography and Cartography 
Graph theory is a branch of mathematics which enables the modelling of relationships 
between objects, and since this branch of mathematics has emerged several geographers have 
discussed its potential (for example Robinson and Foulds 1980; James et aL 1970). The problem 
of the Konigsberg bridge is frequently cited (Figure 5), the problem being to commence a walk, 
cross all seven bridges just once and return to the same point. 
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Graphs can be used to represent 
geographical features such as 
road and river networks and 
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Figure 5. Konigsberg and its graph theoretic representation 

(such as symbiosis or 
contiguity) . Cliff et al. (1979) 
demonstrate its use in transport 
network grow th and 
comparison, and in modelling 
river regimes. 

In cartography, graph theory has been used to solve the coloring problem: namely what is the 
minimum number of colors required to color a map and not have two contiguous regions the 
same color. The number of colors is termed its chromatic number and it has been shown that 
for simple polygon division, the number is four or less. But there are some more intriguing 
ways in which we can use graph theory to aid in map generalization. From a generalization 
point of view we wish to capture the essence of an object and its properties and preserve these 
qualities during the generalisation process. We are therefore interested in the connectedness 
and shape of features and can use graph theory to capture and quantify (such as in Table 1) 
some of these qualities. 

Graph Theory and Map Generalization 
Generalisation is more than a set of operations applied wholesale to groups of features 
classified according to data type. The subtleties of map design mean that general iza tion 
techniques are applied both within classes of objects and between different classes of objects. 
This reflects the fact that objects have their own behaviour w hich varies according to several 
factors, but principally map task, scale, theme, symbology, and contextual content (Mackaness 
1991). 

Figure 6. Conservation of Character 

For example the inclusion of a feature in a map is a 
compromise between many competing factors such as 
map real estate, relative importance, a user's knowledge 
as well as their powers of interpretation. Though 
general isation operators are applied based principally on 
an analysis of space, a map is as much about the 
communication of spatial concepts. 

What governs good design is the success 
with which we convey the nature of 
space and facilitate its interpretation. 
When we generalize an object we wish 
to capture the essence of its 
characteristics and preserve them in its 
generalized form. Thus a hairpin road 
has fewer bends but is exaggerated at 
reduced scale (Figure 6) . One of the 
geographical characteristics of space is 

Figure 7. Conservation of Network Characteristics the connectivity that exists between 
objects (both physical and logical). Typically we wish to convey the clustering of roads that 
belie a town or its remoteness. We also wish to convey the notion of the relatively sparse, long 
road sections between those towns (Figure 7). Describing these clusters usin'g graph theoretic 
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techniques is discussed by Zahn (1971). Since graphs can be weighted and directed to convey 
these notions, it would appear that they can be used to describe the relationships between 
objects on' a map. The description of relationships between objects is a prerequisite to the 
utilization of knowledge based map generalization systems (Muller 1989; 1991). 

Generalization of Networks and Component Analysis 
As mentioned in the overview, digraphs are reducible and can also be used to identify lower 
limits of information. Surprisingly there are few situations where directional graphs need to be 
used in order to facilitate generalization. Roads are, in principal, bi-directional, and whilst 
hydrological features have flow, it is not a characteristic that is used to help in their 
symbolization (though it has been used to aid image interpretation (Paiva et al. 1992) and 
directional graphs have been used to facilitate contour labeling (Wu and Mackaness 1992), and 
algorithms exist that determine shortest paths through directed graphs (Tarjan 1983). An 
algorithm that determines shortest paths would have application in dynamic generalisation; 
for example in in-car road navigation systems where it was necessary to identify and highlight 
an efficient route across town through a one way system (White 1991). 

Digraphs in Map Generalization 
As discussed earlier, digraphs can be used in the generalization of networks, for example in 
one way road systems in towns (for discussion see Ore 1963). 

abc 
Figure 8. Three states of generalization of a road network, 

and has therefore been removed. 

Various algorithms have been 
developed to reduce the number of 
edges in a directed graph whilst still 
ensuring that it is feasible to travel 
from anyone vertex to another (Figure 
8). Note that in Figure 8b, the small 
cul-de-sac (which can be identified as 
the disconnected set of a vertex of 
degree 1), is not critical to the 
preservation of overall connectivity 

Chapter 2 of Robinson and Foulds (1980) shows how digraphs can be condensed by 
component analysis. The components are identified based on their directional behaviour and 
the 'outreach' from a given vertex (which vertices it is possible to travel to from a specified 
vertex) . It is then possible to group vertices together into 'component subgraphs' (Robinson 
and Foulds, 1980, p.51) and these components can then be reduced to single vertices - thus 
condensing the graph but maintaining the connectivity between the subgraphs. 

Weighted Graphs used to Mimic the Generalization of Networks 
Using weighted graphs, we are able to generate minimum trees. Weights can be assigned to 
each edge of a graph so as to indicate factors such as distance between features or capacities. 
Indeed each edge might have a number of weights according to the number of attributes 
associated with each edge. In Figure 9a, depicting part of a stream network, the numbers have 
been assigned on the basis of Strahler'S (1960) stream ordering principle. The graphs of 9a and 
9b are also shown. Such weighting has immediate and apparent use in network generalization 
(Rusak Mazur and Castner 1990), as well as in symbolization (as illustrated under the graph of 
9a). Figure 9b shows the same network but with only stream order 3 and 4 shown. Numerous 
researchers have ' highlighted problems such as the one illustrated in Figure 9b whereby the 
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lakes have become 'detached' from the network because part of the 'core' path was comprised 
of a section of lower stream order. 

Most human 
Isolated o cartographers 

,... • vertices of would extend 
".. ~ degree zero the line to 'catch ' 

\ 

the lakes. This 

1: can be similarly 
achieved 
through the 
app lication of 

4 3 2 4 3 graph theory by 
-- - - inspecting the 
9a 9b graph before 

Figure 9. Weight assignment based on Strah ler, their graphs and isolated vertex and aft e r 
generalization. We can identify lakes that have become isolated as well as the disconnected set 
(the set of edges) that isolated the lakes. Given the graph for the stream network, we can issue 
the following instruction to reflect the more subtle application of general ization techniques: 
Remove all edges with a 'weight' less than three unless that edge is the disconnecting set for 
vertices labeled 'lake', in which case retain it . Finally we should also observe that such a rule is 
applicable only for a range of scales, and that such a rule could be further refined, for example 
to control the elimination of lakes as an alternative to retaining the disconnected edges. 

Minimum spanning tree algorithms and the reduction of information 
Potentially minimum spanning trees (MSTs) have many uses in generalization. This section 
reviews their use in reducing map content in networks and associated information but MSTs 
can also be used to identify groups of points in proximity. Identification of clusters of features 
on a map is prerequisite to a number of generalization operations including selective removal, 
displacement, exaggeration or scale change (Mackaness 1991). For an excellent discussion of 
MSTs in Euclidean space and their relationships with Voronoi diagrams the reader is referred 
to Chapter 6 of Preparata and Shamos (1985). 

Kruskal's minimum spanning tree algorithm can be used to generalize networks and control 
the reduction of information in maps at smaller scales, assuming that the network is in the 
form of a finite weighted graph. The resulting graph, coupled with parametric information 
(such as in table 1), can be used to control other information associated with the graph such as 
town names. An implementation of Kruskal's algorithm was used to generate the results 
shown in the following graph. An important cartographic condition is that at certain small 
scales, there is not enough space to show every class of road and link between towns. An 
overriding objective remains that we need to convey the notion of connectivity that exists 
between features, in the following example, towns. In the example below the graph has been 
weighted according to the distance between towns, but other factors could be used (for 
example time). The shorter the distance, the lower the weight. We can use Kruskal's algorithm 
(also known as the greedy algorithm), to find the minimum weight spanning tree (MST) in a 
connected graph (for a description of this algorithm see Aho et al 1974) - one that connects all 
vertices using the least number of edges of the lowest weights. This minimum spanning tree is 
acyclic - being a graph that has no circuit. 
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The advantage of such an approach is that irrespective of the magnitude of weight given to an 
edge, no vertex becomes isolated (of degree 0). Thus if a map contains a town connected solely 
by a minor road, it will be retained using this algorithm, thereby preserving the connectivi ty of 
that town wi th other towns. The distances shown on the graph came from Rand McNally 
(1991). 
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Figure 10. a) Major towns and roads in South Carolina, b) its graph, c) its generalized form. 

Figure 10 shows the major roads and towns for South Carolina, on the eastern seaboard of the 
USA. The graph of that map is shown in Figure 10 (b). Kruskal's algorithms has been applied 
to the graph to determine the minimum spanning tree and this is highl ighted in the graph of 
Figure 10 (b). Those vertices of degree three are also labeled. Using only the information in 
Figure 10 (b), the map (c) was derived. The graph has been used to reduce the amoun t of 
transportation network shown, reduce the amount of tex t and hig hligh t towns of special 
importance, This was done by removing all edges not belonging to the MST, removing text 
associated with vertices of degree less than four and making bold any vertex with degree 
greater than seven (in this case the town of Columbia, which is of degree 10). 

If we had used time instead of distance, the graph generated would tend to choose fast roads 

(such as motorways or interstates). The calculated degree of completeness (y), for Figure lOa 
and lOb is 30% and 12% respectively. Thus we can vary the content from 30% down to 12% 
with the knowledge that we have re tained the notion of connectivity. In a situation where the 
percentage difference was great, we might assume from a cartographic perspective that we 
had los t too much of the context of connectivity and revisit the graph, adding edges of lower 
weights until the percentage difference fell wi thin some pre-defined tolerance. For example 
Figure 11 shows the same map at 24% complete (edges have been successively added to Figure 
10c). As stated previously, a features inclusion in a map is a compromise between many 
competing factors, and is not a crass decision based solely on scale, or that one feature type 
stays at the expense of another. 
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If there was a need to reduce the content below 12%, 
this would indicate the need to also reduce the number 
of vertex features (in this case cities or towns). This 
form of content reduction acknowledges the role 
played by various features in creating a gestalt of 
woven information - each feature contributing to the 
nature, and reflecting the behaviour of, other features 
on the map. The degree of completeness is one 
approach to measuring map content that enables the 

Savannah measurement and selection of objects for removal. 
Figure 11. South Carolina - 24 % complete . 
In a separate application of MSTs, Zahn (1971) shows how they can be used to detect different 
types of clusters. Geographical features can be identified based on a taxonomy by clusters 
(dense roads denote towns, clusters of islands an archipelago, groups of trees a forest), and 
such information is critical to the successive generalizations of objects at smaller scales. 

Connectivity Influencing the Likelihood of Inclusion in a Map 
Knowledge of feature connectivity can govern the inclusion of other features. For example 
where a remote town was accessible only on foot or by river, these routes of access are likely to 
be shown on a map, even where the scale would normally preclude their inclusion. Using 
graph theory they can be identified as the disconnecting set. Thus graph theory can be used to 
secure the connectivity context of fea tures when generaliza tion techniques are being applied. 

Corridor Maps 
We can also use such graphs to derive corridor maps by first identifying an intended path 
through a graph theoretic representation of a topographic map (for example a railway map or 
walking map of the Pennine Way in England). The features local to the route can be identified 
by identifying edges and vertices adjacent to the path. This would create a graph that 
represented a 'corridor map' (or strip map) w hich in effect would show local towns and 
amenities. 

Some Preliminary Rules 
We summarize this paper by lis ting a selection of rules that can be formulated in a graph 
theoretic form and could be used in a rule based system to control the selection and degree of 
application of various generalization techrtiques. Some of the example rules are compound and 
would require additional analysis through the application of theories other than just graph 
theory. 
'A feature with degree a is an isolated feature: 
A feature can have additional prominence by virtue of its isola tion. This fact coupled with the 
use of Euclidean Minimum Spanning Trees (EMSTs) can thus be used to preserve features in 
culturally sparse areas (for example a mountain refuge hut) . 
'Where a cycle exists, edges can be removed on a hierarchical basis without isolating a 
feature' 
This is the basic premise under w hich MSTs were applied to generalize networks whilst 
maintaining connectivity. 
'A feature with degree 1 is a terminus in a network' 
Sometimes we w ish to preserve terminus features, for example w here they represent an 
'outpost'. Alternatively they may represent cul-de-sacs (figure 6), in w hich case they can be 
omitted. Again the use of EMSTs would help differentiate between outpost and cul-de-sac. 
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'A feature with proportionately high degree compared with the mean degree of tIll' graph, has 
I/Ilb like qualities' 
When a feature is common to a high number of other adjacent features, that feature becomes 
important because objects traveling through the network will travel 'via' that feature. For 
example the city of Columbia had degree 10, and this fact was used to control its symbology 
(Figure x). 
'A feature that is the sale member of the discol1nectil1g set is more importal1t than features 
Hot serving this task but of a similar type' 
This was the underlying rule used to prevent the isolation of two lakes connected to a river 
network (Figure x), but could have been applied in any situation where the connectivity 
between features needed to be preserved. 
'An artiClilate feature displays hub like qualities and additionally provides IlI1ique 
connectivity between features' 
Those traveling across a network will be forced to route via an articulate feature, and so that 
feature will have raised importance. For example, Calais is a small fishing port in France, but 
has elevated importance as one of the main cross channel ferry terminus connecting the UK 
with France. 
'Where edges of differeHt types meet, the vertex has raised importance' 
Where there is a change in mode of transport, (from ferry to road, or rail to float plane), the 
feature (such as a town), has the quality of 'connecting' terminuses of different types, and again 
has a raised importance. Again this describes one of the discerning attributes of a town, where 
typically you find rail, bus and river terminus. 

The above list is by no means exhaustive and does demonstrate the need to gather additional 
information in order to determine the appropriate generalization technique. The use of these 
rules can help to more finely select features based on their attributes and their role in the map. 
For example, if we assume we knew many of the spatial and non spatial attributes of a set of 
towns, we could prioritize them based on which of the above rules applied. 

Conclusion 
This paper has shown how graph theory can be applied to help with a number of design 
problems; in the first instance, weighted graphs and/or directional graphs can be used to 
hierarchically omit or delete classes of features (for example the river network of Figure 9) . 
Whilst different cities, towns and villages will have different mean degrees and completeness, 
graph theory can be used to prevent the road network of a town falling below a level at which 
the towns become disconnected. Whilst this would have the effect of de-emphasizing the 
difference in urban street complexity between towns (and therefore by inference its size), the 
authors consider that it is equally important to represent the connectivity between features as 
it is their difference in size (especially as there are other ways of showing size difference 
through use of symbols and text). Whilst its obvious application is in identifying remote 
features as well as maintaining connectivity between features, graph representations can also 
be used to help select features in general proximity to other features. Thus it is possible to 
create 'strip' maps. Not only can it be used to identify remote features, but also key links 
between features, such as a minor road that crosses over a pass, linking two remote mountain 
villages. 

Almost irrespective of the theory applied, the authors have argued a course that requires a 
'rich' database; at the point of data collection (the first abstraction) it is necessary to collect 
additional non-spatial attributes so that links (both spatial and non-spatial) can be identified 
and values assigned. If we wish to apply generalization techniques in the same subtle way that 
they are applied in human map design (in order to convey ordering, distinction, comparison, 
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combination, and recognition of relations) then this additional information is required. No 
amount of second level processing will bring back what. was not collected at the first 
abstraction. The interpretation of a feature is itself dependent on a context provided by other 
features. Thus a features inclusion or exclusion from a map graphic is not solely based on 
theme and scale, but also its interaction with other features, and the competition for space. The 
application of graph theory enables us to formalize some of the relationships that exist 
between these features and thus gain a better insight into how features interact and in turn 
help us to make better decisions in map design. 
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Generalization of digital surface models 
J.T. Bj0rke, T. Midtb0 (Trondheim, N) 

Abstract 

This paper demonstrates how information theory can be applied to the 
estimation of pa rameters for contouring from digital surface models. The 
optimLUn amount of variation in a contour map is defined to correspond to 
the maximLUn va lue of the useful information, i.e. the channel capacity. 

The generaliza tion of the surface model is based on a triangular irregu lar 
network (TIN). The TIN is constructed in an adaptive manner which pro
vides models of various accuracy. Various param eters for the method are 
discussed. 

The paper al so includes a short discussion on the handling of nationwide 
models by block-based triangu lation. 

1 Introduction 

The use of TIN (Triangular Irregular Network) as data structures for terrain sur
faces has increased in ex tension recent years. Surface modelling is very often 
based on huge data sets, using models that have to be efficient in terms of time. For 
example navigation charts cover large areas, and the surface model of the bottom 
of the sea has to be very efficient when a ship is under way. 

Delaunay triangulation is definitely the most used teclmique for the triangu
lar modelling of terrain surfaces. This method is based on achieving a well pro
portionated triangular geometry betw een the horizontal projections of the data 
points. By using the incremental method for DelaLU1ay triangulation [LS80] and 
[GS85], it is possible to determine the contribution a point will make to the model, 
before the point is included in the network. This process is named "qualified se
lec tion of points" in Section 2, and leads to the efficient generation of models with 
various degrees of accuracy. 

A problem in the map generaliza tion of a surface model is the selec tion of an 
a ppropria te dimension for the parameters which control the amoLmt of detail. We 
have carried Out an experiment in this field based on information theory. 
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A sub division of the areas into blocks is required for the efficient triangulation 
of large areas. Section 4 gives a brief discussion of this. 

2 Surface generalization by qualified selection of points 

Cartographic gelleralization consists of several sub-processes according to [Aas92] 
and [SM89] among others. The qualified selection of points is in fact a simplifica
tion, which probably is the most important sub-process. However, the qualified 
selec tion of points is not primarily used for cartographic simplification, ra ther to 
simplify the surface model. We have consequently chosen to refer to the process 
as the generalization of the surface model. 

The basis for the triangulation by the incremental method is a set of points in 
the 3 dimensional space covered by an initial network. The points are included in 
the network due to their contribution, and the edges are subsequently reorganized 
lUltil the geometrical condition of Definition 1 are met for the whole network. 

Definition 1 A Delallllay network in two dilJlellsions COll sists of IIOIl -overlapping tri
angles where 110 poillts ill the Iletwork are enclosed by tile cirClllI/scribillg circles of allY 
triallgle. 

A triangle formed by three points represents an exact description of a plane 
in space. When candidate points that lie inside the horizontal projec tion of the 
triangle fall in the triangle plane, these points will make no contribution to the 
model. 

Example: When a sea surface is represented by a g rid model, a lot of redundant 
data are stored. In the TIN model the surface is represented by large triangles 
"rooted" on the shore.<) 

It is possible to ex tend this algorithm to ignore "almost redlUldant" points as well. 
This means that a point might not be included in the triangular mesh if it lies close 
to one of the triangles. Consequently it is possible to establish surface models with 
various degrees of accuracy. The accuracy is se t by a predefined threshold value 
for the point inclusion . 

When a generalized surface model is required, it is an advantage that the se
lected points give the best possible description of the surface. During the insertion 
process in the incremental algorithm, a split poill t is chosen from the points tha t are 
enclosed by the present triangle. Usually the most distant paint in each triangle 
makes the most significant contribution to the model, and is consequently chosen 
as the split paint. After the triangle is split and surrow1ding edges are reorga
n.ized, every triangle that is in.fluenced by the reorganiza tion will have a new split 
point. When all the points lie closer to the triangle than the predefined threshold, 
A, no more points will be included inside that triangle. The triangulation for the 
entity area is terminated when every point, that is not included in the network, is 
closer to a triangle than A. 

The triangles to split can be chosen in random succession. This is simple, effi
cient, and experiments show that the results are quite good. However, the surface 
models do not necessarily become identical when one data set is processed tw ice 
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when the point succession is changed. As the variation is small, the precision of 
the surface model wi ll still be the same. It is possible to avoid this "problem" by 
getting the triangle to split in a more sophisticated way. During the triangulation 
we can, for example, always split the triangle which has the most distant point. 
In this case variations caused by different point succession only occur when we 
have to choose between two (or more) triangles with equal distances to the most 
distant point. 

2.1 Threshold for point inclusion 

The threshold for point inclusion depends on the problem to be solved and wi ll 
vary in type and size. Figure 1 shows a typical threshold, ).. '" Every point that 
is closer to their enclosing triangle than ).." will not be included in the mesh . The 

a 

A )~ , 

B 

c 

Y. c 
). 

A 
B 

Figure 1: (a) Threshold value, ).. 1" for the perpendicular distance. (b) A cut through 
the triangle. (c) Region inside the threshold value. 

threshold in Figure 1 is designed for the perpendicular distance from point PQ (xQ' YQ, zQ) 

to the triangular plane, 6 A BC'. calculated by Equation 1 

(1) 

When we are searching for the most distant point from a triangle, it is less time 
consuming to only compare the numerators of Equation 1. The denominator is 
equal for all points enclosed by a triangle. Consequently the split point is deter
mined by Equation 2. 

'< 1' = max 1 (T .t·; + by; + (':::; + d I. (i = 1, 2, .. , 11 ) (2) 

n is the number of points enclosed by the horizontal projection of 6 ABC' . 
A closely related method is to look at the vertical dis tance between the point 

and triangle plane. The point related to Sv of Equation 2 is chosen as split point 
when we use the vertical distance. 

1 

d + by; + (L .C; 1 
,c:.: u = H ) ('\X Zi + . 

C; 
(i = 1.2 .... 1I )(c; oj 0) (3) 

A common fea ture of both methods is that it is indifferent which side of the trian
gle the most distant point is situated. A pOint above the triangle represents a peak 
while a point below represents a trough. For certain tasks it may be advantageous 
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to keep separate threshold values for each side of the triangle. The threshold value 
can also depend on where the point lies in the model. Some areas may be more 
important than others and we will have: 

A = f( :rgloba l, Ygloba tl (4) 

Similarly the tiu·eshold sometimes might depend on ti1e z value: 

(5) 

Example: For maritime charts it is important to include all peaks that can be dan
gerous for navigation. Consequentiy the threshold value above the triangles are 
very important and should be rather small, maybe even zero. Bellow the trian
gles, size of A is of minor importance and can be much grea ter. For certain areas, 
for example through a fairw ay, it might be interesting to maintain a higher level 
of accuracy. In that case the threshold is se t by Equation 4. Further, maritime 
charts have to keep a higher level of detail in shallow waters. The threshold is 
consequently set by Equation 5 where A grows when the depth is deeper.O 

In many cases it is best to include maximum and minimum points (ex tremal 
points) for ti1e surface in the model, even if these points are closer to a triangle ti1an 
the predefined threshold. To be sure ti1at such points are included in ti1e mesh, all 
points below ti1e lowest z-value or above the highest z-value in the triangle are 
included in the network. Figure 2 shows a cut through a triangle and the areas 

Figure 2: A cut through the threshold zone for A" and Au when ex tremal points are 
included. 

that are inside the ti1feshold. During the triangulation it is also possible to include 
an extremal point rati1er than the most distant point. However, when using the 
ti1feshold zone in Figure 2 it is necessary to check ti1e inclination and orientation of 
ti1e adjacent triangles. This is because ti1ere will not be an extremal point between 
two subsequent triangles in the same slope. 

The methods for incremental Delaunay triangulation and qualified selec tion 
of points are in [Mid93) ex tended to be valid in three dimensions. The result is 
adaptive data modelling by tetrahedral irregular networks. 

Example: A lot of temperature measurements have been sampled for a sea area . 
If ti1e sampling of data is easy, most of the measurements are probably redw1-
dant. For each sample x, y, depth and temperature are measured . A tetrahedral 
data structure may be generated to store the information. If the temperature of 
some samples inside a tetrahedron can be calculated from the four vertices of the 
tetrahedron, it is not necessary to store these samples in our data structure.O 
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3 Information theory 

A problem in the map-generaliza tion of a surface model, is the selection of an 
appropriate dimension for the parameters which control the amount of detail. 

An obvious question is: "How can parameters of a generaliza tion algorithm be 
optimized?" . The answer is not obvious as we must decide what is the meaning 
of optimization. 

We turn the question another way and ask: "What is information and how can 
information be measured?". 

Information theory, as given by Shannon and Weaver [SW64], is a fruitful point 
of view for our problem formulation. According to information theory the useful 
information in a message is defined as: 

11. = H(X) - 1-I v(X) (6) 

where H (X) is the entropy of the information source and Hy (X) is the so-called 
equivoca tion . 

If the transition probabilities are known, the useful information can be calcu
lated as: 

R = - L L P; . P;j . log L Pk . llkj + L L P; . JJ; j . log P;j (7 ) 
k 

where P; is the probability that message i is sent and P;j the probability that 
message i is interpreted as event j . The messages are assumed to be independent. 

A cartographic applica tion of this concept is to select a generaliza tion which 
maximizes the useful information. This value of R is termed the channel capacity. 
When we talk about the optimized values of generalization parameters, we mean 
the parameter values corresponding to the channel capacity. 

The theory is based on discrete, independent events. Geographical data does 
not consist of discrete, unconnected items of data, but instead, positionally re
lated items or continuous surfaces. Therefore, information theory has a limited 
application in cartography and it is not obvious how to apply the theory. Desp ite 
of this defect, we will try to demonstrate an application of information theory in 
contouring from digital surface models. 

3.1 The useful information of a contour line 

We assume a vector representation of a contour line, and we ask the question : 
"How can the entropy of the contour line be calculated?" 

In our approach we select a stra tegy proposed by [Bj091] and [)3j092]. These pa
pers propose using the angle of the break-points as events in the entropy comp u
tation . The underlying philosophy of this choice, is that we regard the breakpoints 
as the information carriers. Since a contour line is a continuous phenomenon, one 
should be aware of this weakness in our information model. 

A digitized line is made up by a consecutive order of points, like for example: 

(Xl , V,) , (X2, Y2) ..... (;C;_ I, Y;_ I), (;c;, V;), (;r;+ I, Y;+ I) .... (.r,,, V,,) 

Angle a" is defined as the angle between the two lines £ ;.;+1 and L;.,_ I. 
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Since a is a continuous value, P; cannot be calculated by simply counting the 
number of different events. Therefore, we classify the angles into a limited number 
of classes and choose these classes as events. However, if the probability density 
distribution p(n) of 0" is known, the entropy of the line can be calculated according 
to: 

H (X) = -l ' p(a) . logp(a)da 

The computation of the equivoca tion is also based on a model proposed by 
[Bj091] and [Bj092]. Since the equivoca tion is dependent on the visual separabil
ity of the elements which make up the line, we have to choose a model which 
describes the visual separability of the events. 

A circle with radius T, hereafter termed the coincidence /III it circle, is the param
eter of the selected model. The computation of the transition probabilities is done 
as: 

If 3T S S;j then p ;] = 0.00 
If 2T S S;j < 3T then P;j = 0.06 
If T S S;j < 2T then p ;] = 0.25 
If 0 S S; j < T then l';j = 0.50 (the events cannot be separated) 

where S;j is the the Euclidian distance between the break-points i and j, and ]J ;j is 
the probability that the angle in break-point i is interpreted as the angle in break
point j. 

Since we have a method to calculate both the entropy of the line and the equiv
ocation, the useful information can simply be computed as the difference between 
these two. 

The value of T is of course very significant to the value of R. Therefore, T must 
be selected carefully, the actual graphical device considered. 

3.2 The useful information from a set of contour lines 

The selection of the equidistance in contour maps is a critical step . The following 
model is only a proposal and we have ye t not implemented it. Our proposal is: 

1. Select the contour lines themselves as events. 

2. Compute the probabilities as a function of the length of the contour lines: 
P; = f(8;). 

3. Compute the transition probabilities as a function of the leng th of the con
flicting areas P;j = g(05;j) . 

4. Use the previous steps to compute the equidistance corresponding to the 
ma ximum useful information. 

This model does not consider constraints such as the equidistance being a num
ber which is easy to memorize. If the application requires such constraints, the 
entropy-computed equidistance can be used as a starting point for a modifica tion . 
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3.3 Model to estimate parameters in surface contouring 

This discussion has led us to propose the following method to estimate parameter 
values in surface contouring: 

1. Compute the value of the generalization parameters corresponding to the 
optimum variation of the contour lines. 

2. Compute the optimum equidistance. 

3.4 An example 

The previous theory is applied to a triangular surface model covering part of Nor
way. Figure 3 shows the experiment. The map scale in the figure is 1:250.000 and 
T is given the value 0.2mm. From the figure it can be seen that R has its maxi
mum when the generalization parameter .\ has the value 150m. It is important to 
notice that the theory is applied to the contour lines while the surface model is 
generalized, i.e. the surface model is generalized, not the contour lines. 

H 

R 

.\ =Om .\ = 150m 

100 200 300 

Figure 3: Information theory applied to a single contour line. Map scale 1:250.000, 
parameter T = 0.2mm. I this case R has its maximum when ,\ = 150m. 

4 Block-based management of the surface model 

Data sets for surface modelling very often consist of a huge number of points, 
particular! y for terrain surfaces. When the surface model is used for a practical 
purpose, only parts of the set may be necessary for computer processing. When 
new parts of the data set are required, a procedure for merging two adjacent trian
gular meshes is useful. If there are proper routines for merging triangular meshes, 
this means that we can handle data sets with an endless number of points. When 
the requested calculations are completed in certain areas, this part of the network 
is removed from the computer memory. New areas can then be merged to the net
work and the surface model will behave like a seamless model. It also means that 
large data sets can be handled by small computers, where memory is a serious 
limitation. 
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The basis for the triangulation is a set of points which is situated on the surface 
we want to describe. Before doing the blockwise triangulation, the data set has to 
be divided into smaller subsets. It is best to manage the blocks such that they are 
based on an equal n umber of points. 

Each block is triangulated as an independent opera tion, with or without the 
qualified selec tion of points. The blocks are subsequently merged. A merging 
method where invalid boundary edges are removed, and new edges connects the 
neighbouring meshes, is described by [LS80). [Mid93) describes two other merg
ing algorithms where invalid edges along the boundaries are reorganized due to 
the merge operation. 

Various advantages of the block method can be listed : 

Nationwide models. A division into sub-models is required for nationwide mod
els. Working on an area divided into blocks is much faster than handling 
large, heavy models in one operation. 

Algorithm complexity. The theoretical worst case behaviour of the incremental 
algorithm is 0(,,2), while p rac tical tests show a running time of O( n log 11 ) 
[HeI90). But the importance of the complexity will decrease when using 
smaller blocks. [Mid93) shows by experiments that the optimal block size 
is about 15-40 points. 

Computer memory. UN1X systems can perform swapping of the memory to disk 
when necessary. When the blocks are well adapted to the memory, less disk 
swaps are performed by the computer. 

Triangulation in parallel. The block methods are well suited for triangula tion 
on parallel computers. The triangulation becomes very efficient when the 
blocks are triangulated in parallel in different processors, and subsequently 
merged two and two, also in parallel. 

When fas t access to a huge model is essential it is advantageous to store the TIN 
structure in blocks on disk. Consequently a proper addressing system is required 
to give the triangles a global reference. [Mid93) proposes block division by a 
quad-tree method and the use of Morton indexes. The Morton index will form a 
global address for the triangles together with the local index for each triangle. 

5 Concluding remarks 

Models of various accuracy can be constructed when using the qualified selection 
of points. This method has made it possible to make simple surveyable m odels 
where only the distinctive surface characterizations remain. Models of higher res
olution can be generated by the refinement of the simpler model. 

It is demonstrated how information theory can be used to estimate the values 
of generalization parameters in surface contouring. Unfortunately, it is very hard 
to imagine that information theory will provide a model for all the aspects of gen
eraliza tion. Therefore, we assume information theory is one of several techniques 
in quantifying the efficiency of transmitting cartographic data. Further resea rch 
in this area is recommended. Attention should be paid to the fa ct that information 
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theory is based on discrete, independent events, while geographical phenomena 
are usually continuous and spatially correlated. Our experiments show informa
tion theory is used for the contour lines while the surface model is generalized. 
The next step will be to use the information theory directly on the surface model. 

Block-based triangulation seems to be an efficient method for the modelling of 
huge areas by TINs. Heavy operations on large areas become much simpler in a 
smaller model. 
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Treating of area features concerning the derivation of digital 
cartographic models 
M. Beines (Bonn, D) 

Summary: Methods for implementing individual generalisation 
procedures are examined as part of a concept for a computer
assisted generalisation system to be used for creating Digital 
Cartographic Models (DKM) as part of the ATKIS project. The paper 
will give particular consideration to the scope and content of 
selection and combination within the generalisation process and 
propose a computer-assisted solution for combination. 

1 . Introduction 

The State Surveying Offices of the individual Federal States in 
Germany are currently creating ATKIS (Authoritative Topographic
Cartographic Information System). It consists of Digital 
Landscape Models (DLM) and Digital Cartographic Models (DKM). The 
DLM are used to store topographic information relating to the 
Earth's surface to which the DKM then allocates cartographic 
symbols. The feature catalogues (OK), which contain the 
definitions for the capture or acquisition of landscape features, 
form the basis for the DLM structure . The rules governing the 
creation of map features in the DKM and their symbolisation are 
stored in the symbol catalogue (SK). Because DLM and DKM are 
separate models, the digital cartographic data must be derived 
from the DLM . 

At present the data for digital landscape model DLM 25 are being 
captured in the first project implementation stage which will run 
until 1995 . Since this data capture process is now well-advanced 
- in North Rhine-Westfalia, for example, more than 50% of the 
area has already been captured - the problem of creating a 
digital cartographic model with a scale of 1:25000 tDKM 25) is 
becoming increasingly important. The derivation process used for 
data transition from DLM 25 to DKM 25 comprises several 
operations, including, in particular, computer-assisted 
generalisation. Since DLM 25/1 consists mainly of linear elements 
and areas and since land usage is to be fully defined for the 
whole surface area within the topographic model, the treatment 
of area features is of particular interest. The selection and 
combination procedures of generalisation are especially 
important. 

This paper will report on work carried out on the generalisation 
of area features at the Institute of Cartography and Topography 
at Bonn University. The treatment of selection and combination 
necessarily overlaps with other generalisation procedures, 
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particularly with simplification and displacement . 

2. Generalisation in ATKIS 

Depending on application, generalisation can be divided into 
feature and cartographic generalisation . This terminology, which 
also applies to conventional map production, needs to be expanded 
due to the digital derivation of a DKM from a DLM. As Fig . 1 
shows, the feature generalisation is divided into two areas: 
Feature generalisation according to OK and feature generalisation 
according to SK. OK feature generalisation occurs during 
transition from a landscape or other original model, i.e. aerial 
photographs, to a digital landscape model in which the data 
capture rules as defined in the OK have been taken into account. 
During the first derivation from the DLM of an initial 
cartographic ungeneralised digital cartographic model, also 
called a raw-DKM, pre-defined selection criteria in the SK are 
used as a basis so that one can speak of feature generalisation 
according to SK. Via digital intermediate models (DZM) which are 
created during further processing, and which occur after each 
application of a specifc generalisation procedure, one finally 
arrives at the end product, a complete cartographic, generalised 
DKM. 

Structuring cartographic generalisation into fractional steps is 
carried out in accordance with Hake, who distinguished between 
seven elementary procedures (Hake 1982) : simplification, 
enhancement , displacement, combination, selection, classif ication 
and emphasising . 

These cannot be viewed as separate units, since they interact 
with one another . Cartographic generalisation therefore presents 
itself as a highly complex process. 

fea11Jre generalisation feature 
acx:o<dlng 10 OK 

gene-
raJi· 

fea11Jre genemllsation aaIion 

aa:o<dlng 10 SK 

generalisation C8J1o. 
procedtJre1 

gra· 
phlc 

genemllsation 
go"... procedure 210 ... 1 
rail· 

aaIion 

generalisation 
procedure n 

Fig . 1 - Generalisation in ATKIS 
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3. Problems of area generalisation 

3 . 1 Generalisation procedures in the treatment of areas 

In ATKIS all map features are allocated to seven feature areas: 
fixed points, settlements, traffic routes, vegetation, waters, 
relief, and regions. 46 . 3% (129) of all map feature classes are 
area features. A large part of these is classified as settlement 
feature fields. However, numerous area features also occur in the 
vegetation and waters fields; 2/3 of all vegetation features are 
area map feature types. The division into area features in the 
map image was researched using a variety of map sheets, urban 
districts (UD), cultivated lowland areas (CL) and cUltivated 
highland areas (CH). This research shows that the proportion of 
settled area ranges between 40% and 60%. As expected urban areas 
show the highest value. The highland area is mainly characterised 
by vegetation (57%/28% in UD) . These areas are mainly bordered 
by traffic routes or waterways. The examined urban areas showed, 
for example, that 64% of settled areas and 73% of the vegetation 
areas were completely bordered by other linear features (traffic 
and waters), whilst in the cultivated highlands this applied to 
only 30% of the settled areas and 49% of the vegetation areas. 

If we consider the individual generalisation procedures for area 
treatment in greater detail, then we can conclude the following: 

The classification problem faced by ATKIS was already tackled 
during the compilation of the detailed keys for map features in 
the symbol catalogues. 

As far as simplification is concerned , it can be said that the 
treatment of areas mainly means outline simplification . If 
traffic and waterway networks have already been processed, then 
they must, if they border area surfaces assume the area outlines . 
As far as any other area perimeter representation is concerned, 
the same principles can be applied as already apply to linear 
simplification. Practical surveys of various map examples have 
shown that linear features, such as roads, railway lines, waters, 
contribute to area formation by up to 50%-70%. The major 
proportion of the linear networks is formed by roads and paths 
(50%-60%) . 

As far as selection and combination within the generalisation 
process are concerned, special attention must be given to the 
fact that in ATKIS all map areas are defined according to usage 
type . There are no longer any undefined open spaces or white map 
areas. Areas for which no presentation is foreseen in the DKM 
must be allocated to other areas; the same applie s to areas which 
are smaller than the minimum area sizes defined in the SK. Whilst 
ATKIS has solved some of the selection problems by providing 
appropriate selection criteria in the symbol catalogue, 
computer-assisted solutions will have to be developed for 
combination. Buildings require separate tre atment . As they are 
not included in DLM 25/1, they were initially ignored for the 
purposes of our r esearch. 
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3.2 Special treatment of selection and combination 

3.2 . 1 General remarks 

The selection step in the generalisation process always serves 
to reduce the number of features in a map. All that remains are 
features which serve the purpose or topic of the map and which 
can still be clearly represented in the respective scale . 
Selection becomes necessary when map features are oversized and, 
at the same time, the available space is reduced due to the 
choice of smaller scales. If an area is no longer selected for 
representation due to its small size, a decision must be made as 
to what is to be done with no longer defined space. If empty 
spaces are to be avoided, then the affected area has to be 
allocated to its adjoining areas. This demonstrates the close 
connection between selection and combination. An example is given 
in Fig . 2 . 

Combination as a cartographic generalisation procedure is 
generally seen as graphically combining adjoining homogenous 
features. Characteristic structures in which areas are allocated 
to each other must not be lost . Basically the individual process 
is only applied if the distance between two features is smaller 
than the minimal dimens ion (0 . 2mm as according to HAKE). However, 
combination is not permitted over other topographic features . 
Fig. 2. also shows the combination of vegetation areas in which 
several isolated small woodland areas are combined to make one 
larger vegetation area. 

Fig. 2 - Omission and combination of small areas to make one 
large area (as: SGfK, 1980) 

3.2.2 Scope and content 

The scope of generalisation measures depends, among other 
factors, on the given area criteria. In SK 25 such given values 
are listed as selection and combination criteria for each map 
feature class. If the features fail to meet the criteria, then 
they can be omitted or possibly combined with others. In the case 
of area features the criteria are mostly defined as minimum area 
sizes. They must be carefully aligned to comply with the map 
s ca le . If one chooses too small a va lue, a highly-differentiated 
raw-DKM results in which extensive generalisation measures become 
necessary. On the other hand, if ceiling values are too high, 
areas will be omitted which could easily have been independently 
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represented. Both cases result in less than ideal information 
content . 

Mention is made in Chapter 3.1 of an analysis of map sheets 
representing various landscape types. The survey of these map 
sheets also served to give a general overview of area 
constellations in map image and the scope of generalisation 
measures, especially of combination. The basis was formed by 
plots of the DLM 25/1 data capture onto which the area features 
had be defined. Each area feature was examined with regard to the 
possibility of combining it with adjoining areas . 

In accordance with SK 25 criteria, the following results were 
achieved. 

(a) As shown in Table 1, urban districts (UD) in particular lead 
to l he existence of many small areas (48%) , meaning that such 
areas do not fulfil the selection and combination criteria and 
are therefore not represented. In contrast to cultivated areas, 
only very few combination possibilities exist in the UD because 
a large proportion of area features are bordered by other 
elements which delimit a feature (e . g. roads, railways, rivers). 
Un s olved cas e s in the examined areas remain in small settlement 
areas only. The selection and combination criterion for this in 
SK 25 has been def ined as 3 hectares. If, for example, this 
criterion were reduced down to 0.5 hectares, a size which can 
still be easily represented, then the proportion of small areas 
would be reduced drastically. 

lesl sheet 10Iai number small areas sma with the adjoining cases sol· unsolved cases (taking change of settled 
of areas (sma) possibility areas = 1 vable by cp the criteria in SK 25 area criteria => 0,5 ha 

01 into consideration) 
combination 

sma unsolved cases 

number % number number % 

UD 159 77 30 22 8 47 61 6 1 17 

CL 76 33 23 15 8 10 30 6 0 0 

CH 97 36 24 19 5 12 33 14 5 36 

Table 1 - Evaluation of the survey of area combination for 
small areas (sma) (cp = combination priority) 

(b) During data capture of area features in ok 25 pre-defined 
data capture criteria are given. It is noticeable that the 
prescribed ceiling values of vegetation areas in particular often 
failed to be reached. This means, however, that with complete 
adoption by the DKM, even very small areas would be represented, 
if they were not recognised and treated accordingly. There are 
though also some special cases in which minimum area sizes must 
be ignored, in order to prevent small gaps in the data set. This 
applies, for example, to small vegetation areas at motorway 
intersections. 

(c) Apart from such areas, the test areas also showed some 
features for which no map feature classes have been defined in 
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SK 25: these include sports grounds and greens as well as car 
parks. Their omission would result in empty spaces in the map 
image. Since the aim is to achieve complete usage definition, a 
solution should be found for these areas within the framework of 
combination or new map feature classes should be defined in SK 
25. 

Based on these survey findings, it is possible to divide area 
generalisation into the following problem areas for combination: 

(A) Combination of small areas 
Small areas can no longer be represented due to their 
small size or do not fulfil a pre-defined minimum area 
size . See Fig . 3 . 

(B) Empty spaces 
They occur when feature classes in OK 25 are not defined as 
map feature classes in SK 25. (Fig. 4) Since the aim is to 
achieve a complete area usage definition, these areas must 
be allocated to another map feature class. 

Fig. 3 - Small areas in an urban district (Duisburg) 
No. of small areas: 
a) at > 3 ha all areas with the exception of dotted 
areas 
b) at > 0 . 5 ha only hatched areas 

(C) Combination of two areas because intermediate features are 
omitted in the target scale. This does not occur with the 
1:25000 scale, although it becomes increasingly important 
as the scale is reduced, if a greater selection is chosen 
for the road and waterway networks. 
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(D) Small distance between two areas 
The distance between two separate areas is so small that 
they have to be combined. The feature between the areas 
shows a small area which can no longer be shown on the map . 
Two treatments are possible: Enhancement of the middle area 
or combination with an adjoining area . This problem rarely 
occurs with a scale of 1:25000. 

Fig . 4 - Empty spaces 
(Extract from the city of Duisburg) 

3.2.3 Computer-assisted solution 

Pragmatic solutions for some of the above described problems were 
conceived and programmed at the Institute of Cartography and 
Topography (IKT) at Bonn University. Priority was given to the 
treatment of small and empty spaces . 

The work was based on the DKM data catalogue described in the 
general documentation to ATKIS and implemented in the raw-DKM 
derivation. Fig . 5 shows the rough flow chart for the treatment 
of small areas which will be presented here by way of example. 

During the derivation of raw-DKMs, that is within the frame of 
feature generalisation, small and empty spaces are already marked 
accordingly so that their selection in the raw-DKM will be easy. 
After a small area has been identified, its adjoining areas are 
determined. At the same time a check is run to determine 
bordering features (roads, rivers, ... ) over which combination 
is not possible . If only one adjoining area is found, then the 
two are combined. 
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Fig. 5 - Flow chart showing the treatment of small areas 

If several areas border on the treatment area, then it must be 
decided which feature allocation is to be preferred. Here, a 
feature with the most similar characteristics possible should be 
se lected. Depending on the type of adjoining object, combination 
priorities can be applied which correlate to the structure of the 
features in the OK. The adjoining areas can be given the 
following priority codes: 

100 same map feature class 
90 same feature group 
80 same feature field 
10 different feature fields 
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Adjoining features with the highest combination priority are 
filtered out. If only one object exists with the highest priority 
code (pc), then the solution is clear. If several objects exist 
wi th the same code, more decision-making' aids are required. 
Additionally for this purpose map feature classes are checked for 
these areas. If the adjoining areas have a similar combination 
priority but differing map feature classes, then an allocation 
list is used as a decision-making aid . 

For example, if all the surrounding features belong to the 
feature group 2100 (built - up areas), then the allocation list may 
be structured as follows: 

General and light industrial area (202) 
Area of special use (204) 
Mixed zone (203) 
Residential area (201) . 

The allocation algorithm works alternately with the initial 
position, resulting in the following allocation hierarchies: 

Basic area 

Residential area 
Mixed zone 
General and light industrial area 
Area of special use 

Hierarchy 
adjoining 

203, 204, 
201, 204, 
204, 203, 
203, 202, 

of 
areas 

202 
202 
201 
201 

If two or more features occur with the same map feature class, 
then the feature with the longest common border is determined and 
then combined. This procedure was selected as it helped to avoid 
the creation of short sides and areas with angular shapes. 

The compilation of lists can easily result in decision conflicts. 
Under certain circumstances pragmatic definition may be 
necessary . 

If an area has been determined for combination on the basis of 
an allocation list, then combination is carried out and the area 
size of the newly created area is itself checked. If the area 
criteria are still not fulfilled, then the adjoining features are 
examined again . Finally, the processed areas are marked as such. 
Fig. 6 presents a clear example with an extract from the raw-DKM 
and the corresponding, generalised DKM extract . 
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Fig. 6 - DKM 25/1 - Extract from BUderich-Nord sheet 

4. Outlook 

By gathering research findings on combination as a generalisation 
measure, a considerable step has already been made towards 
achieving a DKM. Practical tests at the Institute for Cartography 
and Topography have proved the suitability of this approach, 
although priority was given to the treatment of the area problem. 
Buildings were not given consideration in the surveys. They are 
not intended as part of DKM 25/1, and will therefore not be 
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included for the time being. As far as combination is concerned, 
work on the treatment of narrow areas needs to be continued . But 
other generalisation steps also require not insignificant 
research funds. This applies especially to displacement . The 
research of test sheets did however show that the problem remains 
manageable for the 1:25000 scale, if the symbol key is retained . 
The difficulties will however increase considerably as the scale 
is reduced. 

However, also new computer/data processing methods should be 
examined as to their deployment within the framework of 
cartographic generalisation. It is, for example, conceivable that 
Fuzzy Logic might prove suitable for the allocation of adjoining 
areas within the framework of combination. 
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Principes d'une cartographie globale des risques naturels 
et technologiques 
J. Steinberg (Al fortville, F) 

La fragilite de notre envirennement et les atteintes qui 
lui s3nt portees par notre civilisation a haute technologie rendent plus 
que jamais necessaire une demarche rte preservation et de prevention contre 
les nuisances et les risques Majeurs. C'est ainsi qu'en France, les docu
Ments d'urbanisme d"ivent desormais "prendre en consideration l'existence 
de risques naturels previsibles et de risques technelogi ques", selon la 
lei du 22/07/1987 mortifiant le Cede de l ' Urbanisme. 

La cartegraphie et les nouvelles techniques aSSOC1ees 
(inf~graphie, teledetectien entre autres) sont susceptibles de contribuer 
a la connaissance des risques et de faire office d'"utils d ' aide a la 
decision pour l ' Etat et les cGllectivites locales concernees. Le grand 
essor actuel des Systemes d'Information Geegraphiques peut en outre per
mettre de rationaliser cette entreprise. 

Depuis quinze ans en France, quelques travaux ont ete 
entrepris, en particulie r les cartes ZERMOS sur les mouvements de terrain , 
qui furent les premieres cartegraphies systematiques . Cependant, la carto
graphie des risques se developpe surtout depuis les cinq dernieres annees , 
avec la mise en oeuvre des Plans d ' Exposition aux Risques, issus de l ' appli
cation de la loi du 1)/07/1 982 , relative a l'indemnisation des victimes 
de catastrophes naturelles , et qui sont etablis a l ' echelon communal. 

11 est reconnu par les 'specialistes qu'une cart"graphie 
glebale, a moyenne echelle, cornbinant tous les types de risques majeurs 
pouvant eventuellernent survenir sur un merne site , presente mn interet 
indeniable: en effet, elle permet d ' une part d ' ouvrir la voie a des repre
sentations plus detaillees et plus fouillees concernant par exemple une 
nuisance ou un risque particulier, d ' autre part de sensibiliser les resp~n
sables, elus notamment, aces problemes.C ' est dans cet esprit que no us 
present.ns les cartes qui ont ete realisees a l'echelon de l ' Ile-de-France 
en 199 1 et 1992 ,au 1/25 000 et au 1/50 000. 
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I. Les fondements de la cart8~raphie: 

1) La prise en compte des risgues naturels et technelo!iguesjgenese et 
~: 

C'est en 198 1 que fut cree en France un Secretariat 
aux Risques Ma jeurs, devenu ensuite la Dele~atiQn aux Risques Majeurs, 
inseree dans le Ministere de l'EnvirGnnement. Le titulaire du poste fut 
jusqu' en 1986 M. Hareun TAZIEFF, qui est depuis l ·ongtemps sensibilise aux 
preblemes de securite civile et d'infermation du public sur ce theme. 
La charniere des annees 70-80 c.rncida par cens equent avec une prise de 
conscience censecutive a une s erie de catastrophes du type de la maree 
noire de l'Am.co Cadiz ou de l'emission de dioxine a SevesG, auxquelles 
s'ajouterent malheureusement par la suite cel l es de Bhopal, Mexico et bien 
entendu TchernQbyl. 

Une classification des risques a alors ete etablie 
et reste ~eneralement admise aujourd 'hui. On a denc coutume de distinguer 
les risques dits "nature ls ", bien que beaucoup d 'ent re eux soient a~graves, 
si ce n'est prevoques par l'hemme, et les risques technelogiques. 

a) Les risgues naturels comportent les categeries suivantes: 

- les seismes et les eruptions volcaniques; 
- le s inondations; 
- les mouv ements de terrain; 
- les avalanches nei~euses; 
- les incendies de forets. 

b) Les risgues technologigues comprennent deux types principaux: 

- la fabrication et le stockag e de produits dangereux (chimiques, radio
actifs, inflammables); 

- le transpert de ces produits par voie terrestre,fluviale eu maritime 
essentiellement. 

Parmi les produits consideres comme dan~ereux, en 
distingue principalement l es substances radiGactives, energetiques ou 
chimiques. Elles sont susceptibles de provequer des incendies, des explo
sions et des degagements de gaz toxiques GU de radioactivite. 

2) Carto!raphie de l'environnement et cartographie des risques: une 
filiation certaine: 

On c~nnatt les travaux cartographiques elaberes seus 
l' egide du Prefesseur Andre JOURNAUX et auxquels neus avens naus-meme parti
cipe. Il s ' agissait alers de representer le s atteintes a l'envirennement 
sous la forme de pollutiens et de nuisances affectant l'air; l'eau eu l e 
sel. La questian est de saveir s'il y a veritablement une difference fenda
mentale entre l'"envirennement" et les "risques" , et pas plut~t une diffe
rence de degre: a partir de quel moment en effet une pollutien chimique 
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GU radiaactive devient-el l e une catastrophe eC910gique ou industrielle ? 
Le pr8bleme des inondations a ete traite par la cartegraphie de l'envi
rennement et repris par la cartographie des risques: en France, il y a 
belle lurette que les zenes inondables figurent dans les POS. De meme, 
Ie peste "degradations de la surface de la terre" de la legende Journaux 
correspond aux mQuvements de terrain accidentels: ecrsulements, affaisse
ments, glissements par exemple. 

On peut par consequent parler de filiation entre l'une 
et l'autre, meme si Ie contenu et la legende divergent notablement. 
II s'agi t aGuvent d'apprehender une meme realite aous deux angles diffe
rents: les pollutions et les nuisances sont plutot envisagee s selon leur 
caract ere permanent ou chronique ( cf l a pallution automobile en zone 
urbaine), alors que les catastrophes sent par definitiQn brutales et 
generalement imprevisiblea, un s eisme par exemple. 

Ainsi, nous n'avons pas plus trouve de solution entie
rement satisfaisante en ce qui concerne la representatian cartographique 
de la diffusion de la pollution aut our de la source emettrice que pour 
celIe de la zone soumise a un danger d ' explosion QU de toxicite en cas 
d'accident industriel, les conditions meteorologiques locales et a un 
moment precis jouant alors un role majeur. 

3) Necessite d'une cartographie reglementaire et operationnelle: 

En France, les Plans d'Occupation des Sols, qui sont 
les plans d'urbanisme communaux, contiennent de puis leur creation, il y a 
25 ans, des informations cartographiques Sur certains risques naturels: 
inGndati~ns et mouvements de terrain. II est desormais prevu de systema
tiser ces informations sur les risques majeurs dans l es futurs POS. 
L'article L 12 1-10 de la loi du 22/07/1 987 prevoit en effet que "la pre 
vention des risques naturels et te chnologiques figure parmi les ebjectifs 
que doivent prendre en compte les documents d ' urbanisme ". 

Les documents graphiques du POS doivent notamment faire 
apparaptre "toute ZQne 9u ... l'existence de risques naturels ••. ou techno
logiques justifient que soient interdites ou soumises ~ des conditions 
spec iales les constructions ou installations de toute nature ••. " (article 
R 123-18 du Code de l'Urbanisme). 

II existe ainsi un certain nombre de servitudes d'urba
nisme liees aux r isques. L'article R 111-3 du Code de l'Urbanisme prescrit 
notamment la delimitation par arrete prefect oral des zones e xpo s ee s a 
des risques tels que l'inondation, l'erosion ou l es avalanches. Les Plans 
de Surfaces Submersibles (PSS ) doivent permettre a l'Administration de 
s'opposer a t oute action ou ouvrage qui pourrait faire obstac le au libre 
ecoulement des eaux ou reduire de fa~on nuisible Ie champ des inondations. 
Le projet d'interet gen eral (PIG) impose des servitudes d'utilite publique 
dans 1e cas de projets ou insta llations existantes de grande taille, 
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aussi bien en matiere de risques naturels que de risques technologiques. 
Enfin, nGUS verrons plus bas l 'importance des Plans d ' Exposition aux 
Risques , qui cependant ne concernent encore qu'un nombre limite de communes . 

II. Les cartographies existantes: 

Elles concernent presque exclusivement les risques 
naturels. 

1) Les cartographies analytigues , scientifigues ou pre-eperatiennelles: 

A partir de la fin des annees 70 ant pris naissance 
des carto~raphies etablies pour chaque type de risque naturel ou assimile. 
Voici les trois plus remarquables concernant la France. 

a) Les cartes ZEfu~OS (Zones exposees a des risques lies aux mouvements 
du sol et du sous-sol): il s'agit de la premiere c ouverture cartographique 
d ' un type de risque en France . Etablies entre 1975 et 1982 par Ie Bureau 
de Recherches Geelogiques et Minieres (BRGM), l eur echel le est en gen e ral 
le 1/25 000 . Blles comportent un zGnage des terrains en trois niveaux de 
risques (eleve, moyen ou nul) et un recensement des phenamenes ponctuels 
declares ou potentiels. Par leur caractere pionnier et la rigueur scient i
fique de leur elaboration, on peut dire que les cartes ZERM OS ont marque 
une etape im portante de la cartographie des risques. 

b) Les cartes des zones inondables: il s'agit du risque naturel Ie plus 
f r equent et Ie plus repandu en France, puisque 70i des communes sont concer
nees. Les annees 80 .nt vu Ie developpement de la methodelogie cartographique 
qui y est appliquee: l'IGN y joue un role moteur, notamment par la fourniture 
d ' images de teledetection et leur exploitation, mais Ie Service Technique 
de l'Urbanisme et I e Ministere de l'Envirennement participent activement 
aux travaux. 

c) Les cartes de localisation probable des avalanches (CLPA): suite a la 
catastrophe de Val d 'Isere en 1970 , le Centre National du Machinisme 
Agricole du Genie Rural des Eaux et Forets (CEMAGREF) a entrepris une 
couverture syste~atique du massif a l pin , en c8l1aberation avec l'IGN. 
Les cartes repertorient d'une part les avalanches constatees par enquete 
sur place et examen des archives, d ' autre part, par photo-interpretation, 
res couloirs susceptibles de correspondre a des sites d'avalanches possibles. 

2) Les cartographies operationnellesj le s Plans d'ExpasitiGn aux Risgues: 

Les PER @nt ete institues en application de la loi au 
1)/07/1982 re l ative a l'indemnisation des victimes de catastrophes natu
relIes. Cette loi affirme la necessite de prendre en cempte les risques 
dans l'amenage ment et institue pour les citoyens un droit a l'information 
sur les risques auxquels ils peuvent etre soumis. 
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Les PER sont elabores a l'echelen communal sous Ie 
contrele de l'Etat et ent valeur de servitude d'utilite publique. lIs 
sont opposables a tout mode d'eccupation ou d'utilisation du sol. Les 
dacuments d'urbanisme de type POS doivent respecter leurs dispositions 
et les comperter en annexe. Comme eux, ils contiennent trois types de 
documents: 

- un rapport de presentation des risques existant sur la cemmune ; 
- un ou plusieurs documents ~raphiques (plan de zena~e) au 1/ 5000; 
- un reglement contenant les mesures de prevention obligateires. 

Dans Ie departement du Val-de-Marne ,au sud-est de 
Paris, trois communes seulement ~nt ete, pour Ie moment , soumises a cette 
procedure: Ablon, Villeneuve-le-Roi et Villeneuve-St-Georges, qui sont 
considerees comme particulierement sujettes au risque "inondation". 

L'une des dispositions l es plus importantes des PER 
est la subdivision du territoire en trois zones , en fonction du risque 
encouru: 

- la zone rouge, ou Ie risque est eleve, est declaree incenstructible; 
~ la zone bleue correspcnd a des secteurs mains exposes , dans l esquels 

des mesures de prevention sont possibles; 
- la zone blanche, ou Ie risque est faible ou nul. 

La determination des zones passe par la confrontation 
de deux types de documents cartographiques: 

- la carte d'alea, qui definit Ie risque, en fonction de sa frequence , 
de sen import~t de sa duree; 

- la carte de vulnerabilite, qui presente la repartition de l'occupation 
du sol et de la population eventuellement exposee aux risques. 

III. La carto~raphie de synthese en mi lieu urbain: 

1) Sa place dans l'eventail des cartes existantes ou en cours de reali
sation: 

Elle se justifie par les elements suivants. 

a) L'adjonction de la representation des risgues technolo~igues: 

Comme en l'a constate en II, ce type de risques n ' a 
~uere ete pris en compte jusqu'a present. Les raisons en sont certainement 
d 'ordre polit ique ( Ie sujet est explosif a tous les sens du terme !), 
mais egalement d'ordre technique : difficulte, comme nous l'avons vu , de 
representer Ie mode de diffusion du phenomene catastrophique, recensement 
plus ou moins exhaustif des sources de danger (stockage de produits 
toxiques en particulier), etc •• Comment figurer les risques lies au 
transport de matieres dangereuses ? Cependant , il devient de plus en plus 
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necessaire de bien connaitre les localisations de ces types de risques , 
pour une planification raisonnee du territoire. Des prises de conscience 
recentes, notamment dans les medias, incitent e~alement a s'en preoccuper. 

b) L'apport de la synthese: 

La synthese ne constitue pas ici une simple addition 
ou accumulation de donnees concernant un meme territoire; il s'a~it bien 
plus d'apprehender l'effet rnultiplicateur de dan~er resultant de la 
coexistence en un merne lieu de risque&: differents, naturels et technole
giques. Imaginons, v~mme cela peut se produire, he l as, dans l e Val-de
Marne, les consequences qui pourraient resulter d'une catastrophe sur 
un site industriel de la vallee de l a Seine, a un moment ou le secteur 
subirait une inondation du fleuve. C' est la que reside la vraie justifi
cation de l ' etude synthetique. 

Dans cette optique , la Delegation aux Risques 
Majeurs a engage la realisation d'une carto~raphie departementale, seus 
la forme d'Atlas au 1/50 000 de stines essentiellement aux responsables 
et decideurs l$caux. Un prototype en cours d'achevement a ete realise 
sur le departement des Hautes-Alpes , considere comme exemplaire du fait 
de la multiplicite des types de risques susceptibles d ' y survenir. Les 
cartes renvoient a un repertoire des etudes existantes et des evenements 
irnportants recenses. 

L'inter~t de la synthese se situe egalement dans 
la possibilite de delimiter des "bassins de risques" (G.GARRY), a partir 
de l ' examen desquels on pourrait lancer des etudes detaill ees sur telle 
ou telle zone ou tel ou tel type de risque. La synthese represente par 
consequent aussi bien un point de depart qu ' un aboutissement des investi
gations. 

c) Reprise des notions d'alea et de vulnerabilite: 

Cela correspond a la superposition sur une meme 
carte des elements suivants: type de risque, naturel ou technologique, 
frequence et intensite du risque (alea), impact sur l'urbanisation 
environnante et sur la population r esidant a proXimite (vulnerabilite). 
Ce tte derniere information est, on s'en doute, particulierement importante 
dans un milieu urbain, ou les consequences des accidents ou evenements 
peuvent se reveler catastrophiques. 

2) Son contenu: 

a) L ' exemple du departement du Val-de-Marne: 

Ce d epartement peut etre considere comme exemplaire 
dans la me sure ou il concentre malheureusement plusieurs facteurs de 
declenchement ou d'aggravation des catastrophes naturelles ou technolo
giques. 
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Il s'agit tout d'aberd d'un secteur d'urbanisation 
ancienne et a population dense qui a prefite des larges espaces degages 
par la confluence de la Seine et de la Marne, aussi bien pour la residence 
que pour l'industrie. D'QU une vulnerabilite tres impertante vis-a-vis 
des facteurs eventuels de danger. 

Il est vrai que certains types de risques naturels 
sent completement absents, ou peu s'en faut, de cette partie de l'Ile-de
Prance: neus pensons surtout aux seismes et aux avalanches. En revanche, 
d'autres sont tres presents: le Val-de-Marne est en effet particulierement 
concerne par les risques d'inendatians de la Seine et de la Marne, et il 
en a beauc.up sauffert, notamment lors de la derniere grande crue centen
nale de janvier 1910. Par ailleurs, les carrieres sauterraines dont son 
sol est truffe, notamment au nord-ouest, a prGximite de Paris, en raison 
de l'exploitation des calcaires grossiers et des gypses pour la c.nstruc
tion, po sent des problemes de stabilite des s01s en maints endroits. 

Quant aux risques technologiques, etant donne 
l'anciennete et le developpement de l'industrialisation du departement, 
il est inevitable qu'ils c.mptent parmi les plus preeccupants de tout 
le territoire fran9ais. Qu'il s'agisse des centrales energetiques, des 
reservoirs de combustibles liquides ou gazeux, des industries chimiques 
ou des lab.ratoires nucleaires, il y a la une accumulation remarquable 
sur un espace restreint: 27 installations classees a plus haut risque • 
dont deux soumises a la Directive Seveso. A cela, il convient d'ajouter 
le transport de matieres dangereuses par route ou voie ferree. 

La cartographie a ete realisee en 1991 , a l'echelle 
du 1/ 25 000, afin de correspondre au fond IGN et a la carte des Modes 
d'Occupation des Sols de l'IAURIF. Trois planches fermat A J ont ete 
etablies a titre de prototypes; elles couvrent l es trois quarts du 
departement et on y trouve la quasi-totalite de s types de risques existant 
dans le Val-de-Marne. Le principe consiste a affecter une couleur par 
type de risque: bleu pour les inondations, orange pour les mouvements 
de terrain, rouge pour les risques technologiques. En superposition 
apparaissent, en textures points ou traits noirs, les principaux types 
d'occupation du sol en tant qu'elements de la vulnerabil ite: habitat 
callectif et individuel, zones d'activites, espaces non urbanises. 

Pour les inondations, on a distingue l' extension 
de la crue centennale de 191 0 et celle de la derniere crue dite "trente
naire", bien qu'elle remonte deja a 192 4. Les zones de carrieres ont ete 
representees en traits barbul es orange, avec l a mention des accidents 
penctuels repertories par l'Inspect ion Generale des Carrieres de Paris. 
Pour ce qui est des etablissements dan~ereux, on a synt he tise les infor
mations pravena nt de l a Prefecture (carres rouges) avec cel l es des 
Sapeurs Pompiers de Paris (tria ngles rouge s). On a en outre figure 
autour d' e ux des zones circulaires d 'un kilometre de rayon, correspondant 
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aux secteurs les plus expos e s aux accidents eventuels. Enfin, au titre 
des v oies de transport, on n 'a reporte que les autoroutes pour ne pas 
surcharger la carte. 

Les cartes montrent bien notamme n t la concentration 
des risques dans la vall e e de la Seine et, dans une moindre mesu r e, celle 
de la Marne (inondations plus industries), ainsi que les problemes lies 
aux carrieres , essentiellement dans la c ouronne la plus proche de Paris, 
au no r d-ouest. 

b) Le Systeme d1~formations Ge ographigues R e~ ional de l'IAURIF: 

Nous avo ns dirige , au cours de l'annee 19 92, un 
stag e de deux etudiantes d'urbanisme, realise dans le service de M. Alain 
LE SAUX a l'IAURIF (Metropolis-Risqu es majeurs). Il s'ag issait d'integrer 
au SIGR des donnees relatives aux etablissements industriels dang ereux 
de la Region Parisie nne, Ie systeme perme ttant ensuite d'effectuer des 
sorti e s cartographiques, superposees eventuellement a d'autres el ements 
de j a e xistants dans la base de donn ees, notamme nt l ' occupation du sol. 

Les enquetes menees au cours du stag e ont permis de 
recenser 285 etablissements a risques e leves sur l'ensemble de l'Ile-de
France, dont 21 particulierement dangereux, qui relevent de la Directiv e 
europe enne Seveso. On connait pour chacun d'entre eux sa raison sociale. 
son adre sse, son activite, Ie type de produits stockes, le type de risque 
engendre (incendie, explosion , etc •• ) , Ie type de pollution (air, eau, 
d echets), enfin Ie classement j uridique (Seveso , PIG, etc •• ). 

Le docume n t presente ne c onstit u e pas une veritahle 
cartographie de synthese, dans la mesure ou les risques naturels n ' ont 
pas ete pris en compte, mais c eux-ci sont deja integ res au SIGR et la 
s ynthese semble d'ores et dej a realisable. Cependant, la carte a u 1/50 000 
montre, a l' e chelon d'un d e partement, les Hauts-de-Seine, a l'ouest de 
Paris, et sur un fond comport a nt 1a Seine et l e s g randes voies de circu
lation, la localisation de )8 etab1issements a risques, differencies 
selon le ur nature d'activite (en couleur) et leur type de pollution (en 
hach ures superpos ees). On cons tate la concentration de ces etablissements 
dans de u x sect e urs, en premier lieu la boucle de Gennevilliers au nord, 
et la commune de Nanterre a l'ouest. Le sud du d e par t ement, b eaucoup plus 
r esidentiel et boise, ne comport e que tres pe u d'indust r i e s dangereuses. 

Conclusion : 

La cartographie des risques na turels et technolog iques 
a e te relanc e e de puis quelques a nn e es par la mise en oeuvre d es Pla ns 
d'Exposition aux Risques, et a u s si par le 1ancemen t des Atlas departemen
tau x, dont les Ha utes-A l pes constit u e n t 1e proto ty pe. La n ecessit e de 
realiser des synt heses ne semble plus faire de d oute, dans la pers pective 
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d'etudes pre-operationnelles destinees aux decideurs locaux. 

Les cartes realisees dans Ie milieu urbain de l ' Ile
de-France se situent dans ce cadre d'information et de sensibilisation 
au probleme des risques. El les devraient trouver des prol ongements, 
notamment en ce qui concerne la representation precise des sources et 
formes de danger dans Ie d omaine technologique qui, jusqu ' ~ present , nous 
l' aven,s vu, n'a pas eu droit au meme sort que Ie domaine naturel. C' est 
a ce l a, entre autres, que devront repondre les etudes plus approfondies 
et ~ pl us grande echelle qui nous paraissent necessaires dans un milieu 
aussi vulnerable, en raison de sa densite de population. 

On devrait ainsi aboutir ~ la mise en oeuvre de veri
tables systemes d'informations geographiques sur l'environnement et l es 
risques, regul ier'ement mis a jour. :] ' est certainement l ' une des conditions 
essentielles a un amenagement rationnel de l'espace qui,jusqu'alors, 
n'a g uere ete satisfaite, pour des raisons techniques, mais aussi , il faut 
bien l'avouer, pelitiques. Mais sans doute tolerera-t-on de moins en moins 
l a presence de veri tables poudrieres implantees en pleine zone densement 
peuplee, ce qui sera de nature a favoriser la transparence de l 'information 
dans ce domaine. 

G.GAR'lY P.DECAILLOT : "La representation cartographique des risques 
na turels". Bulletin de liaison du Laboratoire des Ponts-et-Chaussees 
1987 pp. 19-28 . 

A. LE SAUX V.RU}'F 
1990 164 pages. 

"Les risques majeurs et Ie SDAURIF" IAUR IF Paris 

A. LE SAUX : " La prise en compte des risques majeurs dans l es POS " . 
IAURIF Paris 1992 68 pages. 

C. OULD : "Principes d'une legende pour une cartographie synthetique 
des risques naturels et technologiques ( application au Val-de-Marne) " . 
Maitrise de Geographie Un i versite Paris-XII 193 1 

C. DESBOIS : " Cartographie des risques technolog iques en Ile-de-France" 
Rapport de stag e ~ l'IAURIF Universite Paris-XII 199 2 
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ABSTRACT 

The fragility of our environment and the attacks 
which are told to it by our high technology civilization require t_ fight 
against pollutions and majer hazards. In France, urban planning texts 
must "take in consideration natural and technolog ic hazards", according 
to the law of 22/07/1987. 

Cartography and new asseciated techniques (infography, 
remote sensing) may contribute to the knewledge of hazards and are able 
to be tools for help to decision for the State and the local communities. 
The great development Gf the Geog raphical Information Systems may ratio
nalize this task. 

For fifteen years in France, some .arks has been 
made, in particular ZERMOS maps upon landslides, which were the first 
systematic cartographies. H~wever, hazards cartography has been developed 
for the five last years, with the creation of the Plans d'Exposition aux 
Risques, born in application of the 1)/07/1982 law, which concern 
natural hazards. 

The specialists think that a g loba l cartography, 
at a mean scale, gather~ng a ll major hazards which are able to occur on 
a same place, have a great interest, because it makes the persons in 
charge sensitive to these problems, and it apens the way to cartographies 
at a great scale upon a particular pBllution or hazard. We are presenting 
in this perspective the cartographies realized in the Ile-de-France ~~~ 
in 1991 and 199 2, at the 1/25 000 and 1/50 000 scale. 
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Mapping systems for disaster preventions 
M. Tsuzawa, K. Haraguchi, Y. Inazawa (Tsukuba-shi , J) 

1 . Introduction 

Th e Ministry of Construction of Japan has been carrying out the Tech nical 

Proj ec t about dev e l opement of " Hazard and Disast er Information Syst ems". 

One sub-th eme o f this pr oject, which was shar ed by th e Geographical Surv ey 

Inst itut e (GSI), was deve l opement and exp eriment o f "Digital Mappin g Systems 

f or Disaster Prevent i ons" t o s up port for prot ec tion planning in normal 

tim e. fo r i nformation coll ecting in outbr eaking time. and f or rest oration 

works ' planning at various pr evention work offices of natural disast er . 

Th ese are kinds of geographical inf ormation sys t ems composed of dig i tal 

mapp ing data-bas e, image data co ll ecting syst em by he licopt e r, mapping or 

calcu lating soft wars, and PC or EWS data proc essing system. 

2. Characte ri stics 

"Digital Mapping Syst ems for Disast er Pr eventions (DMsDP in this pap e r)" 

hav e th e fo llowing charac tari stics compar ed with existi ng ha zard maps . 

1) Consistent Manage nent 

This digital mapping data-bas e cou ld contain consistent inf ormation for 

each kind o f disast e rs, eac h area, and eac h sequ ence of disast e r 

pr eve nti on manag ement . 

2) Prompt In formation 

Hardwar e of DMsDP is compos ed by PC or EWS and its circumf e r e nc e 

instrum ents . They bring var i ous fun c tions to mor e prompt than exist ing systems 

f or data r e fe r enc e, pr o,ce·ssing , and communication 
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3) Various Representation 

Mapping so ftwar es of DMsDP su pport va ri ous kinds of pr esent ati on; 

r equir ed data. r equir ed sc al e. and requir ed expres s i on. 

4) Circ um s tanti al Inform ation 

Wh en natural disast e r is outbr ea king. Imag e Data Coll ect i ng Syst em by 

he lic opt e r and Data Proc essing Sy s t em bring circumstantial inf ormati ons about 

damag ed ar ea. any r e fug e r outs . st ock of r escu e mat e rial s . e tc. for restration 

wo r k s . 

3. Basic Datas 

1) Standard Mapping Data Base 

This cart ographic da ta ba se has been made by the GSI for la rg e-scaled 

digital mapping . It i s comp osed of Pos iti on in g Data and Conf i guraiion Data. 

Positi oning Data was dir ectly digitiz ed by ph o togramm e try with origina l 

pr ecision. Configurati on Data was r epr oduced fr om Posit i oning Data applying 

geo me trical mode ls of planim etric feat ur e or symbo li zed figur e . This data bas e 

is us ed for basic data to r epr ese nt a ti on or c lculati on on DMsDP as fo llows; 

<D Posi ti oning or Mo rph o l ogic a l r ecogni ti on. 

® Mesuring distanc e. ext enti on. or ar ea. 

® Judgement of duplicat ion or inclusion. 

@ Network analysis. 

® Extracting geo grap hi cal i nf l uenc ed ar ea. 

2) City Planning Da t a Bas e 

This cart ographic data base ha s been mad e by th e Ministry of Co nstructi on 

t o be used fo r c ity planning. It s da ta. which contain o f admi nistrati ve 

boundari es. buildings. and coas t lin e s. we r e digiti zed fr om Nati onal Larg e

Sc al e Map by GSI or City Plan by loc al gove rnm ent. 

4 . Str ucture and Functions 

1) Structur e of Sys t ems 

DM s DP ar e kin ds o f geo gra phi ca l inf or mati on syst ems com posed of digital 

ma ppin g da t a- base . ima ge data co ll ecting syst em by he l i cop t er. ma pp ing or 
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graphic informati ons 
ba se map 
ai real photo. 
video illlage 

tatistlc informati ons 
repair progralll 
res u I t of survey 

irculIIstantial -----, 
informations 

fro. hel icop ter 
frol obsavatory station 
frolll other organi za ti on 

eady made data-base 

in-put 
chec k 
reg ist er 

h aza rd data - b ase 

basic funct ions 
japanese language process ing 
massage bord 
indi cation of user's mannua l 

graphic processing ----, 
forma t change 
thellia t ic u pping 
scal e change, compi lati on 

statistic processing 

da ta-base process i ng -
reference 
tabl e 

user" s functions -------, 

ou t-put 
refer 

grafhi c termina ls 
engineering work sta ti ons 

~ 
e lec tric s tati cs plotter 
hard copy lachine 
pen plotter 
ser ial printer 

L..-----1 to other syst ems 

Fig.1. Structure of Mappping Syst ems for Disaster preventions. 

calculating softwars, and comput e r a id ed processing system . 

CD Hardwars in Office 

There ar e two processing form s by computer system. On e is co ncentrati on 

form, th e o th er is dispersion form. Bo th hav e merits and demer it s r es pec tiv e ly . 

In th e cas e of DMsDP, disp ersion f orm is suitable for th e r eason that each 

terminal is demanded to pr epar e diff e r ent function or cap ac ity from character-

istics of ea ch site or eac h disast er . 

® Softwares 

Th er e ar e tw o types of software on DM sD P. On e is Software for Data 

Manag eme nt: Co ll ecting, Reg istration, Renewa l. and Kee ping Sec urity. 

Th e o th e r is So ftware for Data Using: Pr ocess ing, Out-putting, or Data 

Off e ring to other systems . 

® lI e l icopt er 

Ministry of Construction poss esses a he licopt e r "Aozora" t o be used for 

natural dis ast e r pr eventi on works. Main pay load of this helicopt e r i s Im age 

Data Co ll ec ting and Inf orming System (Tabl e 1) . 
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host comruter 

sys t em conso le 

.1 ;,;'; '='7');.< '
? - ? :t.-r- ;..- • ., 

~i 
tal magnet i c tape divice 

~ ~netic disk device 

~ical disk device 

~ 
digi ti zer electr i c statics 

~ 

Fig. 2. S t r uctu re of Ha rd ware. 

Table 1. Capacities of the helicop t er "Aozora". 

Type : ......... ... .. . . . .• . . . . . • . .• . . • . . . ••• •... Twin- engined rotorcraf t 
Mode I : .. .... .. . . . .... . . .. . . .. .. . . . .... . . . . ... . , Bel 1 2 1 4 S T 
Nati onal i ty Mark and Regi strati on Mark: . . ........•..... J A 9 6 8 3 
Owner . .. . . : .. . ... . ............ . ...... . .. . . . .. . . •.. .. . Mi nister of construc ti on 
Di me nsi ons. Ex t ernal .... . . .. ... . . .... . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . Length over aJ: 18. 95 m 

.. .. . . ... •• . . .• .. . . . ••. . . .. .•• . . . .•. Width avera l: 2.88 m 

. . . ..... . . . ....... .... ....... . ...... Hi gh t ave ra l: 4.84 m 

plotter 

.. • .. .. . . .. ... . . ..• • ••.....••• . ... .. Di amet er of ma in roter: 15. 85 m 
Engin: . . ....... ... ... .. . .. . . . .. . ... .... . . . . . .... ... .... 2 x 1625 SHP Genera l El ec tri c CT7-2A turboshaf t eng ine 
Max T-O Wei ght: ........ .. . . .... . . •. .. . • . . . . . . . •.. . . . . .. 1938 kg 
Pay lord: . • . . . • .. . .. . .. . . ............ .. • . .. . ... •• .... . .. 20 44 kg 
Service Ce iling (a t max T-O we i ght ): · ··· ·· · ·· · · · · ··· · · · 3030 III 

Max Ra nge : . . . .. . ..... . ..... . . . .. .. . .. . .. .....• •.. . ... 1080 km 
Navi ga ti on and Comm unica t ion: ... . ............ . . . . ...... VOR . 

....•• •• .. ... • • • •.. . . . .... Radio a l t ime t er • 

.... . •.. . ..... •. •....... .. Weather rader . 

... . . . ... . . ... .. .. ....... . lLS . 

. . .. . ......... .. . ... .. .... Air t raf ic control transpondernt . 

.. .•.. ...... . •• . . ... .• .. .. Encoder al t ime t er . 

... . ......... . .. ..... . .... Omega Navigati on sys tem . 

.• •• .. .. .. • .. . .. •. . . •• . . .. GPS . 

.... . . ...... . ....... . . . ... R-NAV . 

.. . ... ........... . .... . ... VHF/AM • 

.. ••.. ... . .• .... ... •.. ... . Hr . 

. .. ... . .... .. . .. .... .. .... ELT 

Imaging Sys tems : .. ........ .... ........... . . .. .......... Sw ive l inf rared vi deo camera INFRA VI SION 214AH- l O ) 
....... .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . ... . ........ Perpendi cul ar s t ereo camera 2 X MK- 70 ) 
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2) Rasic Functions 

CD Mapping 

This functi on is requir ed to represent l ar ge amout of data and to scroll 

rapidly. 

~ Ref er enc e 

This functi on is dem and ed to r efe r fr om he licopt er' s positi on or sourse of 

inf ormation to coo rdinates or ar ea s of objective site. 

® Measuring 

Meas uring distanc e, ext ension, a r ea, or vo lum e. 

@) Topological Calculation 

Loo king for objective instituti on in a po lygon. Searc hing for th e nearest 

lif e-lin e from obj ec tiv e site. Se tting up the influ enc e ar ea from outbreaking 

sit e. Ca lculation "and""or" t o kn ow th e suff e r ed populat i on . e tc. 

® Statistics 

Total . Cross ch ecking. Corr e lati on. 

5. Obj ec tiv Informations for Each Disast er 

1) In Case of Fire in Bui l t-up Area 

CD Fire by Earthquak e 

In Japan, the most concid e rabl e disast e r by large earthquak e is fir e in 

bui l t-up ar ea. Becaus e of th e 1923 South e rn-Kanto eart hquake t oo k heavy fir e 

disaster to built - up area of Tokyo and Yok ohama wh e r e most of hous es we r e 

built of wood or ot he r inflammabl e mat e rials . Nawa days, th ere are still many 

inflammabl e hous es, in spi te of th e fir e-proof in a ci ty has been intensi fy ed, 

~ Case Study 

Nagoya is the provincial metr opolis of Tokai region and also th e third big 

me tropolis in Japan. Large eart hquak e is pr esum ed in Tokai r egion, pr ovi ded 

from geophysical and geological investigations. Most of l ocal governments in 

his region pr epare advanc ed plans for disast e r prevention . Case study was 

e nf orc ed by using such plan. 
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@) Mapping 

I t was attached inportance to indicate th e symbol of hel i copter' s locati

tion with basic or c ircumstancial informations' map on graphic display, Scene 

could scroll cynclonyzed with helic opt er's movement, 

2) In Case of Mass Mov ement on Mounta i n Slop e 

CD Mass Mov ement by Heavy Rainfall 

More than 60 % area of Japan ese Archipelago forms mountain slopes, and most 

of mountain slopes have steep degr ee with fragile soil, Preve ntion works from 

mass mov ement disast e r by hea vy rainfall in Baiu o r Typhoon season has been 

one of important activity of the Ministry of Constructi on, 

@ Case Study 

The 1982 Nagasaki Heavy Rainfall Disast e r, when it r ecorded the largest 

amount o f precipitation , 187mm/h our , in a ll history of me teological observa

tory on Japan ese Archipelago, brought many wretch ed disasters by land-slid e or 

debris flow on suburban area of Nagasaki city. Case study was enf orced by 

using r es torati on r epo rts of this disaster. 

~ Objective Information 

see Table 3, 

@) Mapping 

In this study, indication me thod of he licopt e r ' s locatiti on on base map 

was l inked wit h th e Global Positioning System. 

3) In Case of Flood on Alluvi al Plain 

CD Flood by Heavy Rain'fall 

Most of resid ential or industri a l districts are locat ed on flood plain in 

Japan . The more peopl e's activi ti es are concentrated on flood plain, the 

larger potential of fl ood disaster is resulted. Swift land us e alt e rnation 

cancels the ef fica cies from advanc ed flood control works . 

@ Case Study 

Th e Kokai Riv e r is one of branch stream of th e Tone Riv er on Kanto plain . 

In 1980s, fl ood water struk twice to resid ent i al districts and paddy fields on 

th e a lluvial plain along this riv er. Case study was enforced by using restora

ti on r eports of th ese disasters. 
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@ Objective Inf or ma ti on 

see Table 3. 

@ Mapping 

In gen e ral case of flood on plain. peop le could hav e enough ti me to be 

warned and to tak e ref ug e before outb r eaking of disaster, however any af t er

effects of d i sas t er would r emain enough. In time before outbreaki ng, it i s 

e ff ec tiv e for warning that DMsDP draw th e wa t er l eve l at eve ry mome nt on cross 

- sect i on of riv er embankm ent wi th riv e r maintenance plan or dang ero us zo ning . 

In tim e after outbr ea king, DMsDP show any lif e-lin es for rescure, public faci l 

iti es for r e li ef and safety, or ma t erial list for resoration activity . 

6, Utilization 

1) Conditions 

CD Normal 

DMsDP could be us ed as basic information sys t ems fo r any administrative 

works on norms l tim e. Obj ec tive works ar e , for exa mpl e , pr eve nti on planning, 

publicity about di sas t er preventions, fire fighting, etc . 

CD Outbr ea king of Disast e r 

This is the principal condition of 'DMsDP . They are used t o indi ca t e 

damaged posi tion, sphere, and grade, to support planning for prevention of 

water spread or r efuge of peop le , e tc. On this condition, circumstantial data 

are gai ned and inform ed fr om heli copter o r oth er communicat i on ne t wor ks. 

@ Restoration 

On this condition, DMsDP cou ld be us ed as basic informa ti on sys t ems for 

any r es t oration act i viti es . 

2) Classification of Obj ec tiv Information 

There are two categories of object iv e inf ormati on, One is a commo n 

inf ormati on for every disast er, and the other is a spec ifi c info rmation for 

each disast e r . Specific information i s fur the r classified t o basic inf or ma t io n 

t o be i n-put to DMsDP befo r ehand, and circums tanti al i nf orma ti on to be in- put 

at every mome nt. 
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Table Z. Objective Informations for Mappping Systems for Disaster pr e ventions . 

common information 
for 

every disaster 

specific information 
for 

fire by earthquake 

speci fic informat ion 
for 

uss .ove.ent disaster 

specific information 
for 

flood disaster 

(Si mpl ify ed fr om Ts uzawa. 1992) 

base nap 

connon infornation 

basic infornation 

circunslancial infornation 

restoration plan 

basic infornation 

circunslancial infornation 

restoration plan 

basic infornation 

circunstancial infornafion 

restoration plan 

topography [ conter line. cliff 1 
hidrography [ river. coast line 1 
roads 
railways 
I and use 
administrative boundaries 
establishments 
houses and bui Idings 
organizations & public facilities 
hel i-ports 
press organizations 
dangerous ma ter i a I s 
dangerous pobject dealers 

establishments for fire fighting 
i nf I ammabl e houses 
others 
from hel icopter 
from communicat ion network 
burnt district 
burnt object 

establ ishments for sabo works 
hi storical damaged si tes 
regulated area by law 
micro iandforms on mountain siope 
others 
from hel icopter 
from radio communication 
transformated iand 
damaged estabi i shmen t 
life-lines 
prevent ion of epidemics 

establ ishments for food control 
historical fiooded area 
regulated area by law 
micro landforms on alluvial plain 
others 
from hel icopter 
from radio communication 
flooded area 
damaged establ ishment 
Ii fe-I ines 
prevent ion of epidemics 
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Tabl e 3. Utili za ti on Diagram of Mapppin g Systems for Each Disast e r 

sequence 
o f 
di sast er 
prevent i on 

T 
wa rn i ng 
sequence 

T 
ou tbreak i ng 
and 
confusi on 
sequence 

T 
refuge 
and 
rescue 
sequence 

T 
r estorat i on 
sequence 

T 
secoudary 
warning 
sequence 

T 
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mapping 
themes 

base-map 
dangerous 
zonni ng 

prompt 
inrormation 

operat i on pl an 
or hel icopt er 

circumst anc ial 
i nformati on 

r efuge plan 

distributi on 
of di sas t er s 

r es torati on pl an 

simu l ati on map 

dangerous 
zonning 

mapping aode ls 
in case or 
fi re by earthquake 
in bui I t-up area 

T 

mapp ing aode ls 
in case of 
ma ss moveJllent disast er 
on moutain sl ope 

T 

mapping .ode l s 
in case o f 
fl ood disaster 
on al l uvial pl ain 
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3) Cost Performance 

Hardware : 

Personal Comp ut e r [40MB. adding Data Proc e ss e r, 4MBRAM , Mo us e, MS-DOSJ 

.... 9600us$. 

Imaging Processer [16MBJ. 

Graphic Display [20in. on Imaging Procese rJ. 

.131900us$. 

. .. 4700us$. 

Graph i c Display [! 4in. on PCJ .............. . .. . . .. ....... .. .. ... 1400us$. 

Hardwar e 's Total. ..... 

Sof twar e 

. Basic Software . 

Application Software 

So ftware's Total .. 

Data In -put 

Scann in g [A3. 8dots/mm J .. 

Digityzing [A2l ... 

R-Y conv e rsi on .............. . 

Whol e Sys t em' s Total.. 

7. Conclusion 

. . . ......... . ..... . •. .. .•.. . 14 7600us$. 

... .. .................. 15000-150000us$ . 

. 150000-400000usS/e ach sort of disast e r. 

. . ....... appproximately 400000-800000us$. 

. . .. . 24usS/ she e t. 

..15000us $/sheet. 

~ approximat e ly 700000us$. 

~ approximat e ly 600000us S. 

Th es e e xp e rim ents resu l t th e optimum mapping syst em s for each disast e r 

pr eve nti on activiti es in multiple condition. Th e cas e studies we r e enforced on 

tra c ing kn own past disast e rs o r on th eo r e tical plan. It need f o r th es e syst ems 

t o work e xp e ri ence of practical usi ng. 
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Maps for the protection of the public during a technological 
disaster 
U.J. Dymon (Kent, USA) 

ABSTRACT 

Maps playa critica l ro le in coordination of successful emergency responses during a technological 
di saster. Actions and information flows critica l fo r effecti ve emergency management are based on 
knowledge of spati al relationships and are best presented through the med ium of a map. By detailed 
mapping of a community, areas of potential ri sk can be identified and mapped . 

Once an emergency ari ses, managers have two simultaneous efforts to coordinate: control of the 
physical agent (the di saster) to prevent worsening conditions and care for the public at ri sk. 
Immediately, maps offer a visual tool with which to measure the ex tent of areal impact allowing for 
speedy notification of all utilities and institutions affected. They also prov ide emergency managers 
with basic knowledge of the key spati al aspec ts of the di saster needed to attempt to contro l the 
physical agent(s) causing the cri sis. 

The utili zation of maps can provide the essential spatial infom1ation to evacuate the "at ri sk public" 
from the danger zone. The "at ri sk public" often includes the sensitive publics who require special 
attention and care during an evacuation. By correlating a li st of persons with special needs with a 
color-coded emergency map, workers are able to ta rget these persons for indiv idual help during an 
evacuation . This paper describes the pre-disaster preparation of emergency maps, both their content 
and thei r design, and it al so describes the effective use of these maps during a technological di saster. 
How emergency mapping prov ides emergency managers with essential means to respond effec tively 
during the time of cri sis is addressed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade, acc idents and di sasters necessitating evacuation of large numbers of people 
have grown rapidly. In the United States during the 1980s, emergency evacuations caused by 
technological accidents appeared much more frequently than in the pas t (Sorenson and Yogt 1987) , 
and the assumption can be made that the number of evacuati on will continue to increase in the next 
decade (Dymon and Winter, 1993). On-s ite or in -transit di sasters involving hazardous materi als have 
the potential to affect just about any community in the United States. These incidents can occur in 
rural as well as in heavily populated areas and prov ide a major challenge to emergency managers. 
Businesses and industries storing or transporting hazardous materi als are required to report to the 
local government the quantities of such hazardous materi als that are being handled within the 
communities. In most communities there are Emergency Planning Committees fo rmed in accordance 
with thi s law. 
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These planning committees are responsible to provide quick and safe evacuations to the public at 
risk when a accident or disaster occurs. Any evacuation is the most massive, costl y and disruptive 
community response, and most evacuations can be grouped into two basic action I ) pre-impact 
evacuations, and 2) post-impact evacuations. While both vary considerably in their duration and 
complexity, they st ill require careful coordination of emergency efforts. An add ition, emergency 
managers have to coordinate the control of the physical agent (the disaster) to prevent worseni ng 
of the conditions while taking care of the public at risk. 

EMERGENCY MAPS 

Well-integrated emergency planning maps offer a visual tool during a disaster with which to 
measure the extent of the spati al impact allowing for speedy notification of all utiliti es and 
insti tutions affected. They also can be used as key devices in communicating and promoting inter
departmental, inter-agency and cross-ju ri sdictional coordination of emergency response efforts 
before, during and after a technological di saster. Under the time constraints of an emergency 
situation, emergency managers have no time to read lengthy tex t, well designed emergency maps 
therefore can provide emergency managers with a comprehensive view of the situation at hand . In 
spite of the critical role maps can and should play in planning for disasters, many communities are 
ill prepared to deal with an unexpected emergency and map resources are often scarce or not 
existing at all (Dymon and Winter, 1991 ). Palt of the problem is the way local govemments perceive 
natural or technological hazards. They often pay little attention to emergency management (Cigler, 
1988). Because of it, there is a deal·th of emergency mapping on the local level causing emergency 
managers to make evacuation decis ions without the spatial information on maps. This study 
describes how one community with its scarce resources was able to prepare a set of well integrated 
emergency planning maps which were used during a technological disas ter providing peltinent 
infonnation to emergency managers to evacuate neal·ly one thousand people. 

THE EMERGENCY INCIDENT 

Town setting 
Marlborough, a city of about 31 ,000 people population is a closenet community wi th a large number 
of French-Canadian and Portuguese people li ving in the city. The city is part of the high tech 
industrial belt located about sixty miles west of Boston Massachusetts. A network of major 
highways makes the city easily access ible from two major urban areas. These areas prov ide a labor 
force within commuting distance of Marlborough. The majority of persons working in the city's high 
tech industry are commuting from the nearby cities and communities. During an average worki ng 
day Marlborough swells to a population of about 130,000 people. 

The accident 
On a saturday night during the cold New England winter a tank track delivering gasoline to a 
downtown gas station experienced a crack in the gas hose, sp illing about 100 gallons of gaso line 
into the main street storm drain system. Shortly after the spill was reported, pockets of gaso line 
vapors set off explosions causing manhole covers to fl y into the air. The fumes that seeped from 
the stonn drain into the basement of several houses caused major explos ions and severely damaged 
numerous houses along the affected area. The driver of the delivery tank track immediately 
contacted the fire department about the spill. Since the area was heav ily populated, quick action had 
to be taken. According to emergency procedures, the local fire chief became the commander in 
chief, and he had to set emergency procedures into effect. After contacting all emergency personal, 
he ordered immediately an evacuation of all residents within the aI·ea. In sp ite of the severity of the 
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acc ident , there were no major injuries reported. Next morning, after the vapors had dispersed, most 
evacuees were able to return to thei r homes except the persons living in houses affected by the 
explos ions. 

PRE·DISASTER PREPARATION AND MAPPING 

In contrast to many other communities, Marlborough was well prepared for thi s technological 
di saster. A year earlier the city of Springfield, third largest city in Massachusetts, experienced a 
major chemical fire. Large numbers of residents needed to be evacuated. While the fire was burning, 
nobody knew what kind of chemicals were burning and what kind of impact the vapors had on the 
rest of the area. After thi s inciden t, several Massachusetts communities started active emergency 
evacuation planning programs. This was coupled with the passage of the 1986 Emergency Planning 
and Community Right-To-Know Act (U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 1986). 

Marlborough des ignated one of the local fire fighters as the emergency manager. This person took 
a major interest in tra ining himself and hi s fellow fire fighters in most aspects of emergency 
preparedness. One of hi s special interests was the preparation of an ex tensive set of emergency 
planning maps. 

Marlborough, like many other communities, had meager resources available for their emergency 
planning program. However, this did not stop the emergency manager from preparing a set of useful 
and perhaps li fesaving emergency planning maps . 

The emergency manager went to the city ' s engineering department to gather several detailed base 
maps of the c ity. Some maps had utilities and services already mapped, others were zoning maps. 
Us ing these maps as a starting point, he colored in with markers and colored pencils the following: 

- industries and businesses storing hazardous materials 

- highways and roadways transporting hazardous materials 

- listing of the hazardous materials and their effec ts on humans and the environment 

In addition, he added a radius of one mile around each site storing hazardous material s. This method 
of using visual buffers could also be found along highways and other rou tes which were used to 
transport hazardous materials. These maps bas ically were risk maps since they pointed to the 
possible ri sk at the locations. 

Another map showed the population wi thin thi s area. The map showed single versa mul tiple 
housing. Each block di splayed and li sted by individual names of c iti zens the publics in need of 
special care, such as persons who are physically or mentally impaired, nursing homes, childcare 
centers and schools, both private and public. Each li st which was attached to the maps was color 
coded according to the special needs persons had during an evacuation. One could identify at a 
glance what the special evacuation requirements fo r a specific person was. 

Another map featured all schools, churches and public facilities which could be used as emergency 
shelters. Designated emergency shelters had special color coding and the maps indicated the areas 
for which the shelters were to be used. Again, s imple color coding was applied to point to public 
versa private facilities . 
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A final map displayed all emergency facilities such as fire stations, police stations, utilities, 
hospita ls, care facilities, firetrucks, buses e tc. The data collected for these maps was the resu lt of 
extens ive questionnaires wh ich were sent to all industries and businesses as well as a ll residences. 
These questionnaires were sent as an appendix of the city census. All maps were prepared on 
official city maps , and in most cases, the information was added with color markers and pencils over 
existing information . In order to make the maps more durable . so that they could be taken into the 
field when needed. the maps were laminated. This a llowed managers to add information to the maps 
when needed. These risk maps were ava ilable to all emergency personnel in the fire station. 

MAP USE DURING THE DISASTER 

All act ions by the incident commander required rapid decision making. Immediately. he consulted 
the risk maps to identify the danger zone and to make evacuation decisions. He ordered 
instantaneously the evacuation of all residence on both sides of the storm drain. The color coded 
residential map pointed to all persons who needed special assistance during the evacuation. 
Shelters were established. and wh ile the safety of a ll residence was of highest priority. 
simultaneously the physical agent needed to be controlled to avoid further acceleration of the 
disaster. The incident commander was able to control the disaster within several hours and the 
dangerous vapors started to disperse. Use of maps increased the speed of decision making for both 
evacuations and fighting the dangerous physical conditions. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Mark Monmonier and George Schnell suggest that the design of effective risk maps requires an 
understanding of the intended audience and its limitations. They point out that elected officials and 
the general public require concise straightforward, simplified presentations (Monmonier and Schnell, 
1992). Emergency managers are under a great deal of pressure to make decisions which may affec t 
the life of thousands of people. yet they have on ly a few minutes to analyze the situation and act. 
They cannot afford to make mistakes and delay safety decisions. 

The maps in Marlborough clearly provided the information needed. They were simple maps and 
served their purpose. Partly because the mapping process identified emergency managers needs (the 
content was identified by the emergency manager) and partly because the simple design of the maps 
made them easy to understand (labels. symbols and description were next to the map content). These 
maps allowed for a certain readiness which could on ly be provided by a quick glance at the spatial 
situation. 

In contrast many communities are not as prepared as Marlborough. There are severa l reasons a) 
there is a concern if risk maps are made public that property values drop. b) many communities are 
experienc ing budget problems and preparation of maps which may not be needed is not on a high 
priority li st. 3) emergency managers in a community may not think spatia lly and therefore do not 
perceive mapping as part of their emergency planning as important. 

Emergency mapping is a growing and important area. Cartographers with their spatial knowledge 
and the adoption of new technologies such as automation and geographic information systems can 
make a major contribution to the field. There is a need to develop guidelines and a framework for 
the preparations of effective emergency planning maps. 
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Design and compilation of urban anti-disaster planning atlas 
L. Yanfang , L. Yaolin (Wuhan, RC) 

INTRODUCTION 

Cities are densely populated and constructed. There are a lot of 

dangerous old houses and secondary disaster sources such as combustibles, 

explosives and poisons in cities. Once the disasters such as earthquake, 

flood and fire come. they must have suffered heavy losses. So the cities 

are very important areas for anti-disaster planning. The ultimate 

objective of the planning is to reduee eeonomic losses. and numbers of 

injuries and deaths to a minimum. how to take proeautions before the 

disaster? How to take actions during the disaster? And how to put the 

city into normal state. that is. to rebuild the homeland and go into 

production as soon as possible. after the disaster? These are the 

problems which should be considered and solved in the planning. The key 

point for all those problems in what of the current anti -disaster 

ability of the city. So. the reasonable and effective anti-disaster 

planning must be based on the overall and comprehensive assessment on 

urban anti-disaster ability. 

In the assessment on urban anti- disaster ability and planning of 

urban anti-disaster. cartographers can playa very important and aetive 

role. It is a major point that the paper will sho~ 

Cartographers can well combine the mean of map analysis and map 

representation with the assessment and planning of anti -disaster. The 

maps of urban anti-disaster are basic means and basic data for 

assessment and planning of urban anti -disaster. And with these maps. 

measures of anti-disaster can be made and actions of anti-disaster can 

be taken in line with local conditions. Therefore. designing and compil

ing the atlas of anti-disaster planning is of great importance. 
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Based on the case study in Wuhan city, Hubei province, the paper will 

discuss basic contents, an'd structure, selection of map subjects, and 

major procedure of the atlas. 

BASIC CONTENTS AND STRUCTURE OF THE ATLAS 

An Atlas consists of a set of maps which have unified general design, 

complete content system, Logic system structure and well-taken technical 

standards. It is a complel systematic engineering of mapping in the 

cartography system, because it involves broad scientific contents of 

mUlti-disciplines, and has a great amount of imformation and complel 

data processing. So the scientific, logical, systematic and integrated 

characters of the atlas are the common features which must be considered 

in the general design of the atlas. Ho.e,er, the individual characters 

for different atlases must also be considered for establishing the 

structure of each atlas, so that the atlas can stress on specific 

characters based on reflecting general characters. 

Therefore, whether the structure of the atlas on the subjects of maps, 

its dedign shoult be combined with the objectives (uses) and regional 

features. 

Urban anti-disaster planning should begin with the assessment on 

current urban anti-disaster ability, find out the weak points of anti

disaster, and then according to the local condi tions, especially the weak 

points, take a series of measures for strengthening urban anti-disaster 

ability (i. e. , decision making). 

Urban anti-disaster ability is the complel one which consists of the 

ability of urban anti-disaster before disasters and the ability of 

putting the city into normal state as soon as possible after disasters. 

It depends on Vlf ied factores, such as urban natural condi tions, urban 

land use structure, road syste~ areas for dispersio~ quality and 

density of buildings, and varied lifeline facilities and etc. 

For natural conditions, if a city is located in a firm foundation, 

there is le88 effect of earthquake on the ei ty. But if there uist 
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harmful engineering geological conditions, such as soft rock strata 

which are easily liquefied and subsided, and hidden faults, once the 

disaster comes, these conditions certainly will aggravate the effect of 

the disaster in the parts on the city, resulting in great losses. 

For social-economic conditions, if buildings are population of the 

city are heavy concntrated as well as the quality of buildings is poor, 

the urban anti -disaster ability is so weak that it must have suffered 

heavy losses once the disaster comes. In addi tion, if roads for dispersion 

and rescue are narrow, road system does not completed get, and there are 

no any areas for dispersion, we can't imagine the results . The facilities 

of power supply, water supply, communication and medical treatment are 

components of lifeline engineerin~ Their anti - disaster ability and 

working reliability have direct influence on rescue during disaster and 

recovery after disaster. But if they are hit by the disaster, they will 

become serious secondary disaster sources which will result in fire and 

flood. So more attention should be paid to them in anti -disaster 

p !ann ing. 

Thus it can be seen, the basic contents of Urban Anti-disaster Atlas 

must include two major aspects : 1) Factor and Factor Analysis Maps which 

reflect the comprehensive ability of urban anti -disaster, including 

physical factors and social -economic factors; 2) Maps of planning mea

sures which are made according to the major weak points. 

Disasters for cities vary with the specific geographic location. May 

be earthquake, or flood, or trio disaster of earthquake, flood and fire . 

So the maps of the atlas should reflect the regional characters, 

including factor maps aiming at the local major disasters and measure 

maps against the local major disaters. 

For example, Wuhan city . ituated in the lower reaches of famous 

' hanging river' section -- Jingj iang of Yangzi River, and the River 

movec across the city. This region suffered so much and so heavy flood 

in the past , and today it is still threatened by flood. On the whole, 

the city is located in the ' faults and heave ' area and may have 
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Analysis for Current Urban Anti-disaster Ability 

Disaster Risk 

Stabi I i ty :Of the Ci ty 

Anti-flood Ability of the City 

Fragility of Urban Buildings 

Risk of Urban Secondary Disaster 

Factor Of: Population 

Ahi I i ty of Dispersion and Rescue in the Ci ty 

Comprehensive Ability of Urban Anti-disaster 

Estimation of ~isasters Losses 

Flood c ont:rol Works 

Rebuilding Planning for Old Proper in the City 

Roa d System f or 0 i sper s i on &- Rescue of the City 

Area. for Disp~rsion in the City 

Lifel ine Engi~eering of the City 

Secondary ~isaster Souroes 

Emer geney for D i sper s i on &- Rescue 

Fig 1. Structure Design of the Atlas 
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potential sources of earthquake. even if the earthquakes occur outside, 

they will have different effects on the city. In addition, the city has 

a long history, a very large population and much more old buildings. 

Therefore, the anti-disaster planning as well as its atlas in Wuhan 

should aim at the tr io-disaster of earthquake, flood and fire. 

The structure of the Atlas should be in accord with the procedure of 

analysing and planning step by step for urban anti -disaster ability, by 

using systematic approaches, from outside to inside, from one to the 

another, from single factor to multi - factors comprehensive assessment, 

having a logical sequence all linked with one another. 

At first, we should regard the city as a whole in a larger regional 

system for analysing the risk of varied disasters, such as risk of 

earthquake or flood. So we can use the map of active fault to reflect 

the geological conditions for seism, and use the map of distribution of 

epicentres at the modern times to reflect the major seismic activities 

in history. And then, we go deep into the city to set off discussions 

from physical and social-economic aspects . We give systematic and overall 

descriptions for comprehensive anti -disaster ability of the city from 

maps of physical factors to maps of social- economic factors, and from 

maps of single factor analysis to maps of muti - factors comprehensive 

assessment. After that, we come to use var ied planning maps to show a 

series of anti-disaster measueres which are taken for strengthening the 

comprehensive anti-disaster ability mainly aiming at the weak points, see 

Fig. 1. 

SELECTION OF MAP SUBJECTS 

The subjects of Maps should always centre on the urban anti - disaster 

ab iii ty. 

MAPS OF DISASTER RISK 

Maihly reflecting geological conditions for seism, major seismic 

activities and floods in history, and seismic intensity reasonalization 
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in the urban area (background area of the city) . 

-- Map of active faults, reflecting the distribution of varied 

active faul ts. 

-- Map of distribution of epicentres at the modern times, including 

the geographic distribution of epicentres, and their occurring times and 

grades etc .. 

-- Map of seismic intensity regionalintion, representing the 

results of assessment on the seismic risk mainly based on the above two 

maps. This map gives seismic backgrounds for different areas in the 

coming 60 years or much longer, providing the basis for anti - seism design 

of buildings. 

MAPS OF STABILITY OF THE CITY 

Mainly reflecting such factors which influence the stability of the 

as geomorphologic condition, geologic condition, active faults, ground

water, bad ground soil, and the results of comprehensive assessment 

based on these factors. 

-- Map of Geomorphology and the Quaternary Geology, representing 

the cause and pattern of landforms, lithology and dynamic geologic 

features such as landslides and collapses etc .. 

-- Map of Lithology and Anti-seism Property, giving the results of 

asseument on rock and soil for anti-seism property, such as strong, 

weak and poor. 

-- Map of Geomorphology and Eff~cts for Seismic Damages, represent

ing the results of assessment on landforms for effects of seismic damages. 

For example, pointing out the areas such as tectonic-denuded hills which 

are easy to collapse or slide with the earthquake. 

-- Map of Distribution of Bad Ground Soil, mainly repruenting the 

distribution of bad ground soils, which are easy to be caved in or 

liquefied. 

-- Map of Buried Depth of Groundwater, being the basis for liquefi

cation analysis. 
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-- Map of Enginnring Geology for Seiam, mainly representing the 

results of assessment on engineering geology for seism based on above 

data and the major features of engineering geology. 

-- Map of Susceptibility of Sand Liquefication, representing the 

results of assessment on susceplibility of liquefication, as well as the 

specific, such as sand thickness. 

-- Map of Seismic Microzoning in the City, representing the results 

of assessment on the anti - seism property of fundation for construction 

based on all above data, especially stressing on the dangerous areas and 

their major bad factors. 

MAP OF ANTI-FLOOD ABILITY ANALYSIS 

Mainly representing the distribution of current flood-defence works 

and their quality characters, as well as the prediction of floods met 

once in the coming 60 of 100 years. 

MAPS OF FRAGILITY OF URBAN BUILDINGS 

Mainly representing varied characters of buildings, one of major 

vic t ims, i nc1 u ding: 

-- Map of Building Density 

-- Map of Building Storey 

-- Map of Building Quality 

-- Map of Anti-seism Structure of Building, 

representing the classification in terms of such indexes as old-new 

degree, height of buildings, roofing type, floor type, wall quality etc. 

-- Map of Urban Land Use 

-- Map of Estimation of Building Loses, representing the estima-

tions for different kinds of buildings such as multi-storey brick house, 

low brick or wood house, one storey workshop or warehouse and base-frame 

house, in terms of different earthquake intensities. 
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MAP OF RISK ANALYSIS OF URBAN SECONDARY DISASTERS 

Mainly representing the distribution of , aried secondary disaster 

souces, as well as ranges and degrees of their influences. 

MAP OF POPULATION DENSITY 

Population density is one of main factors which are influencing the 

comprehensive anti -disaster ability. The emphasis is on the highest 

density. If there exist geographic differences in such features as sex 

and age, these features should be reflected in the map, which are the 

bases for dispersion and rescue . 

MAPS OF ABILITY OF DISPERSION AND RESCUE IN THE CITY 

---- Map of areas for dispersion, representing distribution of 

dispersing areas such as green land, vacancy, sports ground, and 

underground civil air defence, as well as the results of assessment on 

their suitability in terms of accessibility, stablity and function etc. 

The volunm of areas can be described by average amount of areas 'per 

per son. 

---- Map of Road System for Dispersion and Rescue, including grade, 

width, pavement and current use of roads . 

---- Map of Lifeline Engineering, mainly representing distribution, 

function and scale of aut i-disaster headquarters, life line facilities 

such as hospitals and fire stations, as well as power system and water 

sys tem. 

MAP OF COMPREHENSIVE ABILITY OF URBAN ANTI-DISASTER 

Representing the results of assessment on comprehensive ability of 

Urban anti-disaster based on all above data, with emphasis on the areas 

of the poorest ability. 

MAP OF ESTIMATION OF DISASTER LOSSES 

Mainly representing the results of estimation on economic losses and 
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numbers of injuries and deaths . 

MAPS OF URBAN ANTI -DISASTER PLANNING 

Including two aspects: 1) construction planning aiming at the weak 

points of anti-disaster ability, for strengthening the ability; 2) 

emergency measures for dispersion and rescue. 

-- Map of Planning for Flood Control Works 

-- Map of Rebuilding Planning for Old Proper in the City, mainly 

representing the rebuilding measures such as demolishing precipitous 

houses, reinforcing some old houses, decreasing the densities of building 

and population, removing the secondary disaster sources, improving road 

system and opening areas for dispersion etc . 

- - Map of Planning for Road System 

-- Yaps of Planning for Lifeline Projects . 

Such as Map of Planning for Fire Control System, including disposi 

tion of new fire stations, measu)es for water supply, pas sageway and 

fire - fighting equipment . 

-- Map of Planning for Dispersing Areas 

-- Map of Planning for Reducing Secondary Disaster . 

PROCEDURES FOR MAP COMPILATION 

Map Compilation is an extreamly complex and compact systematic 

engineering. The whole procedure ine1udes data collection --- data 

analysing and processing - -- base map compiling and drafting - -

compiling and drafting of thematic elements. Remote Sensing and computer 

techniques are applied in many maps of the atlas to a certain extent , 

such as map of population density, map of Anti - seism Structure of 

building and map of comprehensive ability of urban anti- disaster etc, 

see Fig 2. 

Problems about data quantifying and comprehensive assessment in urban 

anti-disaster planning are specifically discussed in another paper of 

the authors entitled as ' As sessment on Urban Anti -disaster Ability '. 
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Computer aided Comprehensive Assessment 

Field check and Data Correcting 

Compiling of Thematic Elements 

Drafting of Thematic Elements 

Fig. 2 

CONCLUS IONS 

1. The atlas is the important and scientific basis for urban antidis
aster project Cartographer~ can playa very important part in this field. 

2. The atlas is a system which consists of a set of maps and has a 
unified general design, complete contents, logic structure and well-taken 
technical standards. 

The contents of maps and the structure of the atlas should be 
centered on the urban anti-disaster ability, from current state to 
planning measure, from physical elements to social- economic elements. 
from single analysis to multi-factor comprehensive assessment. 

3. It is still worth to discuss how to select the much more 
elpressi,e methods and reasonable combinations of representing methods 
in the atlas of urban anti-disaster planning. 
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Digital quality products of official cartography in Germany 
H. BrUggemann (Bonn, 0) 
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1. Introduction 

About twenty years ago, the Surveying and Mapping Agency of North-Rhine Westfalia bought its first 
digital cartographic equipment consisting of a computer supporting the FORTRAN programming 
language, a high resolution digitizer, and a digital draughting machine with light pen . The intention 
was to develop first components of a digital cartographic production process . The results should be the 
traditional analogue topographic maps, which are to be produced by the agency. So, until 1980 a 
software package has been developed allowing a complete digital process from manual map digitizing 
to the automatic symbolisation of the digitized objects by the draughting machine using the digitized 
geometry of the objects and their object codes. Already at this stage we strictly separated the modelling 
of the real world objects from their graphical representation . No graphical attributes were stored with 
the objects. 

The idea was to use the developed process for the simultaneous derivation of 20,000 and 25,000 scale 
maps from updated 5,000 scale German basic maps. Parallel R&D activities on the cartographic 
generalisation process at several German universities should deliver the missing components for this 
complicated process step. Cooperation between some universities and Surveying and Mapping Agencies 
wi thin the Working Group on Digital Cartography (Arbeitsgruppe Automation in der Kartographie -
AGA) led to the first standards on cartographic object classification and on cartographic data exchange. 

But, soon it became clear that the state of hardware and software technology at that time did not allow 
to set up an economic production process. The draughting machine needed days to produce the 
symbols of a topographic map. With large efforts the results had to be corrected by manual methods 
because of the insufficient results of the cartographic symbolisation . And the few realized computer
based generalisation methods turned out as being not very helpful for the map derivation process. 

Looking back from today, the courage is astonishing to start already 1975 realizing a complete 
cartographic production process. Now, in 1993, a lot of progress has been made but, no official 
cartographic institution in Germany produces analogue map series using digital production techniques 
including cartographic generalisation . A solution of this problem is not yet to be seen. 

Instead, a new category of cartographic products has bound all forces : digital cartographic data"' . The 
users needs for up-to-date information about the earth's surface have grown rapidly. Also for the 
official cartography the entry of our society into the information era means a new challenge. The new 
possibilities of the information and communication technology are to be used in time to enable a 
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controlled evolutionary change from the analogue to the digital world. Following its legal mandate, 
official cartography prepares the prerequisites of a basic geographic data infrastructure for public and 
private users . Therefore, we have to playa pioneer's role setting up a digital land documentation on 

, basic geographic data covering the area of our country. Suitable geodetic and cartographic reference 
systems are to be provided for our own data and application oriented data as well. The users are 
knocking at the door asking for basic data for a variety of applications in the fields of e. g. facilities 
networks, traffic, environment protection, statistic, agriculture, and military. 

Therefore, since 1980 the German Working Committee of the Survey Administrations of the Lander 
of the Federal Republic of Germany (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Vermessungsver-waltungen - AdV) first 
developed the concept of the Digital Cadastral Map (Automatisierte Liegenschaftskarte - ALK) and, 
based on these experiences, since 1985 the Authoritative Topographic-Kartographic Information System 
(ATKIS), the German kernel project of official cartography. Now, e.g. for North-Rhine Westfalia 
about 50 % of our state area are available as ATKIS Digital Land Model 25 (DLM 25) data, and it has 
to be clarified how to provide these data as official cartographic products to the users. In addition, a 
mere advanced production process leading to analogue cartographic products is being prepared, which 
offers the possibility of deriving a greater variety of maps than in the past. 

Map and data production are seen as a public duty . In the interest of the public weal, the state gathers 
information relating to territory and people in official records, registers, and land registers, 

to be able to assure public order and the right and safety of the individual citizen, 
to be able to intervene with planning and control measures in the development of the community, 
to be able to provide cost-effective services to each citizen for the purposes of provision for his 
existence. 

As a rule, the information from such records is also supplied in extracts to private bodies subject to 
payment of a fee, where a justified demand exists and provided careful use of the data is assured. The 
state adopts a very restrictive procedure with the supply of data relating to persons or affecting security 
interests . 

Part of Surveying and Mapping is the registration, documentation and provision of information relating 
to the topographical realities of the national area (topographic survey), as well as the issuing of official 
topographical map series. The Surveying and Mapping is required to orient itself to the needs of public 
and private users in performing this duty, and to disseminate its results in a suitable way provided this 
is not contrary to public interests and the guarantee exists for proper use. 

2. Traditional German cartographic quality products 

2.1 Map products 

Based on their leagal mandates, the Surveying and Mapping Administrations of the German Lander 
agreed on the current produced official German topographic map series. They are produced and 
published by the respective agencies of the Lander and, with respect to the small scale maps, by the 
Institute for Applied Geodesy . The map series are: 

German Basic Map 1:5,000 
Topographic Map 1 :25,000 
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Topographic Map 1 :50,000 
Topographic Map 1: 100,000 
Topographic Map 1:200,000 
General Map 1 :500,000 
International Map of the World 1: 1 ,000,000 

In addition, some Surveying and Mapping Agencies are providing 5,000 and 25,000 scale orthophoto 
map series. Up to the scale I: 100,000 the maps are produced and published by the Surveying and 
Mapping Agencies of the Lander, maps at smaller scales by the Institute for Applied Geodesy. 

A special class of analogue cartographic products are map separates serving as the basis for the up
dating process and as suitable combinations for the printing process. 

2.2 Map quality assurance 

A quality product is a product which is in conformance with its specification . To achieve this 
conformance, the production process has to be installed and controlled in a proper way. Quality aspects 
to be taken care of for 'maps are their up-to-dateness, appropriate accuracy, completeness, reliability, 
readability, and correct symbolisation with respect to the standardized AdV symbol catalogue. 

All map products are following clearly defined technical specifications agreed on as AdV standards. 
The governments have introduced these technical specifications by administrational acts to be used by 
the responsible agencies based on fixed revision cycles and quality assurance rules. Large efforts are 
undertaken to guarantee the conformance of a map product with its specification using all available 
sources like aerial photographs, public registers, local surveys carried out by own staff or by other 
institutions. Our surveying and mapping law enables us to access all information on changed situations 
available from both public and private organisations and people if needed . 

Parts of the cartographic updating work is done by private companies on contractual basis. They have 
to prove their ability that they are able to carry out the work based on well founded cartographic 
expertise. All delivered results are checked by experts of our cartographic department. 

This production process guarantees that our users can rely on the equal quality of our map products. 
Fixed revision cycles harmonized by the Surveying and Mapping Agencies of the Lander and reliable 
AdV standards on the content and symbology of the maps enable the users to adapt their thematic map 
production years before. 

2.3 Map distribution 

Maps and Orthophoto Maps are directly distributed by the Surveying and Mapping Agencies to 
bookshops and to end users. In addition, several agencies concluded contracts with powerful private 
companies giving them the role of an official map distributor. These contracts include special discount 
rates dependent on the amount of purchased map sheets. 

Finding the right price for a map sheet is a problem. Map production in Germany is seen as a public 
duty financed by taxes. The rules of offer and demand cannot be purely applied, because the product 
"map" would become too expensive for the private end user taking into consideration all the efforts 
undertaken including also e.g. the maintenance of the reference point networks. (In Germany only 10 
% of the costs of a Surveying and Mapping Agency are covered by the sale of its products.) Map 
prices are agreed on by the AdV. 
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Map separates are sold to users who want to produce thematic maps using them as topographical 
background for their theme. The users buy map separates with the right of reselling the topographic 
information combined with their thematic information as application oriented maps. The price depends 
on the amount of printed thematic maps based on the topographic map separates. 

3. Digital data products - today and tomorrow 

Supervision of the earth's surface by traditional methods and cartographic techniques does no more 
fulfill the requirements of the users. Computerized methods in all application fields need digital data. 
The quality requirements in accuracy, up-to-dateness , reliability of the data are seriously growing 
because fast respond is needed on fast changing situations on the earth. 
Therefore, official Surveying and Mapping is planning a standardized digital land documentation 
covering a country as a basis for different digital products of different accuracy and content, in 
addition to the traditional analogue map products described in chapter 2. Following our legal mandate 
we offer these data products as basic information for application oriented official and private data 
handling and information systems. In parallel, it is planned to replace the current map design by a 
modernized one using the possibilities of computer technology. 

3.1 Global data concept of official cartography 

Figure I gives a comprehensive view on the relationships between the real world itself, its digital 
description by suitable models and products derived from these mqdels to be provided to the users. 
This concept is based on the ATKlS approach , but not identical with it. 

Conceptual Quality Locational Data 
Model Model References 

( General Object Class Catalogue ) 
(DIM Specificat.) ( DLM SpecificatJ (DKM SpecificatJ 

[ DIM ][ DLM ]6 
0 0 0-- -- --0 ~ica1ion oj Pr<;!duc~s 00 
00 o CPr§ctO 0 0 0 

Figure I : Global data concept of official cartography 
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To describe the cartographers real world the concepts of a Conceptual Data Model (CDM), a Quality 
Model (QM), a General Object Class Catalogue (GOCC) and of Positional References are helpful. 
Using these concepts, Digital Image Models (DIM), Digital Land Models (DLM) and Digital 
Kartographic Models (DKM) can be specified. Based on these specifications DIM-, DLM-, and DKM
databases can be realized; altogether these data are called digital topographic-cartographic geo-basic 
data. They form a digital land documentation on topographic-cartographic data of a country and can 
be used to derive market-oriented digital and analogue products following corresponding product 
specifications. Specifications in general are the basis for quality assurance during the production 
process of DIM's, DLM's, DKM's and all derived products. 

Conceptual Data Model 
The CDM delivers the terminology and the principles to be used to describe the objects and 
phenomena of the cartographer's real world in a formal manner needed for their handling by data 
processing techniques. It offers possibilities of modelling objects using the structural elements of the 
object-oriented data model. Important basic terms are "object", "object part", "complex object", 
"geometrical element", "vector element", "raster element", "object class", "attribute", "name", 
"overpass relationship", and "topological relationship". Basic principles are the planarity of the 
underlying graph, the assignment of topological relationships to the semantic level of object parts, the 
assignment of attributes to complex objects, objects, and object parts, m:n relationships between 
objects and complex objects and between object parts and geometrical elements, and I:n relationships 
between objects and object parts. The current ATKIS CDM does not support rules, constraints, and the 
behaviour of objects. But, R&D projects on cartographic generalisation and on advanced up-dating 
procedures initiated by the Surveying and Mapping Agency of North-Rhine Westfalia and undertaken 
together with the university of Bonn, show the needs for adding such capabilities. (A more detailed 
description of the CDM gives (I). ) 

Quality Model 
As already pointed out, quality means the conformance of a product with its specification. Basic data 
quality aspects to be used in a specification are the up-to-dateness, reliability, accuracy, and 
completeness to be achieved by a suitable production process. The quality parameters depend on the 
chosen CDM elements. Using the ISO 9000 standard family could be helpful assuring the intended 
qUality. Eqivalent prodedures are being used by the ATKIS data producers. 

The QM allows the definition and realisation of different DIM's, DLM's and DKM's according to the 
requirements of the different applications expressed by analogue and digital cartographic products. In 
addition, it allows the agreement on compatible quality parameters for the realisation of primary 
databases of official cartography and assigned secondary databases of users . 

Positional references 
The geometry of a spatial object and its integration into a coordinate system is its special characteristic 
comparing it with non-spatial objects. Therefore, this attributive information usually is subject to 
special conceptual considerations and agreements. The German coordinate systems are based on the 
Datum of the German Fundamental Control Net ("Potsdam Datum"; Fundamental Point Rauenberg, 
Bessel ellipsoid) and the Height reference surface NN (Amsterdam tide gage). For Europe-wide 
developments and applications the European Territorial Reference System (ETRS 89) with WGS 
coordinates can be used. For Germany, integrated lower order control nets have been measured and 
evaluated. 

General topographic-cartographic object class catalogue 
Using the terminology of the CDM, a general topographic-cartographic object class catalogue could be 
aggregated. This catalogue would be a list of all real world objects with all attributes and relationships 
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·needed from the topographic-cartographic point of view, without assigning them to a specific digital 
description model of DIM, DLM or DKM type. Momentary, a separate GOCC is not part of the 
A TKIS standard; the existing A TKIS object class catalogue includes the specification of the DLM 25 
with respect to chosing quality parameters and and the coordinate system, too. 

DIM; DIM specification 
A Digital Image Model is a seamless database storing the rectified results of remote sensing and 
scanned aerial photographs. It contains the spatial objects as unstructured pixel heaps. They can be 
identified by pattern recognition processes and could then be addressed by names and described by 
attributes and relationships. The CDM offers the needed structural elements. According to the 
resolution, DIM 's of different accuracy and interpretability can be realized. This has to be fixed by the 
respective DIM specification, which uses the object classification of the GOCC. A DIM serves as an 
important basis for derived DLM's, especially for the up-dating process using image analysis 
techniques. Our agency is preparing DIM's according to 30 cm and 60 cm resolutions. 

DLM; DLM specification 
A DLM stores the real world objects classified by the GOCC as database entities using the modelling 
posibilities of the CDM in a seamless manner. The German AdV decided on the creation of DLM's 
according to the contents of the map series 1:25 000, 1:200 000 and I : IMio. The objects of the 
respective DLM's are simplified according to specified accuracies, but not cartographic generalized . 

. There are specialized object class catalogues describing the contents of the DLM 25 and the DLM 
200. For ATKIS DLM 25 data the German Gaull-Kriiger projection is used, for ATKIS DLM 200 the 
IfAG decided to use geographical coordinates . .In addition, the DLM specifications contain quality rules 
to be followed by the DLM production process. 

DKM; DKM specification 
A DKM is a cartographically generalized DLM. The generalization process depends on the space 
needed to represent the cartographic symbols according to a given map design. The structural elements 
are the same as those used for the DLM. It is planned to generate DKM databases for every map scale. 
The current A TKlS symbol catalogues serve as both the DKM specification and the specification of the 
target map. They contain DLM selection rules with references to the ATKlS object class catalogue, 
generalization rules and the signatures of the cartographic features. It is proposed to split the catalogue 
into a DKM specification part similar to the existing DLM object class catalogue and a product 
speci fication part. 

There is a discussion in Germany on the suitable definition of a DKM. Some experts want to avoid a 
standardized abstract DKM database without executed object symbolization as described above. They 
propose only to create fully symbolized DKM's as raster data which can simply be used to produce 
map products. 

The author's opinion is that both a vector based DKM without assignment of symbols to the objects 
and fully symbolized DKM's in raster form should be stored in a seamless manner to be able to derive 
DKM vector data products and DKM raster data products as well . 

Concluding, the creation and maintenance of digital basic spatial data by Surveying and Mapping can 
be described in the following way: 

A. DIM data as result of digital orthophoto production with 30 cm and 60 cm resolutions 

B. DLM data for all needed accuracy levels (digital situation data and digital terrain data): DLM 25, 
DLM 200, DLM 1000 
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· C. DKM data relating to the topographic map series (vector and raster data): DKM 25, DKM 50, 
DKM 100, DKM 250, DKM 500, DKM 1000 (and further DKM's when required) 

Product specifications 
The DIM's, DLM's and DKM's are no products directly to be provided to the users. They are 
components of the official land documentation on basic topographic-cartographic data of Surveying and 
Mapping and the basis for derived products to be provided to the geo-information market. The 
derivation of these analogue and digital products follows official specifications to be agreed on by the 
AdV. Digital products are specified by: 

the data content, 
the transfer mechanism, 
the transfer medium, 
legal transfer conditions, 
commercial transfer conditions. 

The data content specification is the basis for the selection of DIM, DLM or DKM data and for the 
assignment of quality information to be given to the user . Transfer mechanism and transfer media are 
dependent on the possibilities of sender and receiver of a digital product; national and international 
standards have to be used as much as possible. 

General rules are valid in Germany concerning the legal and commercial transfer conditions for both 
analogue and digital cartographic products. They are described in chapter 3.2. 

DIM Products 
The Digital Image Models with resolutions of 30 cm and 60 cm will be the basic databases for the 
derivation of analogue and digital image products. The AdV has set up a Working Group with the aim 
of agreeing on common digital DIM products for Germany. The Surveying and Mapping Agency of 
North-Rhine Westfalia is preparing a digital production process for orthophotos and orthophoto maps 
which leads first to a piece of a DIM, second the digital DIM product and third the analogue result. 
Currently we are producing orthophoto maps with scales 1:5,000 and 1:25,000. In the first run, a 
digital "orthophoto" and "orthophoto map" will cover the same area as the corresponding analogue 
one. As exchange format for digital products TIFF has been introduced. 

DLM Products 
Currently the DLM 25 and the DLM 200 are being created by the Surveying and Mapping Agencies 
of the Lander resp. the Institute for Applied Geodesy. There are different ways of providing a user 
with extracts from a DLM database as standardized products. The procedure depends on the 
application of this user. 

Some important users want to create their own application oriented databases covering the whole 
region or large parts of it. They are to be integrated into a defined revision programme and to be 
served by our DLM database providing them with change only data. 

The use of transfer media is limited to those supported by our data processing system. Our system is 
part of a wide area network maintained by the Statistical Agency of our country. It is based on the OSI 
standard. Interested users can directly access our data using this network. 

The basic German exchange standard used for all DLM data transfer activities is the Uniform Database 
Interface (Einheitliche Datenbankschnittstelle - EDBS) published by the AdV. A general cost frame for 
DLM data is agreed on by AdV, too. 
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At present, the biggest problem of selling ATKIS data is that the users hardware/software equipments 
are not prepared to support the rather complicated structure of DLM data. First they have to prepare 
their own applications based on the A TKIS standard requirements. The impression is that this situation 
is just changing, and that we will have a lot of different applications using DLM data during the next 
year. 

DKM Products 
Extensive discussions have been started within the responsible working groups of the AdV on the 
future structure of products derived from DKM's. Especially the decision on a vector based DKM or 
a raster based one or on both will influence future product specifications . Until now, scanned datasets 
derive{! from existing analogue maps are offered as preliminary "DKM products". The demand for 
such data is rapidly growing because their short-term and relatively unexpensive availability and their 
simple data structure which allows also simple graphic systems to handle them. Based on the DKM 
idea; future map production would change significantly. At present, the biggest problem is to come to 
an efficient procedure of deriving DKM's from a DLM. This process is complicated because of 
unsolved cartographic generalisation problems. We try to come to a solution using our ALK-GIAP 
software in close cooperation with scientist of the Institute for Topgraphy and Cartography of the 
university of Bonn. In parallel a new design for our topographic map series is being developed by an 
AdV working group. 

3.2 Legal and commercial transfer conditions 

In principle, knowledge about the objects and phenomena on the earth's surface is open to everybody 
as long as justified private or public interests are not contradictary. 

Examples for private interests to be observed are: 

- personal data in general (land ownership) 
- personal right on privacy (high resolution remote sensing) 
- inventions (industrial plants) 

Partly these interests are protected by law in several European coutries. An example is protection of 
data privacy in Germany. 

Examples for public interests to be observed are: 

- militarian interests (military plants) 
- protection from terrorism (endangered objects) 

In Germany these objects are not shown in public maps and orthophoto maps. Basis for protection is 
the Criminal Code. 

The above mentioned aspects limit the allowance of both information collection and its proliferation. 
Further aspects have to be taken into account relating to the use of existing map data and their general 
proliferation to anybody. 

There are national and international, especially European aspects of this topic. In Germany we are 
convinced that, with respect to our specific situation the best solution will be to protect official data 
produced by Surveying and Mapping Agencies by public law as already successfully done in North
Rhine Westfalia. Besides of this public law based solutions, important other legal aspects are based on 
Copyright, law of competition (unfair competition), law of contracts. 
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The main aspects of legal protection of Geo-Information are presently being discussed within the 
European Community based on the "Green Paper on Copyright and the Challenge of Technology" 
issued in 1988 by the Commission, Directorate General IIIID-4 (Internal Market and Industrial 
Affairs) . It includes the chapters 

I. Copyright and the European Community 
2. Piracy 
3. Audio-visual home copying 
4. Distribution right, exhaustion and rental right 
5. Computer programs 
6. Databases 
7. The role of the Community in multilateral and bilateral external relations. 

From an economic point of view, the main goal must be to create a free market on Geo-Information 
in Europe, where the different actors, the public and private data producers, value adding service 
companies, data distributors, public and private data users can play their role following clear defined 
legal conditions as pointed out. 

CERCO is preparing this Geo-Information market based on the MEGRIN concept, which allows the 
integration of all mentioned actors in a well defined way. CERCO is interested to develop MEGRIN 
together with interested partners representing the different roles of the market actors. 

In Germany contacts with other public data producers e.g. the Road Administration have been started 
to come to agreements on the responsibilities of the different involved parties. The exclusive 
responsibility of Surveying and Mapping Agencies for basic spatial data collection has been fixed by 
governmental acts of the different states. 

On the other hand private firms are involved in data capturing on contractual basis . Recently a draft 
contract has been developed together with a company interested in data distribution, based on a similar 
solution for map distribution installed since many years. The supply of data is following a nation-wide 
agreed cost frame with dicount possibilities dependent on the amount of ordered data. 

Without doubt, a main market factor in the field of digital data exchange is the existence of clear 
defined and commonly agreed standards. CERCO is very active in that field, together with user groups 
like CNIG in France and AGI in Great Britain, with industrial partners as the main European car 
manufactorers and electronic companies and with the militarian standardization body for spatial data 
DGIWG. A close cooperation has been established in the DRIVE project Task Force European Digital 
Road Map, which lead to drafts for a family of spatial data standards, a Conceptual Data Model and 
a Quality Model. Another proposal has been prepared by CERCO dealing with a common geodetic 
reference system and common European coordinate systems . Further activities in the standardization 
field are now given to a recently established Technical Committee "Geographical Information" of the 
European Standardization Committee. 

Without standardization spatial data exchange in Europe would cost a lot of money. Spatial data 
structures are very complex and transformation software development is time consuming and 
expensive. (See also "') 
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4. Data integration aspects 

Spatially related application oriented data are being produced by a lot of application oriented official 
institutions dealing with e.g. statistics, planning , environment protection , supervision. Their data 
sources are 

existing official maps and data 
aerial photographs and satellite imagery 
field survey. 

Most of them are waiting for basic spatial data being produced by the official Surveying and Mapping 
Agencies. Established cooperation procedures based on analogue maps from Surveying and Mapping 
are just being supplemented by digital mapping techniques based on ATKIS data as official 
standardized basic spatial data products provided by Surveying and Mapping, too. 

Besides of official spatial data producers, private companies are more and more engaged in the spatial 
data production process, a sigificant hint to the economy of this new technique. They are involved 

on contractual basis acting for public institutions, 
in order to support their own production process, 
in order to offer their spatial data products to the market. 

Their data sources are 

official and private maps 
. aerial photographs and satellite imagery 
field survey. 

Problems will arise, if private firms will not be informed about legal restrictions on the use of official 
data sources or ignore them. 

Official basic spatial data products should be the basis for public and private applications to guarantee 

st.andardized coordinate systems referred to by all participating parties, 
standardized data definitions enabling the sharing of information in different information systems 
and data exchange without larger problems 

The above mentioned standards are parts of a family of spatial data standards being developed by CEN 
and integrated in the Multi-purpose European Ground-Related Information Network (MEGRIN) 
concept, which is to be realized by the Comite Europeen des Responsables de la Cartographie 
Officielle (CERCO)'4' . 

Integrating data and value adding services for Goo-Information will play an important role after the 
realization of large Goo-Information systems. It will become a main business for private companies to 
prepare goo-data according to the demand of the market and provide it to a lot of users . For Germany, 
ATKIS data products will play an important role as the basis for integrated products of a lot of 
applications. 
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Digital geological map production in the UK - more than 
just a cartographic exercise 
E.F.P. Nickless, I. Jackson (Nottingham, GB) 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Since its c reation in 1835 as the Geological Survey o f England and Wales, the 
organi sation known today as the Briti sh Geological Survey has experienced many 
changes of titl e. As presentl y constituted, the Survey is a component body of the 
Natural Environ ment Research Council, one of fi ve Research Council s in the United 
Kingdom charged with responsibility for administering and funding scientific 
research. 

The Survey is funded from three principal sources in a lmost equal amounts. By a 
block grant from Government via the NERC, the so-called Science Budget; through 
commi ssions awarded compet iti vely by Departments of State to undertake geological 
work in support of po licy; and from contract work for the newly pri vati sed industries , 
regulatory bodies, industry and commerce. 

The Survey ' s mi ssion is to mainta in and to keep up-to-date the geo logical n:jap of the 
UK . This ac tivity, which fo rm s the Core Programme funded by the Science Budget, 
is approved and monitored by a Programme Board which includes representatives of 
the major users of geo logical information. The profil e of the work programme is 
shown at Table I. 

A IS-year programme to bring the geologicall y mapping of the UK up to a modern 
standard was begun in 1990 . Surveying is usuall y undertaken at a scale of I: 10000 
and the mapping is summari sed in I :50000-scale colour printed maps supported by 
descripti ve memoirs. The Programme Board has set a annual publication target of 
an average of 2 1 I :50000-scale maps and 15 me moirs. 
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2. GEOLOGICAL MAPS 

2.1 Geologists have traditionall y summari sed their work in map form . In the United 
Kingdom , one the first geologists to do so was William Smith , the Father of English 
geology, who in 1815 publi shed hi s map at 1:313,800 scale of England and Wales. 
Smith , a civil engineer, was concerned to establi sh the practi cal application of his 
geological observations and interpretation s. Hi s maps record the practi cal use of the 
various rock formations, for example as sources of building stone, coal , brick clay 
and so on. 

The simplicity of Smith's maps has been lost as geological theory and understanding 
has developed. As the information base and experti se have expanded, geologists have 
increasingly included more detai led interpretations of the geology. Often, thi s result s 
in complex maps which are intelligible only to a profess ionally trained person . As 
a result, there has been a failure to ensure that geological information is readily 
avai lable in an easy to understand form to those who need it. 

Recogni sing thi s, within the las t decade there has been a radical change to the map 
products req uired by some of the Survey 's major customers. New series of maps 
illustrating one or more themes of interest to planners, developers and other potential 
users have been prepared. These 'appli ed' or 'environmental' geological maps at 
I :25000-scale were first developed in the Fife Region of Scotland based on the 

Glenrothes areal. ' and included topics li sted at Table 2. 

2.2 Geological maps show the di stribution of rock-types and their relationships but it is 
critical to understand that they are a two-dimensional representation of a three
dimensional structure - the uppermost part of the Earth' s crust. Geological maps are 
thus not merely a portrayal of surface features, they are also an interpretation of rock
structures at depth. There is a second sign ificant di stinction between topographic and 
geological maps. Although the topographic map is subject to limitations of scale, 
measurement and projection, and becomes outdated in light of man-made and natural 
modification s to the land surface, it is based on direct observation . In contrast, the 
geological map attempts to represent what is largely unseen. It is based on 
information revealed in natural and temporary sections such as cliffs , gullies or man
made excavations, and drill holes. It is thus an analysis of both surface and 
subsurface information available at the time of survey . In an area of few outcrops 
much may be conjec ture and new data, for example a new borehole or road cutting 
may alter dramat icall y the interpretation , and hence the map . 
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In the UK geological maps are often issued as two editions, Solid - the consolidated 
rocks and Drift - the superfi cial , unconsolidated Quaternary and Recent deposits. 
They are presented at a variety of scales , from the largest at I: 10000 (which have to 
date been released as a monochrome paper dye line/diazo) to smaller scales - 1:50000, 
I :250000 and 1:625000 - reproduced by offset-lithography . 



2.3 Geological maps produced by these conventional methods have their weaknesses. 
Like all "fixed" paper products they are innexible. It is time-consuming to separate 
chosen elements, to change scale, to integrate other information or to vary the area. 
Despite the production of two editions (Solid and Drift) geological maps can be 
complex documents, a mixture of factual and in terpretive detai l , and when presented 
in monochrome may be very difficult to interpret. Arguably, the most significan t 
weakness of maps which are often based on the evaluat ion of only a few pieces of 
hard data, is the difficulty to update and revise. As a national repository for 
geological data, BGS acquires new information at a dramatic rate but its maps are 
amended only infrequently. The desire to arrest this progressive obsolescence was 
a primary stimulus for BGS to develop a digital system for the production of its 
I : I DODO-scale map series. 

3 DIGITAL GEOLOGICAL MAP PRODUCTION 

3.1 Whydoil ? 

3.1.1 Whilst an initial stimulus was an ambiti on to synthesize and update geological maps 
rapidly , the move to a digital system was also seen as an opportunity to create a 
digital geological map database as a primary BGS information resource. The overall 
objectives of the I: lOOOO-scale digital map production system were thus: 

I. to establ ish a digital geological map database. 

II. to facilitate the continuous revision of maps by updating the digital database. 

Ill. to provide data in digital format to be integrated with other systems including 
internal and external modelling and Geographic Informat ion Systems software. 

IV . to produce high quality (and readily understood) geological maps. 

v. to allow the generati on of non -standard , customer-speci fi c output. 

vi. to ensure consistent standards of format and production. 

The development of digital geological map production in BGS was therefore not 
merely seen as an isolated cartographic exercise, designed simply to provide a digital 
facsimile of the conventional geological map. The intention was to cap ture the data 
contained within the map, the points , lines and polygons and their geological 
attributes , to create linked spatial and non-spa tial databases and deliver a variety of 
digital and paper products. 
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3.2 Objecti ves 

3.2. 1 There was considerable geological computing expert ise already available in the 
Survey to achieve these objectives. Digi tal geological map production had been 
attempted in the 1970's but the available hardware and software was insufficien tl y 

mature3
. u . Throughout the 1980's Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Relational 

Database Management System were used in di verse projects ac ross BGS . In the late 
1980' s digital cartographic systems were being used in the preparation of several 
I :50000-scale maps and GIS was being investigated fo r the production of applied 

geological maps6. 7. 8. The experience from these programmes fed into the definition 
of the objec tives and provided the basis for the development of a comprehensive 
operational requirement and contract specificati on fo r the hardware and software. In 
earl y 199 1 a project team was assembled to implement the digital system. 

3.2.2 The project aims required significant resources both in term s of capital outlay and the 
input of diverse skill s - geology, cartography, systems analysis, database design and 
management , system design and procurement and GIS. A formal project management 
methodology was adopted to ensure effective co·ordination of what was a complex 
multi -di scipl inary task. The project team was organi sed into a number of sub-projects 
co-ordinated by a Project Manager who in turn reported to a Project Management 
Board comprising 3 senior BGS managers (see Figure I). 

3.2.3 Central to the project was the desire to create a digital map database. Consequen tl y, 
the data structure (modell ing) element of the project was considered fu ndamental. 
The database was designed at a conceptual level (the logical model) before any 
attempt was made to im plement it on the chosen hard ware and software. There were 
two reasons fo r thi s. First, it was critical that the system met the specific BGS 
objecti ves. Secondl y, it was crucial to maintai n the scientific integrity of the data to 
allow future vendor independence, providing the potent ial to implement a system on 
other hardware and software platforms. 

3.2.4 The tender for the hardware and software was won by Intergraph (UK) Ltd and the 
equipment was in stalled in October 199 1. A preli minary version of the system was 
implemented in April 1992 and the fi nal system was ready for operat ional prod uction 
in December of that year. The system is based on the concept that the spatial data 
are held withi n the cartographic/GIS system (Intergraph's Microstation and MGE) and 
are linked to non-spat ial data and attributes held withi n the corporate Relat ional 
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Database Management System (Oracle). By issuing queries agai nst the linked 
databases it is possible to generate a variety of conventional geological maps or non
standard products. 

A much si mplified worknow, wh ich omits quality control and map management 
stages is outlined below. 

i. The geologist prepares man uscript geologically attributed lines master and 
colour models. 

ii . Manuscript lines master and colour models approved by Line Management. 

Ill. The cartographer digitises map, generates polygons and captures attributes . 

iv. Electrostatic plots of required edit ions generated; raster topography added at 
immediate pre-plot stage. 

v. Plots approved by Line Management ; plot files held for reproduction on 
demand. 

3.3 The key has been to develop a system which is based on geological as opposed to 
cartographic attribution of the lines, points and areas on a map. Thu s the system is 
not on ly capable of offering scale variati on and site-centred mapp ing, but because the 
individual elements have been stored in a geologically st ructured way, they can be 
selected and combined at will to produce geologically customised products. For 
example, it is possible to select the areas of fill and made-up ground in a particular 
region and to depict their co incidence with a particular underlying solid unit. The 
facility to select elements of the map and plot in colour makes the maps much clearer 
and more intelligible than the ir black and white dyeline predecessors. In digital form 
the map may be manipulated much more readily and the abi lity to ed it and revise wi ll 
allow the maps to be updated in response to new information . A funda mental benefit 
is the capabi lity to provide geological map data in dig ital fo rm so that it can be 
readi ly integrated with other information by using a GIS or sur face modelling 
software. Thus the system provides BGS with the capabil ity to hand le the large 
volumes of data required to dig itall y produce some 14 of the 18 appl ied geological 
'element ' maps drawn manuall y for the Glenrothes project. It is also possible to 
integrate the socio-econom ic criteria necessary to generate the Environmental 
Potential maps (see Table 2). 
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ISSUES ARISING FROM IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 

4.1.1 The introduct ion of routine production of I: 10000-scale digital geological maps by 
the Survey's cartographic staff has involved the adopti on of new skills and changes 
in long-establi shed working practices. This has met with some resistance from staff. 
In part, the transition to new working methods has been made easier by the 
introduction several years ago of digital techniques in place of scribing in map 
production. The new practices can therefore be regarded as a continued evolution of 
that process . 

Nevertheless, it has taken time and a considerable amount of effort on the part of 
senior management to set the overall strategy and the longer term vision of a map 
series derived from manipulat ing geological ly attributed spat ial data with other 
databases. It has been necessary to convi nce the cartographic staff to look beyond 
map production as an end in itself and to see themselves as an important part of a 
team engaged in database building . Some of main issues in bridging the cultural 
change include: 

failure to appreciate the databasing content of the work and an un wi llingness 
to undertake non-cartographic tasks, for example the addition of geological 
codes (attribution) to line segments; 

resentment of other disciplines encroaching into 'cartographic domain ' ; 

a perception that cartographic skills have been devalued; 

the need to formalise and standardise of working practices limiting scope for 
indi vidual freedom of action; 

the integration of cartographic and geological disciplines such that neither any 
longer work in isolation . 

The work of building the geologica l map databases must not been seen in isolation 
but in the context of the Survey's total information strategy. BGS ' aim has been to 
pursue an integrated, 'hol ist ic' policy and it has expended considerable effort in the 
last few years identifying and cataloguing a data hold ing in excess of 750 individual 
datasets. 

4.1.2 The introduction of a digital system also continues to meet with some resistance from 
field geologists. Traditionally an independent profession, many geologists resent the 
introduction of the standard specifications and dictionaries necessary to ensure the 
success of a national map database. A more r igorous approach to quality control has 
been essential - GIS do not tolerate the practice of using vague cartography to hide 
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geological uncertainty! There has also been a failure to appreciate that the versatility 
the system provides comes at a price and there is resentment of the increased effort 
needed to explicitly attribute to maps in order to build the database. 

4.2 System and data management has proved to be a very complex area; provisional 
procedures are in place but a considerable amount of work remains to be done. Some 
of the more signi ficant issues encountered are: 

The designed system is an integrated operation which crosses BGS divisional 
boundaries; new standards and procedures for data management are being 
devised to replace pre-ex isting diverse (and often ad hoc) methods. The 
sys tem requires close supervision and map managers have been appointed to 
ensure effecti ve liaison between the geological and cartographic divi sions. 

Problem s arise because geologica l maps rel eased by BGS are regarded as 
authoritat ive documents which may be used in li tigation. Conventionally the 
master version of the paper map carri ed the approving signature of the Chief 
Geologist but it is difficult to retain this necessary formal approval procedure 
and yet exploit the nex ible and dynamic virtues of a digital system. For the 
moment BGS has opted to take a magnetic archive copy of the database 
following Chief Geologist approval of an elec trostat ic plot of the map. The 
problem, in essence one of version control and archive management , 
highli ghts a fu rther difficulty, that of validating those parts of the database 
which are not graphicall y represented on the map. Checking these items will 
involve significant effort. 

The digital map system has been designed to access and di splay information 
held in BGS databases which lie outside the responsibility of the map 
production system (for example borehole and structural data). The 
independence of these databases means that effecti ve procedures are necessary 
to ensure there is no connict between the contents of the various databases and 
their graphic representation on the map face. 

4.3 The problem s associated with di ssemination and release of the digital map data are 
considerable as in the UK data are regarded as a tradeable commodity. It has proved 
difficult to reconcile a cost-recovery policy necessary to sustain research and map 
production and yet ensure the products are available to all at a fair and affordable 
price. Additionally the problems of policing copyright of digital data and controlling 
unauthorised digitisation of BGS map holdings cannot be understated. After long 
di scussion a comprehensive charging structure is now in place. Multi-coloured 
electrostatic plots of I : 10000 maps are replacing monochrome dyeline (diazo) copies 
and their price renects the higher quality product and the technology used to produced 
them. Digital data at I : 10000, I :50000 and I :250000 are available in raster and 
vector formats. Raster data may be purchased outright whi le vector data are avai lable 
only under licence. 
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4.4 The success of the development of digital mapping in the Survey and its adoption in 
production has depended in no small part on the commitment of senior management 
in iden tifying and protecting the project team from work conflicts and providing the 
significant financial resources for the purchase of equipment and software. The 
project has drawn staff from many groups across the Survey, on average 8 man years 
per year over the last 3 years, with a budget for travel and consummables 
approaching £30k annually . A significant challenge has been to ensure the staffing 
levels agreed at the beginning of each financial year are not eroded by compet ing 
demands from contrac t work. 

The time taken to produce a I: 10000 map using digital methods is probably 20% 
greater than tradi tional methods. The advantage comes in the facility to readily 
update the map and the opportunity which a digital database provides to generate 
tailored and non -standard map products. The initial in vestment as data are converted 
from paper to digital formats is substantial but unavoidable. A small production 
team, initiall y three strong but planned to grow to five from April 1993 has been 
identified and targets set. The aim is that as digital map sales develop, the team 
should become self financing. 

Although the potential of digital data in Geographic In formation Systems is widely 
recogni sed, there is currentl y littl e expressed demand yet in the UK fo r a digital 
geological component. In part thi s may refl ec t a failure on the part of the Survey to 
inform the potential cl ient base. The Survey st rategy will continue to be to use 
market surveys to meet customer need. 

5. NEXT STEPS 

5.1 Following implementation of the I : 10000-scale system BGS is now investigating the 
feasibi lity of ex tending the geologicall y attributed approach to its I :50000-scale 
seri es . This series is currently produced by digital means but by a cartographically 
structured process . The advantages establi shed for the I : 10000-scale system retain 
their validity regardless of scale and extension of a similar approach to the 1:50000-
scale series will more readily enable provi sion of national coverage of geologicall y 
attributed digital map data. 

5.2 A number of the implementation team are now concentrating on the digital production 
of non-standard (custom ized or thematic) geological maps. BGS has considerable 
expert ise in the conventional product ion of thematic or appl ied geological maps and 
sees the capab ility to generate these digitally as crucial to its future business. The 
first phase, the production of map variants based on map face data alone - scale and 
area variation, element and selection and permutation - has been successfully 
completed. The next phase is to refine and automate the generation of maps from 
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multiple datasets i.e. map-face data integrated with other digital information - for 
instance borehole, geochemical, geophysical , mining and quarrying , environmental 
and planning data. 

5.3 Under the aegis of the project BGS is also in vestigating two systems for digital 
acquisition of data in the field. The first venture is using established laptop 
technology and a Canadian Geological Survey software package called FIELD LOG 
to record and build databases of geological observations e.g. lithological and 
structural data. The second is taking the concept further and is exploring the 
feasibility of using pen -based systems for construction of the field map and notes in 
the field. A comprehensive user requirement has been developed and a pre-prototype 
trial is currently taking place to establish whether the technology possesses the basic 
functionality. 

6. SUMMARY 

The development of the two-dimensional digital system is a significant advance on 
current conventional methods of di sseminating geological map data. However, 
geology is a three-dimensional science and the long term goal must be to develop a 
system to deliver a three-dimensional digital spat ial models which can more fully, 
analyse and illustrate the reality of complex geological interrelationships. BGS 
intends to build on the advances made to date which renect a st ructured approach to 
the construction of digital databases, an acceptance of an imposed data architecture, 
the commitment of both staff and financial resources by senior management to the 
project and its subsequent implementation in map production. 

Over the comi ng year a number of digital map products will be made available under 
licence. A series of I: IOOOO-scale maps for an area of north London were released 
in January 1993. The I :250000-scale geological map of mainland Britain with 
cartographic attributes will be available as a seri es of digital fil es by end-March 1993. 
The aim is to provided this as a full geologically attribu ted dataset during 1993 . 
Work is in hand to release a number of I :50000-scale maps as digital files. 

The move is towards digital data provision with the printing of maps 'on demand ' . 
It follows that many of the maps produced in future will be ephemeral and customer 
specific. It is reasonable to assume that there wi ll continue to be a demand for 
printed material and that for the foreseeable future the Survey will continue to provide 
a coherent printed map cover for the UK at the I :50000-scale. However, the 
emphasis is changing to the underlying data and interpretation, and away from printed 
map products. Within this the centrality of the databases is assumi ng overriding 
importance and the printed map will increas ingly become regarded as peripheral by 
many users, although we do see a continuing req uirement for hard copy. 
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Figure 1 

Project Management Board 

Proj ect Manager 

System Design And Procurement - define and obtain hardware and software 

Customisation - undertake the phys ical implementation 

Data Structure - analyze map data and design a logical data model 

Conventions - establish digital map specifications and procedures 

- -Logistics - Cartographic staff training and accommodation 

Strategy - devise digiti sation programme 
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Table I THE BRITISH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY CORE PROGRAMME 

The programme comprises a series of long-term strategic survey and monitoring activities. 
There are six elements: -
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• onshore geological mapping ; 

• offshore geological mapping; 

• geochemical surveys; 

• geophysical surveys; 

• hydrogeological and geotechnical surveys, and 

• National Geosciences Information Service, whose role is to draw together and 
disseminate the Survey data. 



Table 2 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY MAPS RELATING TO ORDNANCE 
SURVEY SHEET NO 20 (based on Glenrothes in the Fife Region of 
Scotland) 

Element maps (basic data) 

I bore sites 
2 unconsolidated deposits 
3 lithology of the unconsolidated deposits 
4 engineering properties of the unconsolidated deposits 
5 thickness of the unconsolidated deposits 
6 depth to water in the unconsolidated deposits 
7 sand and gravel thickness 
8 bedrock geology 
9 bedrock lithology 
10 rockhead contours 
II shallow undermining 
12 natural landslip potent ial 
13 open cast workings 
14 hard rock aggregate resources 
15 limestone resources 
16 brick and tile clay 
17 mudstone for brick making 
18 hydrogeology 

Derived maps (combining two or more elements) 

19 underground storage potential within 100 m of the surface 
20 sand and gravel potential 
21 foundation cond itions 
22 groundwater resources 

Environmental Potential (summary maps based on the element and derived maps) 

A development potential 
B priority areas for on-s ite investi gation 

C' resources at or near the surface which might be won by opencast working 

C2 buried resources which migh t be won by opencast worki ng 

C3 buried resources which might be won by pumping or mining 
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Mapping supported by the national land information system 
in China 
J. Jiang, D. Wang (Beijing, RC) 

Introduction 

The National Land Information System (NLlS), which is being developed by 

the Resea rch Institute of Surveying and Mapping, the Nationa l Bureau of Sur

veying and Mapping (RISM, NBSM) since 1984, is the main information sys

tem of the NBSM and one of the sub-systems of the National Economic Infor

mation System in China. 

The system includes the Map Data Base, the Geographic Names Data Base, the 

Geodetic Data Base, the Gravity Data Base, the Data Base Management System 

for both vector and raster data, and some app licat ion models. 

As the first step in developing the NLlS, the 1: 1M-scale Map Data Base 

(MDB) and 1: 1M-scale Geographic Names Data Base (GNDB) over the whole 

China have been estab lished. The MBD is supported by the VAX 11 se ries com

puters, ARC / INFO and some software developed in house. The data, derived 

from the pos itive films which are directly copied from the safety copies of 1: 

1M-scale map sheets, contain following categor ies indigital form: hydrogra

phy, transportation, boundary, residence, vegetation, hypsography, DEM, etc. 

The DEM ce ll size is 28".125 X 18". 750Clongitude X latitude) and the points 

number is 25,000,000. The GNDB is supported by the V AX computers and the 

RDBMS ORACLE. They are not only experimental, but a lso practical data 

bases. They have been and willbe applied to a wide range of fields of the na

tiona l economy agencies in China, for example, they can be used for macro

scopic retrieving and ana lysing nat.ionally, or as basic data for other systems, 

or to reduce the time cycle for compiling and updating maps at 1: 1M and s mall 

er scales. 
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The MDB Development 

The data of the MDB are captured through manual digitizing or scanning ac

cording to different features and their density. All data are fully topologically 

st ructured and attribute coded. 

The data category and attribute codes (or feature codes) are used to describe 

the map features represented by a point, line or area in the MDB. The category 

and codes are based on the Cartographic Symbolizations of the NBSM topo

graphic map se ries. 

An attribute code in the MDB is composed of two distinct subfields: a category 

code and an identified code. 

The category code indentifies the category to which the element belongs. 

The category of the features has three classes. Table 1 shows the catalog of the 

first class used in the MDB. 

1 ------ Hydrography 

2 ------ Residence 

3 ------ Transportation 

4 ------ Pipe Line 

5 ------ Hypsography (Terrain) 

6 ------ Boundary 

7 ------ Vegetation 

8 ------ Others 

Table 1. The catalog of the first class 

used in the MDB. 

The identified code is only used to describe some major features, such as cities 

and boundaries with political levels higher than or equal to county, railways, 

main roads, main rivers. The tag in the category code indicates if there is an i

dentified code for a certain element. 

Considering relationships between features and the data structure used, the da-
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ta of every map sheet are divided into 13 la yers which form 13 coverages. Table 

2 ind icates how the layers divided and con tents of each layer (t he number ' under 

th is column are correspondance to sequence numbers in the Catographic Sym

bolization of 1: 1M-scale Map of t he NBSM). 

Feature Layer Contents 
Contour 1 53 
Other topography 2 54--66 
Hydrography 3 20.21.29- -31. 34. 

36- -39 .42.49 - -52 
Hydrography (area) 4 32.33.35.40.41. 43. 

45.47 
Railway 5 9--14.19.193 
Road 6 15.16.45.60.192 
Trail 7 17.18 
Residence (point) 8 3--8 
Residence (area) 9 1,2 
Boundary 10 24--28 
Vegetation 11 67--71 
Other point features 12 22.23.44.72--75. 

78.79 
Other line features 13 76.80--82 

Table 2 

The layers metioned above cou ld be divided further. or combined if necessary. 

Data capturing has to meet following requirments: 

1. Keep continuit y for linear features; 

2. Form completely closed polygons for area features; 

3. When an object has 2 or more attribute codes. for instance.a boundary on a 

section of a river. it is on ly digitized once and recorded in the feature coverage 

which main attribute code (in this case. river) belongs to. Its secondary at

tribute code (s) (i n this case. boundary) is recorded at the same time. 

4. Sometimes. it is neccessary to add some arcs with spec ial codes at certain 

place. such as the sect ions of roads or railways cut down by bridge or residence 

symbols.the sect ion of lake bank at the mouth of a double line river. the sec-
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tion of a la rge rese rvior bank a t the int erior s ide of its dam , and so on. 

5. F or manu all y di giti zing, the pos itional er ror s hould be less t han O. 2 mm. 

The distance between adjace n t 2 ve r texes on curve line s hould be less t han 

O. 5- 0.8 mm and the bigger curvat ure is, the s hor ter s uch dis tance s hould be. 

6. The noise came from scanning and useless data, s uch as too narrow do uble 

lines, too s mall lakes , have to be removed . The data s hould be trans fered in to a 

cove rage, including coordinates conve rting from scanner coordina te sys tem to 

map projection sys tem , us ing ce rtain commands. Then additional manual di gi

t izing for par t o f fea tures is us uall y needed. 

F or different fea tures or layers, the different attribute tables have been de

s igned . E ac h ta ble cons is ts of the item name , inpu t- width, ou tput-wid th and 

type . E ve ry ta ble has three same it ems : use r- ID , ca tegory code and ident ified 

code. T able 3 is an example of s uch tables: 

item use r-

name ID 

input 

w idth 4 

outpu t 

w idth 5 

type B 

ca tegory identified name s ubordinate 

code code basin code 

6 6 20 6 

6 6 20 6 

C C C C 

T able 3. Attribute ta ble of rivers 

( including ca na ls and di tc hes) 

naviga ble 

s tatus ... 

1 

1 

C 

The ite ms for eve r y feature or layer ca n be increased depending on re

quirments , and exist ing s tat istic da ta and othe r source materia ls. 

E ve ry coverage s hould be se rious ly passed the tes ting of data qu ali ty con t rol , 

to ens uer that data are acc urate and reliable for the MDB use rs . 

The da ta qua li ty tes ting co ns i?ts of following poin ts : 
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1. Check the logical consistency and completeness. 

2. Check t he Position Accuracy. 

3. Check the Attribute Accuracy. 

After data quality control. the data are digitally edge matc hed to adjacent map 

sheets . Each edge of a coverage should be checked for positional and attribute 

matching along the nea tlines with adjoining coo responding coverages . For pos i

tional matc hing . the error allowed is O. 2mm; and for attribute match ing. no 

difference is allowed. 

The GNDB Development 

The GNDB contains about 80.000 geographic names on all 1: 1M-sca le map 

sheets over the whole China . The main it ems in the GNDB are User- ID . name 

on 1: 1M map. standard name . Chinese phonetic name. 1: 1M map number .geo

grap hic name category code. population. area. length. elevation. transporta

t ion status. longi t ude. lat itude. etc. The User-IDs are the same with those of 

re levant objects in the MDB. Some data are come from the MDB. s ucu as lon

gitude. lat itude. length. area . elevation . and so on. All other data are in

putted into microcomputer based on DBASE III and CCDOS fir st. After check

ing and correcting. they are transmitted into V AX. Names in the GNDB can be 

added. updated. printed. and plotted in Chinese in several wa ys. It is in accor

dance with the standard of Geograph ic Names Information System of Nationa l 

Committee of Geographic Name. 

The tec hnic interface between the MDB and the GNDB is designed .so that the 

geographic names can be retr ieved from t he GNDB according to the category 

code or the identified code which are t he same in both attr ibu te tables of MDB 

and GNDB for t he same object. The chinese codes geographic names retrieved 

from GNDB and the positional data of the same name retrieved from MDB are 

used for automat ic annotation on output map or on screen in different Chinese 

lettering sty les and different s izes. Of .course. it is necessary to do some modi

ficat ion interactively. 

Symbol Library Creation 
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The software ARC/INFO is designed in common use. Its symbol library is not 

enough for mapping in accordance with the Cartographic Symbolizations of dif

ferent sca les map of the NBSM in China. More symbols including point, line 

and area (pattern) symbols need to be added into the symbol library in ARC

PLOT module, such as symbols of residances, ad ministrative boundraies at the 

different political leve ls, the symbols of different vegeta tion types, and so on. 

For symbols on maps at the different scales are not the same, symbols of 1: 

1m-scale map were added first, others will be created afterwards. 

Some symbols such as different types of deserts are scanned from analog pat

terns with high resolution (1,000 dots per inch ), and are used when plotting 

using raster format. 

Chinese Character Data Base Linking 

To annotate geographic names on maps in chinese, it is necessary to link the 

Chinese character data base with ARC/INFO. There are severa l kinds of Chi

nese character data bases, both in vector and raster formats, on the market. 

The standard data base consist of about 7,000 characters and 4 or more letter

ing styles. Characters can be retrieved one by one according to respective code, 

pronunciation or other conditions. However, the data bases on the market are 

not enough for geographic names annotat ion. There are still about 1,000 spe

cial characters needed to be added into the data base. 

The Chinese character data base is out of ARC/INFO v. 5. o. 1 for its fonts are 

limited. A interface was developed to link the data base with ARC/INFO. It 

reads vector data of each character from Chinese character data base and writes 

it into a coverage. 

Mapping supported by the NLIS 

After the MDB, the GNDB and the symbol library have been developed, the 

well designed NUS are satisfactory basis for mapping. It has been used and 

will be cont inuous ly used to produce lots of maps in different ways. 

1. Generate New Version 1: 1M-sca le Maps 
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The data of the MDB and the GNDB can be used to produce 1: 1M-scale maps 

like a copy from the source maps . But , this is not the goa l for the NLIS de

s ign . It is inte res ted in generating new version maps . For this reason, data 

were updated before use . The steps are : 

(D. Collect and analyse a ll information used for updating, choose those which 

can be shown on maps at the scale of 1: 1. 000,000 ; 

(2). Compile a set of cor rec tion maps based on s tead film, on which all updat

ed features a re drawn; 

(3). Digiti ze the correct ion maps; 

(4) . Add new data into the data bases ins tead of corresponding out-off-time 

da ta, then do some editing for adjustment. 

Two methods were used to generate the new vers ion maps: 

One is us ing vector data did in RISM, NBSM. The procedure is as follows. 

(D . Selecte data of all layers one sheet aft er another; 

(2) . Annota te a ll geographic names from the GNDB into a coverage according 

to perspec tive coordinates in the MDB. The coverage is of a line feat ure layer. 

A t the same time, each annotation was geven a se rtain code to assign lette ring 

s t yle, s ize and colour when plotting; 

(3). Execute AMLs to crea te plot fil es, in which each class of data was as

s igned a se rtain symbol and colour; 

(4). Output plots on electrostatic plotte r or pen plotter. 

Another way is us ing ras te r data did in USGS. The procedure is as 

follows . * 
(D. Execute AMLs on all coverages to ass ign a va lue to MAPITEM that rep

resents the graphic symbol on the FEATURE attribute in cover-id; 

(2) . E xec ute AMLs to generate ARCPLOT files based on thei r final output 

colour separa tion. Symbol lookup tables were used to s implify changes in sym-

* We have a coopra tion research with USGS in deve loping GIS techniques. This passage 

was quoted from Mr. R . Kee ler' s pape r : "Genera tion of a l:l. OOO . OOO-sca le Map Product 

from ARC/ INFO Coverages Using Automated Cartograph ic Tec hniques". 
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bolization; 

(3). Execute Plotscitex command to convert plot files to Sc itex vector format. 

Font tables were used to pass line, area and marker symbol in format ion from 

ARC to the Sc itex; 

(4). Load files onto Raster Editing system. Convert data from vector to raster 

and app ly appropriate line and area pattern symboli zation; 

(5). Interact ively edit raster symboli zed fil es as needed to correct unique situa

tions; 

(6). Output final co lor separat ion negatives wit h unique pr in t ing screens 111-

eluded. 

2. Compile a Set of Maps at the Sca les Smaller Than 1: 1,000,000 

A set of maps at the sca les of 1: 2,500,000,1:4,000,000 and 1:6,000,000 

have been made from the MDB and th e GNDB. They are: 

(D. The Drainage Map of the sout heast part of China 0:2,500,000); 

(2). The Genera l Map of China 0 :4,000,000); 

(3). The Transportation Map of China 0 : 4,000,000); 

(4). The Administrative Map of China 0:6,000,000). 

The procedures for creat ing these maps a re s imilar except the data selec tion. 

After se lect ing serta in data, convert pojection from Stand Alone Conica l Con

form al Projection for each map sheet into the Normal Conica l Conforma l Pro

ject ion With Two Standard Para ll els for all map sheets. Then merge data files 

of all map sheets one layer after anot her to get new 13 coverages. Genera lize 

such data us ing GENERALIZE command. The rest steps are th e same like 

those used to create the new vers ion 1: 1M-sca le maps mentioned above. 

3. Produce Analys ing Maps from the DEM 

A program package was deve loped for analys ing the DEM. Executing this 

package, lots of anal ys ing maps were plotted , such as terrain profil es, s lope 

maps , layer sty le maps, 3-D maps draped by other features, etc. Supported by 

geograph ic quant ity analysi ng, the Geomorp hologica l Map of China at t he sca le 

of 1: 4,000,000 and the Relief Amplitude Map of China at the sca le of 1: 10, 

000,000 were compiled. 
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4. Overlayed by Some Thematic Data to Create Thematic Maps 

The 1 : 1,000,000 data can be seen as basic data for compi ling thematic maps 

s imilar to the master maps for traditional thematic map compil ing. It is easy to 

create some thematic maps by overlaying thematic data, such as land use map, 

vegetation map, soil map, and so on. the on ly question is data registration ac

curacy. It means that they have to convert into the same projection, t he same 

scale and after overl ayi ng the registration accuracy is good enough . 

5. Produce Some Statistic Maps 

Stat istic map is one kind of themat ic maps. Combined with statistic data, t he 

MDB and the GNDB are used to produce some kinds of statistic maps, such as 

population maps, economic maps, historical disaster maps, etc. so long as the 

s ta t ist ic unit is corresponding to any kind of polygons, lines or points in the 

MDB, like county boundries. For example, the Poor County Map of China at 

the sca le of 1 :4,000,000 is generated using the statistic data based on the unit 

of count y. 

6. Some other maps have been planed to produce, examples are the image 

maps, the Flood Status Forecasting Map of China as one of TV programs. 

Conclusion 

The adva ntages and characteristics of mapping s upported by a GIS like t he 

NLIS in China are evidentl y. 

1. Maps can be in both digital and ana log forms at the same time. The former 

can be easy used to spatiall y ca lcula te and measure length, distance, area, 

s lope, position (coordinates), ang le, etc. instead of manual graphi c measur

ing. The latter can be used as tranditional maps. Users can choose anyone or 

both of t hem. 

2. Geograp hic names can automat ica lly and quickly located on maps in different 

Chinese lettering styles and sizes, even it is necessary to do some modification 

interactively. 
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3. Flexible change in map content, projection, sca le, symbol and output form. 

Based on data layers and attribute codes, features can be selected by layer, any 

attribute items such as category code, identified code, by any polygons, by 

topology, or by sertain domain. These cond itions can be combined to make 

more complex selection . The NLIS provides more than 20 kinds of projections 

normally used in China. It is easy, quickly and accurately to convert projection 

from one to another. The map scale is easy and quickly to be reduced or en

larged as well. Of course, the accuracy will be lower when enlarged, and the 

vertex density of curve lines will be higher when reduced. The symbol style, 

pattern, size and colour can be changed and the results can be displayed on the 

screen before plotting, allowing users to make a compar ison. Maps can be 

drawn on paper, cartographic film, or scribed on scribecoat, or exposed on 

photographic film. So, it can be done to provide different maps for different 

users based on the same data base. It is impossible to do so in traditional car

tography. 

4. Reduce the time cycle for compiling and upda ting maps. Based on a existent 

data base, only changed festures need to be modified and new features need to 

be added. All other data, which are normally a large percentage of data in a da

ta base, are still keeping. In this case, t he time spent for compiling and updat

ing maps can be reduced. Map updating can be made much more times than 

tranditional mapping. It gives us the possibility to update maps timely. 

5. Four colour printing can be used for map production in analog form. Data 

can be output on four exposed or scribed film separately, which present colours 

of yellow, magenta, cyan and black respectively. They are directly used to 

make four printing plates. It omited several steps including reprographying, 

photographying processing, colour separat ing and retouching. 

6. More new kinds of maps can be made, for example, the 3-D map with some 

other features or images draped on it. In anticipation, there will be more and 

more maps generated. 

Though it has lots of advantages to produce maps supported by a GIS, there 

are still some problems needed to be overcome. For instance: 
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1. Some symbols normally used in tranditional cartography should be changed 

to adapt automatic mapping. 

2. Data generalization technique is required when producing maps at the scale 

smaller than the data base. 

3. High quality plotter with high resolution (such as 1,000 dots per inch or 

more) is needed to make good quality maps. 
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